
List of Spreadsheets in this Seabird Colony Audit

Northern North Sea (Yorkshire to Northumberland) 
The Southern North Sea (Humber to Thames).
The SW, Bristol Channel and Celtic Sea   
The English Channel Coast (Kent to W Dorset) 
The Irish Sea*
Inland Sites

* We also have the Dee Estuary e.g. Gronant included in this spreadsheet.

This is a live document and as such we are continuing to update the site information where and when we receive it
Last updated: 28/2/22

For more information please contact: 
Leigh.Lock@rspb.org.uk
Chantal.MacLeod-Nolan@rspb.org.uk



Species Designation Designation site name SPA Qualifying species Site designation comments Site number Intervention Site Action Required 
(new site/ restore 
(from absence) 
/recover /enhance 
(above favourable), 
maintain)

Life Stage Habitat (mainland cliff, 
soft coast, offshore 
island, inland)

Intervention Action Site Ownership Site Managed Key info source Coastal Habitat Loss 
(IPENS Assessment)

Evidence of coastal 
colony impact in past 
20 years

Threats to 
coastal 
colony in 
next 25 years

Historic numbers/context Last Survey Date Current 
Numbers 
(AONs)

Potential 
numbers 
(1=1's; 
2=10's; 
3=100's; 
4=1000's 
pairs)

Current Pressures 
(Disturbance, INNS, 
Predation, Removal, 
Reduction in food, 
Reduction in habitat, Sea 
level rise, Storminess,  
Pathogens)

Future Pressures 
(Disturbance, INNS, 
Predation, Removal, 
Reduction in food, 
Reduction in habitat, Sea 
level rise, Storminess,  
Pathogens)

Pressures: Comments Key Knowledge gaps Monitoring Importance : Amber :top 5 site in England,  
Red >10% of England population, >10,000 
pairs assemblage( S2000 onwards).  Purple 
Historic >10,000 pairs before S2000.

Recommendations next 
3 years

Cost Recommendations 
next 10 years

Cost 1<10k, 2 <100k, 3 
<500k, 4 < 1M, 5>1M    

Recommendations 
next 25 years

Comments on 
recommendations. 
High priority.

Comments on 
funding

Actions 

Fulmar SSSI Northumberland Shore SSSI
Berwickshire and North 
Northumberland Coast SAC 1 Berwick to Border maintain breeding mainland cliff 2002 265 3 top 5 site

Kittiwake SSSI Northumberland Shore SSSI
Berwickshire and North 
Northumberland Coast SAC 1 Berwick to Border breeding mainland cliff 2002 1527

Razorbill SSSI Northumberland Shore SSSI
Berwickshire and North 
Northumberland Coast SAC 1 Berwick to Border breeding mainland cliff 2002 48

Shag SSSI Northumberland Shore SSSI
Berwickshire and North 
Northumberland Coast SAC 1 Berwick to Border breeding mainland cliff 2002 5 1

 Arctic Tern SPA Lindisfarne SPA Arctic Tern Northumberland Marine SPA 2 Lindisfarne recover breeding soft coast*
Enhanced protection of breeding 
birds and expansion of colony NE

Andrew Craggs, 
NE. beach bird 
protection 
required for 
these beach 
nesting 
colonies. 
Approach 
supported by 
Northumberlan
d AONB peak count was 120 in 2009 2018 64 2

Disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

Disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise resources?

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

Little Tern SPA Lindisfarne SPA Little Tern Northumberland Marine SPA 2 Lindisfarne recover breeding soft coast*
Enhanced protection of breeding 
birds and expansion of colony NE

Andrew Craggs, 
NE. beach bird 
protection 
required for 
these beach 
nesting 
colonies. 
Approach 
supported by 
Northumberlan
d AONB peak count was 55 in 2006 2019 64 2

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise check details

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

Roseate Tern SPA Lindisfarne SPA Roseate tern Northumberland Marine SPA 2 Lindisfarne Recover breeding soft coast* NE peak count was 31 in 1969 2019 0

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

not yet present but dependant on establishing good colony of 
terns

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

Fulmar SPA Lindisfarne SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 2 Lindisfarne maintain breeding mainland cliff* NE 2002 165 3 Disturbance Disturbance

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

Eider SPA Lindisfarne SPA 2 Lindisfarne maintain breeding soft coast* NE

Andrew Craggs, 
NE. beach bird 
protection 
required for 
these beach 
nesting 
colonies. 
Approach 
supported by 
Northumberlan
d AONB

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

 Arctic Tern SPA Lindisfarne SPA Arctic Tern

Northumberland Marine SPA. 
Active warden presence likey 
to be needed to interface with 
public 3 Budle Bay recover breeding soft coast*

Enhanced protection of breeding 
birds and expansion of colony NE

Andrew Craggs, 
NE. beach bird 
protection 
required for 
these beach 
nesting 
colonies. 
Approach 
supported by 
Northumberlan
d AONB 2

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

Little Tern SPA Lindisfarne SPA Little Tern

Northumberland Marine SPA. 
Active warden presence likely 
to be needed to interface with 
public 3 Budle Bay recover breeding soft coast*

Enhanced protection of breeding 
birds and expansion of colony NE

Andrew Craggs, 
NE. beach bird 
protection 
required for 
these beach 
nesting 
colonies. 
Approach 
supported by 
Northumberlan
d AONB 2

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

Fulmar SPA Northumbria Coast SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 4 Bamburgh maintain mainland cliff* 2002 39 2

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

 Arctic Tern SPA Farne Islands SPA Arctic Tern Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands enhance breeding offshore island biosecurity National Trust Gwen Potter
peak count was 4470 in 
1983 2020 1416

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

Black-headed Gull SPA Farne Islands SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands maintain breeding offshore island biosecurity National Trust Gwen Potter 2002 84

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

Common Tern SPA Farne Islands SPA Common tern Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands enhance breeding offshore island biosecurity National Trust Gwen Potter peak count was 390 in 1986 2020 65

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

Cormorant SPA Farne Islands SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands breeding offshore island National Trust Gwen Potter 2002 144 3

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise top 5 site

Eider SPA Farne Islands SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands breeding offshore island biosecurity National Trust Gwen Potter 2000 1000 3

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

Fulmar SPA Farne Islands SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands maintain breeding offshore island National Trust Gwen Potter 2002 252 3

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise top 5 site

Guillemot SPA Farne Islands SPA Guillemot Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands maintain breeding offshore island National Trust Gwen Potter 2002 31497

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

Herring Gull SPA Farne Islands SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands maintain breeding offshore island National Trust Gwen Potter 2002 684

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

Kittiwake SPA Farne Islands SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands maintain breeding offshore island National Trust Gwen Potter 2002 5096

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise reduction in food

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise reduction in food top5 site

Puffin SPA Farne Islands SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands maintain breeding offshore island biosecurity National Trust Gwen Potter 2002 55674

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

Razorbill SPA Farne Islands SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands maintain breeding offshore island National Trust Gwen Potter 2002 209

iNNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

Roseate Tern SPA Farne Islands SPA Roseate tern Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne Islands Restore breeding offshore island

Colony establishment likely to 
require a combination of decoys; 
audio lures and nest box 
provision National Trust

Gwen Potter, 
NT. use of audio 
lures 
questionable 
but other 
options already 
in place. most 
imp action is to 
maintain viable 
common tern 
colony. peak count was 71 in 1969 2009 2 2

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

not yet present but dependant on establishing good colony of 
terns

Sandwich Tern SPA Farne Islands SPA Sandwich tern Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands maintain breeding offshore island biosecurity National Trust Gwen Potter
peak count was 4086 in 
1982 2020 417

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

Seabird Assemblage SPA Farne Islands SPA Seabird assemblage Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands maintain breeding offshore island biosecurity National Trust

Gwen Potter, 
NT. one of most 
imp actions in 
England is to 
maintain 
biosecurity for 
Farnes and 
Coquet . 
Biosecurity 
plans in place, 
emergency 
response plans 
agreed through 
B4LIFE project, 
but ongoing 
support/fundin
g required. This 
will be 
discussed as 
the legacy to 2

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

biosecurity plan in place, 
incursion response in 
place. habitat and 
species management.

Shag SPA Farne Islands SPA Seabird assemblage Northumberland Marine SPA 5 Farne islands maintain breeding offshore island anything? National Trust Gwen Potter 2002 1287 4

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise storminess

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise storminess joint top english site with Scilly

Eider SPA Farne Islands SPA Farne islands enhance breeding offshore island biosecurity National Trust Gwen Potter

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

impacts away from breeding sites, 
creches

 Arctic Tern SPA Northumbria Coast SPA Arctic Tern Northumberland Marine SPA 6 Long Nanny enhance breeding soft coast*

Enhanced protection of breeding 
birds and expansion of colony, 
including to areas above high 
tideline National Trust as above

peak count was 2443 in 
2014 2019 1467 4

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

Little Tern SPA Northumbria Coast SPA Little Tern Northumberland Marine SPA 6 Long Nanny enhance breeding soft coast*
Enhanced protection of breeding 
birds and expansion of colony National Trust peak count was 57 in 1994 2019 34 2

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise check details

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

Fulmar SPA Northumbria Coast SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 7 Howick/Dunstanburgh maintain breeding mainland cliff* 2002 138 3

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

Shag SPA Northumbria Coast SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 7 Dunstanburgh maintain breeding mainland cliff* 2002 7 1

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

Herring Gull SPA Coquet SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 8 Coquet reduce breeding offshore island biosecurity 
Duke of 
Northumberland RSPB

Paul Morrison, 
RSPB 2002 44 1

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise removal, 
storminess

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat 
removal, storminess need to manage herring gull pops to maintain terns

Kittiwake SPA Coquet SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 8 Coquet maintain breeding offshore island biosecurity 
Duke of 
Northumberland RSPB

Paul Morrison, 
RSPB 2002 51

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise reduction in food, 
storminess

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat  
reduction in food, 
storminess

Puffin SPA Coquet SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 8 Coquet maintain breeding offshore island biosecurity 
Duke of 
Northumberland RSPB

Paul Morrison, 
RSPB 2002 17208

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat, 
storminess 

Roseate Tern SPA Coquet SPA Roseate tern Northumberland Marine SPA 8 Coquet enhance breeding offshore island biosecurity 
Duke of 
Northumberland RSPB

Paul Morrison 
RSPB. for most 
important UK 
island, essential 
for further 
range peak count was 230 in 1969 2020 130 3

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea, 
storminess check



Sandwich Tern SPA Coquet SPA Sandwich tern Northumberland Marine SPA 8 Coquet maintain breeding offshore island biosecurity 
Duke of 
Northumberland RSPB

Paul Morrison, 
RSPB

peak count was 2131 in 
1992 2020 1669 4

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat, 
storminess 

Seabird Assemblage SPA Coquet SPA Seabird assemblage Northumberland Marine SPA 8 Coquet maintain breeding offshore island biosecurity 
Duke of 
Northumberland RSPB

RSPB. one of 
most imp 
actions in 
England is to 
maintain 
biosecurity for 
Farnes and 
Coquet . 
Biosecurity 
plans in place, 
emergency 
response plans 
agreed through 
B4LIFE project, 
but ongoing 
support/fundin
g required. This 
will be 
discussed as 
the legacy to 
the LIFE project. 2020 20000 2

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat, 
storminess 

Biosecurity plan in place, 
incursion response in 
place. habitat and 
species management.

delivered through 
B4LIFE 

Shag SPA Coquet SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 8 Coquet breeding offshore island biosecurity 
Duke of 
Northumberland RSPB

Paul Morrison, 
RSPB ? ?

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat, 
storminess 

 Arctic Tern SPA Coquet SPA Arctic Tern Northumberland Marine SPA 8 Coquet maintain breeding offshore island biosecurity 
Duke of 
Northumberland RSPB

Paul Morrison, 
RSPB

peak count was 1579 in 
2017 2020 1010 4

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

Black-headed Gull SPA Coquet SPA

interest feature for SSI 
and part of qualifying 
interest for SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 8 Coquet breeding offshore island RSPB

Paul Morrison, 
RSPB 2002 2210

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

INNS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

Common Tern SPA Coquet SPA Common tern Northumberland Marine SPA 8 Coquet maintain breeding offshore island biosecurity 
Duke of 
Northumberland RSPB

Paul Morrison, 
RSPB

peak count was 1700 in 
1973 2020 1640 4

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

Eider SPA Coquet SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 8 Coquet enhance breeding offshore island biosecurity 
Duke of 
Northumberland RSPB

Paul Morrison 
RSPB. 2021 200 3

inns disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

inns disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise reduction in food, 
storminess

predation by gulls crows on island but most problems once birds 
leave island face predation by gulls in estuary and disturbance 
from watersports, boats. RSPB study in prep. 

Fulmar SPA Coquet SPA Northumberland Marine SPA 8 Coquet maintain breeding offshore island biosecurity 
Duke of 
Northumberland RSPB

Paul Morrison, 
RSPB 2002 46 2

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

innS disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise, storminess

Fulmar SPA Northumbria Coast SPA 8 old Hartley to Colywell Sluice maintain breeding mainland cliff* 2002 70 2

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

Kittiwake SPA Northumbria Coast SPA SSSI Northumberland Shore 9 Newcastle to Seaton Sluice maintain breeding urban, mainland cliff

Key issues in urban areas 
(tyneside, teesside, yorkshore 
coast) is netting deterrence. 
Attempting to tackle through 
partnership working, social 
media to campaign and remove 
the netting. other problems are 
climate change related, feeding 
and offshore wind.

Blanaid 
Denman, RSPB

Currently Tyne Kittkwake 
partnership which RSPB, NE, 
Wildlife trusts are part of are 
working to promote and 
protect the colony. Key 
issues in urban areas 
(tyneside, teesside, 
yorkshore coast) is netting 
deterrence. Attempting to 
tackle through partnership 
working, social media to 
campaign and remove the 
netting. other problems are 
climate change related, 
feeding and offshore wind. 2002 597

disturbance reduction in 
food

disturbance reduction in 
food

Fulmar SPA Northumbria Coast SPA SSSI Northumberland Shore 9 Newcastle to Seaton Sluice maintain breeding mainland cliff* 2002 162 3

*this site has two habitat types but is 
primarily classifed as soft coast in the 
report

Fulmar SSSI Durham Coast SSSi

cormorant a designated 
feature of Durham Coast SSSI. 
(adjacent to Northumberland 
Coast SPA) 10 Marsden Bay maintain breeding mainland cliff 2002 148 3

Herring Gull SSSI Durham Coast SSSi

cormorant a designated 
feature of Durham Coast SSSI. 
(adjacent to Northumberland 
Coast SPA) 10 Marsden Bay maintain breeding mainland cliff 2002 148 3

Kittiwake SSSI Durham Coast SSSi

cormorant a designated 
feature of Durham Coast SSSI. 
(adjacent to Northumberland 
Coast SPA) 10 Marsden Bay breeding mainland cliff 2002 2031

disturbance reduction in 
food

disturbance reduction in 
food

Cormorant SSSI Durham Coast SSSi 

cormorant a designated 
feature of Durham Coast SSSI. 
(adjacent to Northumberland 
Coast SPA) 10 Marsden Bay maintain breeding mainland cliff

this is now the most 
important England site for 
cormorant. 2002 248 3 disturbance disturbance top 5 site

Little Tern SPA Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast SPA Little Tern

huge public pressure and 
habitat change. Opps for 
establishing new colonies 
being developed. designated 
feature of SSSi 12 Crimdon Dene & Seaton Carew enhance breeding soft coast

Enhanced protection of breeding 
birds, reduce predation and 
mitigate human disturbance. 
Install fencing across the three 
potential sites on a regular basis.

Durham County 
Council/Wildlife 
Trust

Niall 
Benson/Mark 
Denning

peak count was 110 in 2012, 
in 2016 there was 84, 
however they have failed 
two years ago and started 
nesting in Seaton Carew with 
mixed success 2019 9 2

predation disturbance 
removal reduction in 
habitat

predation disturbance 
removal reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Increase human disturbance (police have been called out 
regarding this with indviiduals running through the colony) and 
loss of suitable habitat (crimdon dene has eroded + crow 
predation) monitored by volunteers and wardens. check details

Black-headed Gull SPA Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast SPA

opps for habitat creation need 
investigating - common tern, 
Black-h Gull, Herring Gull, 
LBBG 12 Saltholme enhance breeding soft coast

fence put in place around wet 
grassland 5/7yrs ago to protect 
breeding birds from fox. Planned 
84 hectares to be protected from 
current 26 hectares this autumn 
2021

Teesside 
enivronmental 
trust & Inovyn RSPB

RSPB - Chris 
Francis breeding 2019 921 3 predation disturbance predation disturbance

monitored by volunteers and staff. Plus 
WeBs. Uses nest cameras

stewardship scheme 
for fencing

potential conflict: lapwing/redshank 
being predated by black-headed gull

Common Tern SPA Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast SPA Common tern 

opps for habitat creation need 
investigating - common tern, 
Black-h Gull, Herring Gull, 
LBBG. common tern 
designated feature of SSSi 12 Saltholme enhance breeding soft coast

enhance the protection of the 
species, trialling the floating rope 
and created a ditch to reduce. 
Created a new island last year, 
created some splash areas for 
bathing birds

Teesside 
enivronmental 
trust & Inovyn RSPB

RSPB - Chris 
Francis

peak count was 452 in 2010, 
terns nesting on the islands 
and rafts  2019 210 predation disturbance predation disturbance fox in 2020, colony collapse

monitored by volunteers and staff. Plus 
WeBs. Uses nest cameras

Herring Gull SPA Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast SPA

opps for habitat creation need 
investigating - common tern, 
Black-h Gull, Herring Gull, 
LBBG 12 Saltholme enhance breeding soft coast

fence put in place around wet 
grassland 5/7yrs ago to protect 
breeding birds from fox. Planned 
84 hectares to be protected from 
current 26 hectares this autumn 
2021

Teesside 
enivronmental 
trust & Inovyn RSPB

RSPB - Chris 
Francis predation disturbance predation disturbance

monitored by volunteers and staff. Plus 
WeBs. Uses nest cameras

stewardship scheme for 
fencing

Lesser Black-backed Gull SPA Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast SPA

opps for habitat creation need 
investigating - common tern, 
Black-h Gull, Herring Gull, 
LBBG 12 Saltholme enhance breeding soft coast

fence put in place around wet 
grassland 5/7yrs ago to protect 
breeding birds from fox. Planned 
84 hectares to be protected from 
current 26 hectares this autumn 
2021

Teesside 
enivronmental 
trust & Inovyn RSPB

RSPB - Chris 
Francis

Med gull successfully bred in 
2021 predation disturbance predation disturbance

monitored by volunteers and staff. Plus 
WeBs. Uses nest cameras

Cormorant 13 Hunt Cliff breeding mainland cliff 2002 35 2
Fulmar 13 Hunt Cliff maintain breeding mainland cliff 2002 140 3

Kittiwake

Sandstone cliff, is not the 
greatest kittwake habitat for 
ledges etc 13 Saltburn -Hunt Cliff breeding mainland cliff 2002 3950

disturbance reduction in 
food

disturbance reduction in 
food top 5 site

Fulmar SSSI Boulby Quarries 14 Boulby Cliff maintain breeding mainland cliff
Teesouth Bird 
Club 2020 55 2

Kittiwake SSSI Boulby Quarries 14 Boulby Cliff recover breeding mainland cliff
Teesouth Bird 
Club 2020 1440 3

disturbance reduction in 
food

disturbance reduction in 
food

Fulmar SSSI Staithes - Port Mulgrave
small numbers nest along this 
coast 15 Staithes to sandsend maintain breeding mainland cliff NT 2002 108 3

Fulmar SSSI
Whitby-Saltwick SSSI & Robin Hood's 
Bay: Maw Wyke to Beast Cliff SSSI

small numbers nest along this 
coast 16 whitby to Robins Hood Bay maintain breeding mainland cliff 2002 134 3

Herring Gull SSSI
Whitby-Saltwick SSSI & Robin Hood's 
Bay: Maw Wyke to Beast Cliff SSSI 16 whitby to Robins Hood Bay maintain breeding mainland cliff 2002 297

Kittiwake SSSI
Whitby-Saltwick SSSI & Robin Hood's 
Bay: Maw Wyke to Beast Cliff SSSI

between Whitby, Scarborough 
and Bridlington touwns, there 
are approximately 1000 
kittiwaktes nesting there, with 
birders monitoring the cliffs. 
Concern with council regarind 
hygiene. Opportunity to better 
understand their population 
with through windfarm 
monitoring? 16 whitby to Robins Hood Bay breeding mainland cliff 2002 240

disturbance reduction in 
food

disturbance reduction in 
food monitored by birders

Fulmar SSSI
Whitby-Saltwick SSSI & Robin Hood's 
Bay: Maw Wyke to Beast Cliff SSSI

small numbers nest along this 
coast 17 Ravenscar to Robin Hoods Bay maintain breeding mainland cliff 2002 34 2

Herring Gull SSSI
Whitby-Saltwick SSSI & Robin Hood's 
Bay: Maw Wyke to Beast Cliff SSSI

between Whitby, Scarborough 
and Bridlington towns, there 
are approximately 1000 
kittiwaktes nesting there, with 
birders monitoring the cliffs. 
Concern with council regarind 
hygiene. Opportunity to better 
understand their population 
with through windfarm 
monitoring? 17 Ravenscar to Robin Hoods Bay maintain breeding mainland cliff 2002 110

Fulmar SSSI
Iron Scar and Hundale Point to Scalby 
Ness

small numbers nest along this 
coast 18 Scalby to Rocky Point maintain breeding mainland cliff

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 69 2 disturbance disturbance

Kittiwake SSSI
Iron Scar and Hundale Point to Scalby 
Ness

between Whitby, Scarborough 
and Bridlington touwns, there 
are approximately 1000 
kittiwaktes nesting there, with 
birders monitoring the cliffs. 
Concern with council regarind 
hygiene. Opportunity to better 
understand their population 
with through windfarm 
monitoring? 18 Scalby to Rocky Point breeding mainland cliff

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 240

disturbance reduction in 
food

disturbance reduction in 
food

Fulmar SSSI Cayton, Cornelian and South Bays
small numbers nest along this 
coast 19 Scarborough to Osgoodby maintain breeding mainland cliff

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 24 2 disturbance disturbance

Disturbance issues from ad-hoc jet skis/hanggliding. England 
Coastal Path required engagement re code of practice 

Kittiwake SSSI Cayton, Cornelian and South Bays

between Whitby, Scarborough 
and Bridlington touwns, there 
are approximately 1000 
kittiwaktes nesting there, with 
birders monitoring the cliffs. 
Concern with council regarind 
hygiene. Opportunity to better 
understand their population 
with through windfarm 
monitoring? 19 Scarborough to Osgoodby breeding mainland cliff dave o hara 2002 2132

disturbance reduction in 
food

disturbance reduction in 
food top5 site

Cormorant SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA
Gristhorpe Bay and Red Cliff 
SSSI 20 Cayton Bay to Filey breeding mainland cliff

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara, heather 
Davidson 
Smith, 
Yorkshire 
Marine Nature 2002 23 2 disturbance disturbance

Flamborough Head European Site Management Scheme 
Recreational Activity review 2013 - 2020 Heather Davison Smith

Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA 
Seabird Monitoring report 2020

Fulmar SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA
Gristhorpe Bay and Red Cliff 
SSSI 20 Cayton Bay to Filey maintain breeding mainland cliff

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 243 3 disturbance disturbance as above top 5 site

Guillemot SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA
Gristhorpe Bay and Red Cliff 
SSSI 20 Cayton Bay to Filey breeding mainland cliff

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 470 disturbance disturbance as above

Herring Gull SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA
Gristhorpe Bay and Red Cliff 
SSSI 20 Cayton Bay to Filey maintain breeding mainland cliff

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 272 disturbance disturbance as above



Kittiwake SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA
Gristhorpe Bay and Red Cliff 
SSSI 20 Cayton Bay to Filey breeding mainland cliff

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 5120

disturbance reduction in 
food

disturbance reduction in 
food

Offshore windfarm development identified as a key  limiting 
factor for this species top 5 site

Puffin SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA
Gristhorpe Bay and Red Cliff 
SSSI 20 Cayton Bay to Filey breeding mainland cliff

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 35 disturbance predation disturbance predation 

Flamborough Head European Site Management Scheme 
Recreational Activity review 2013 - 2020 Heather Davison Smith

Razorbill SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA
Gristhorpe Bay and Red Cliff 
SSSI 20 Cayton Bay to Filey breeding mainland cliff

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 72 disturbance disturbance

Flamborough Head European Site Management Scheme 
Recreational Activity review 2013 - 2020 Heather Davison Smith

Gannet SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA Gannet 22 Bempton Ciff maintain breeding mainland cliff

50% nest on half 
RSPB area, part of 
cliff they nest is 
partly owned 
/YWT/council and 
privately owned

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara

currently nesting on 
Bempton cliffs, slight 
movement to Flamborough. 2017 13392 3 disturbance disturbance

mitigating fishery and offshore wind are important and 
discussions are taking place. Opportunities with the MPA 
management re fisheries. Pushing for sandeel closures. small 
number of disturbance wioth jetskis to rafting auks. Operation 
Seabird was laucnhed and  the police helping raise awareness. 
There is an exclusion area to reduce boat issues but some cayaks 
and canoes may be a small concern since disturbance is 
increasing (note we need to better undertsnad if they are actually 
causing much of an impact most imp english site

Fulmar SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA designation feature for sssi 23 Flamborough maintain breeding mainland cliff
RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 825 3 disturbance disturbance most imp english site

Guillemot SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA Guillemot

species has increased in last 20 
years, full colony count 
planned for 2022 23 Flamborough maintain breeding mainland cliff

Yorkshire 
Wildlife Trust

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 46685 disturbance disturbance

small number of disturbance wioth jetskis to rafting auks. 
Operation Seabird was laucnhed and  the police helping raise 
awareness. There is an exclusion area to reduce boat issues but 
some cayaks and canoes may be a small concern since 
disturbance is increasing (note we need to better undertsnad if 
they are actually causing much of an impact

Herring Gull SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA 23 Flamborough maintain breeding mainland cliff
Yorkshire 
Wildlife Trust

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara

There has been a long-term, 
steady decline in herring gull 
numbers at Bempton Cliffs 
since 1969, from 1246 AONs 
(Apparently Occupied Nests) 
down to 495 AONs in 
2010.The Herring gulls at 
Bempton Cliffs nest on small 
ledges on the cliffs, often out 
of site from the top of the 
cliff. The top of the cliff is 
vegetated (mainly grasses) 
with a fence and a footpath 
running along it a few 
metres from the edge of the 
cliff. The surrounding area is 
farmland. Foxes are present 
along the top of the cliff, but 
not in large numbers and are 
very unlikely to be able to 
access the nesting herring 
gulls on the cliffs. Weasels 
and possibly rats are also 
present at the site and, 
whilst they may be able to 
get to a few of the higher up, 
more accessible nests, they 
will not be able to access 
many and so should not 
have a significant effect on 
the population. The 
productivity at Bempton 
Cliffs was 0.92 chicks/pair, 
which is relatively good, but 
approximately half that of disturbance disturbance

Puffin SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA 23 Flamborough breeding mainland cliff
Yorkshire 
Wildlife Trust

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 2615 d disturbance disturbance

small number of disturbance wioth jetskis to rafting auks. 
Operation Seabird was laucnhed and  the police helping raise 
awareness. There is an exclusion area to reduce boat issues but 
some cayaks and canoes may be a small concern since 
disturbance is increasing (note we need to better undertsnad if 
they are actually causing much of an impact

Razorbill SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA Razorbill

Razorbill population increased 
in last 30 years across 
Bempton, Filey, Flamborough 23 Flamborough maintain breeding mainland cliff

11km of cliff 
within the SPA, 5 
km is Bempton

Yorkshire 
Wildlife Trust

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara disturbance disturbance

small number of disturbance wioth jetskis to rafting auks. 
Operation Seabird was laucnhed and  the police helping raise 
awareness. There is an exclusion area to reduce boat issues but 
some cayaks and canoes may be a small concern since 
disturbance is increasing (note we need to better undertsnad if 
they are actually causing much of an impact

Shag SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA 23 Flamborough breeding mainland cliff
Yorkshire 
Wildlife Trust

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara 2002 32 2 disturbance disturbance

Kittiwake SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA

Kittiwake interest 
feature of SSSI 
qualifying species for 
SPA

Measre needs quantification 
on scale of benefit. Will benefit 
both productivity and survival 23 Flamborough & Filey Recover breeding mainland cliff

Control/closure of sandeel 
fishery

Owned part of a 
cliff and nature 
reserve - Yorkshire 
Wildlife Trust. 
East Riding 
Council own 
Flamborough 
Head. RSPB 

Yorkshire 
Wildlife Trust

RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara

There is low recruitment and 
therefore an aging 
community. The policy team 
is the main area to tackle 
this issue as offshore 
windfarm development 
identified as a key  limiting 
factor for this species. Case 
work team are also invovled 
to better better 
understanding adult 
mortality e.g. impact 2017 45504 3

disturbance reduction in 
food

disturbance reduction in 
food

mitigating fishery and offshore wind are important and 
discussions are taking place. Opportunities with the MPA 
management re fisheries. Pushing for sandeel closures.

local volunteers and staff undertake 
weekly plots so it is fairfly well 
monitored most imp site

Seabird Assemblage SPA Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA 23 Flamborough & Filey breeding mainland cliff assessment of disturbance
RSPB - Dave 
O'Hara

Flamborough & filey coast 
SPA, RSPB manage the 
monitoring of the SPA - 
working in partnerships with 
a range of bodies. Role 
Flamborough Head European 
Marine Site - used to be an 
AONB/Heritage Coast. East 
Riding Council have a head 
officer who coordinates 
management responses on 
behalf of SPA including 
disturbance which is a big 
issues, pollution incidents, disturbance disturbance

assessment of 
disturbance impacts on 
land and from sea



Species Designation Designation site name SPA Qualifying species Site designation comments Site number Intervention Site Action Required (new site/ 
restore (from absence) 
/recover /enhance (above 
favourable), maintain)

Life Stage Habitat (mainland cliff, 
soft coast, offshore island, 
inland)

Intervention Action Site Ownership Site Managed Key info source Coastal Habitat Loss (IPENS 
Assessment)

Evidence of coastal colony 
impact in past 20 years

Threats to coastal colony in 
next 25 years

Historic numbers/context Last Survey Date Current Numbers (AONs) Potential numbers (1=1's; 2=10's; 
3=100's; 4=1000's pairs)

Current Pressures (Disturbance, 
INNS, Predation, Removal, 
Reduction in food, Reduction in 
habitat, Sea level rise, Storminess, 
Pathogens)

Future Pressures (Disturbance, 
INNS, Predation, Removal, 
Reduction in food, Reduction in 
habitat, Sea level rise, Storminess, 
Pathogens)

Pressures: Comments Key Knowledge gaps Monitoring Importance : Amber :top 5 site in England,  Red 
>10% of England population, >10,000 pairs 
assemblage( S2000 onwards).  Purple Historic 
>10,000 pairs before S2000.

Recommendations next 3 years Cost Recommendations 
next 10 years

Cost 1<10k, 2 <100k, 3 <500k, 4 < 1M, 
5>1M    

Recommendations 
next 25 years

Comments on recommendations. 
High priority.

Comments on funding Actions 

Black-headed Gull SPA The Swale Black headed gull 1 Flanders Mare, Mocketts soft coast 2002 3725 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Little Tern SPA The Swale 1 former breeder eg Shellness, 
Castle Coote but too 
disturbed.

breeding soft coast  Murray Orchard top 10 highest ranked SPA Peak count at Shellness was 31 
in 1982. Breeding years as 
1978-1980, 1982-1983, 1984, 
1985-1992, 1995-1996, 1998-
2000, 2001-2002, 2003-2008, 
2009, 2013, 2015

2015 0 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

vegetation management, pred proof 
fencing at Shellness. Castle Coots 
protected . 

10k

Black-headed Gull SPA The Swale 1 Fowley Island breeding soft coast Murray Orchard regular flooding at highest 
tides

very high - important 
colony will  be lost

2018 559 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

assessment of options, habitat 
management, recharge. complete as 
part of wider SPA assessment

Common Tern SPA The Swale 1 Fowley Island breeding soft coast Murray Orchard regular flooding at highest 
tides

very high - important 
colony will  be lost

2018 12 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

assessment of options, habitat 
management, recharge. complete as 
part of wider SPA assessment

did not find in TCR

Mediterranean Gull  SPA The Swale 1 Fowley Island breeding soft coast Murray Orchard regular flooding at highest 
tides

very high - important 
colony will  be lost

2018 150 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

assessment of options, habitat 
management, recharge. complete as 
part of wider SPA assessment

Black-headed Gull SPA The Swale 1 Murston Pits breeding soft coast 2018 156 3 disturbance predation disturbance predation 

Black-headed Gull SPA The Swale 1 Oare Marshes soft coast disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Seabird Assemblage SPA The Swale 1 Swale and Medway soft coast disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

SPA wide management/restoration 
plan for Swale/Medway to identify 
opportunities for island recharge, 
habitat creation. 

Black-headed Gull SPA The Swale 1 various sites on Sheppey. 
Colonies mobile , fluctuating.

breeding soft coast various inc RSPB, 
Elmley CT

inc RSPB Elmley CT Murray Orchard Brian Whatmaugh 2018 125 Great Bells 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Mediterranean Gull SPA The Swale 1 various sites on Sheppey. 
Colonies mobile , fluctuating.

breeding soft coast 2018 12 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat 

Seabird Assemblage SPA Medway Estuary & Marshes 
SPA

2 Chetney Marshes soft coast managed realignment to 
create coastal lagoons 
and islands

private private Murray Orchard 0 2020 0 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Work with EA , clarify SMP 
recommendation and start 
negotiations with landowner. 
technical assessment costs tbc

tbc develop major habitat 
creation project. 

Common Tern SPA Medway Estuary & Marshes 
SPA

common tern 2 Medway Islands recover breeding soft coast habitat creation of safe 
breeding areas above 
highest tides

various inc RSPB ( 
Nor Marsh), Peel 
Ports

various Greenborough 130 pairs in 
2001. Northward Hil l  had 7 
pairs in 2008 and 148 pairs at 
Burntwick in 2008

2017 Nor marsh - 2 pairs disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance of nesting 
areas, lack of nesting 
space above highest 
tides

Signage, fencing and 
protection of existing colony. 
Assessment of options for 
island recharge, costs and 
permissions

implement island 
recharge project 
(s) 

Little Tern SPA Medway Estuary & Marshes 
SPA

Little tern 2 Medway Islands recover breeding soft coast habitat creation of safe 
breeding areas above 
highest tides

various inc RSPB ( 
Nor Marsh), Peel 
Ports

various peak count was 50 pairs in 
1991

2015 Deadmands island - 20 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance of nesting 
areas, lack of nesting 
space above highest 
tides

Signage, fencing and 
protection of existing colony. 
Assessment of options for 
island recharge, costs and 
permissions

Mediterranean Gull  SPA Medway Estuary & Marshes 
SPA

Med gull 2 Medway Islands recover breeding soft coast habitat creation of safe 
breeding areas above 
highest tides

various inc RSPB ( 
Nor Marsh), Peel 
Ports

various 2018 50 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

signage, fencing and 
protection of existing colony. 
Assessment of options for 
island recharge, costs and 
permissions

Sandwich Tern SPA Medway Estuary & Marshes 
SPA

options under investigation. Burntwick 
Island supports current colony of 
sandwich tern and most l ikely site for 
restoration using dredged material  from 
Medway channel.

2 Medway Islands recover breeding soft coast habitat creation of safe 
breeding areas on 
islands above highest 
tides

various inc RSPB ( 
Nor Marsh), Peel 
Ports

various currently exploring this via beneficial use 
. Breeding sites under severe pressure - 
erosion/high tide flodding

yes in 2005 the peak count was 
632 at Burntwick Island

2009 294 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance of nesting 
areas, lack of nesting 
space above highest 
tides

Signage, fencing and 
protection of existing colony. 
Assessment of options for 
island recharge, costs and 
permissions £30k

implement island 
recharge project 
(s) 3

Black-headed Gull SPA Medway Estuary & Marshes 
SPA

black headed gul l, interest 
feature of the Medway Est 
SSSI

2 Medway Islands Nor Marsh 
Burntwick Is, Greenborough 
Is

recover breeding soft coast habitat creation of safe 
breeding areas above 
highest tides

various inc RSPB ( 
Nor Marsh), Peel 
Ports

various Murray orchard top 10 highest ranked SPA 2018 1100 Bishops Saltings, 
1000 Burntwick 20 Nor 
Greenborough 200

4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Seabird Assemblage SPA Medway Estuary & Marshes 
SPA

2 soft coast disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Combined SPA seabird 
management and restoration 
plan. creation of safe nesting 
habitat - recharged islands , 
newly created lagoons and 
islands, predator 
management. 30k

Black-headed Gull SPA Thames Estuary and 
Marshes

3 Cliffe breeding soft coast Provide more safe 
habitat - birds increasing 
and maybe attracting 
birds from medway

RSPB RSPB Will  Tofts RSPB 2018 1925 mostly RSPB 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

habitat improvements to 
RSPB Cliffe Pools eg 
replacement in water barrier 
fencing around Radar/Hidden 
Pools,  and off reserve island 
creation on Alpha Lake 
islands, Bretts Lagoons. tbc

Common Tern SPA Thames Estuary and 
Marshes

3 Cliffe breeding soft coast various habitat 
improvements 

RSPB RSPB Peak count was 125 in 1971 2018 20 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

habitat improvements to 
RSPB Cliffe Pools eg 
replacement in water barrier 
fencing around Radar/Hidden 
Pools,  and off reserve island 
creation on Alpha Lake 
islands, Bretts Lagoons. tbc

Mediterranean Gull SPA Thames Estuary and 
Marshes

3 Cliffe soft coast various habitat 
improvements 

RSPB RSPB as above 2018 100 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

habitat improvements to 
RSPB Cliffe Pools eg 
replacement in water barrier 
fencing around Radar/Hidden 
Pools,  and off reserve island 
creation on Alpha Lake 
islands, Bretts Lagoons. tbc

Black-headed Gull SPA Thames Estuary and 
Marshes

3 Rainham Marshes soft coast provide more safe 
habitat - 

RSPB RSPB disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Sandwich Tern SPA Thames Estuary and 
Marshes

3 St Marys Marsh new breeding soft coast potential new managed 
realignment/RTE with 
lagoons and islands for 
seabirds

no past records 0 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Seabird Assemblage SPA Thames Estuary and 
Marshes

3 St Marys Marsh new breeding soft coast potential new managed 
realignment/RTE with 
lagoons and islands for 
seabirds

church 
Commisoners

no past records. currently 
sheep grazed pasture with no 
wetland/seabird interest.

2020 0 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

continue to work with EA and 
landowners to develop 
opportunities

Black-headed Gull SPA Benfleet and Southend 
Marshes

4 Bowers Marsh soft coast provide more safe 
habitat - 

RSPB RSPB disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Common Tern SPA Benfleet and Southend 
Marshes

4 Bowers Marsh soft coast provide more safe 
habitat - 

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Mediterranean Gull SPA Benfleet and Southend 
Marshes

4 Bowers Marsh soft coast provide more safe 
habitat - 

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Common Tern SPA Foulness (Mid-Essex Coast 
Phase 5) SPA

Common tern 5 Foulness & Maplin Restore? breeding soft coast Colony reestablishment 
l ikely to require a 
combination of decoys; 
audio lures and predator 
protection

Essex Wildlife Trust? focus is habitat not decoys/audio top 10 highest ranked SPA, 
top 20 highest ranked SAC

peak count was 270 in 1987 2008 25 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Herring Gull SPA Foulness (Mid-Essex Coast 
Phase 5) SPA

Herring gul l 5 Foulness & Maplin soft coast 2002 24 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Little Tern SPA Foulness (Mid-Essex Coast 
Phase 5) SPA

Little Tern 5 Foulness & Maplin Restore? breeding soft coast Colony reestablishment 
l ikely to require a 
combination of decoys; 
audio lures and predator 
protection

Essex Wildlife Trust? focus is habitat creation and pred 
management.not decoys/audio

peak count was 360 in 1983 2005 15 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Sandwich Tern SPA Foulness (Mid-Essex Coast 
Phase 5) SPA

Sandwich tern 5

Foulness & Maplin

Restore breeding soft coast Colony reestabl ishment 
l ikely to require a 
combination of decoys; 
audio lures and predator 
protection

priority action is habitat creation above 
highest tides. Birds are mobile and wil l  
respond to habitat. Use audio lures etc 
far less imp. This is one of the few english 
colonies that have been completely lost. 
So key english priority to at least 
thoroughly explore potential to restore. 
potentially through recharge of islands ( 
inc beneficial  use ) and hab creation of 
lagoons and islands behind the sea wall.

peak count was 548 in 1992 2006 0 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Black-headed Gull SPA Crouch and Roach Estuaries 
(Mid-Essex Coast Phase 3)

6 Wallasea soft coast disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Common Tern SPA Crouch and Roach Estuaries 
(Mid-Essex Coast Phase 3)

6 Wallasea soft coast disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Little Tern SPA Crouch and Roach Estuaries 
(Mid-Essex Coast Phase 3)

6 Wallasea soft coast disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Mediterranean Gull SPA Crouch and Roach Estuaries 
(Mid-Essex Coast Phase 3)

6 Wallasea soft coast Top 10 highest ranked SPA, 
top 20 highest ranked SAC

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Seabird Assemblage SPA Dengie (Mid-Essex Coast 
Phase 1)

7 Dengie Managed realignment/RTE to 
create lagoons, islands with 
seabirds.

soft coast no seabirds present - 
currrently arable land

2021 0 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat continue to investigate 

opportunities
Herring Gull SPA Blackwater Estuary (Mid-

Essex Coast Phase 4) SPA
Herring gul l 8 various soft coast 2002 87 disturbance predation reduction in 

habitat sea level rise
disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Black-headed Gull SPA Blackwater Estuary (Mid-
Essex Coast Phase 4) SPA

Black headed gull 8 various sites Maintain soft coast 2002 3500 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Mediterranean Gull SPA Blackwater Estuary (Mid-
Essex Coast Phase 4) SPA

8 various sites Enhance breeding soft coast maintain create safe 
nesting islands

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Seabird Assemblage SPA Blackwater Estuary (Mid-
Essex Coast Phase 4) SPA

8 various sites  on Blackwater 
and Colne 

Enhance breeding soft coast maintain create safe 
nesting islands, beach 
nesting bird protection

Top 20 highest ranked SPA, 
top 20 highest ranked SAC

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

SPA wide plan for seabird site 
management - beneficial use, 
island recharge, and beach 
nesting bird protection 10k

Little Tern SPA Blackwater Estuary (Mid-
Essex Coast Phase 4) SPA

Little tern 8 various small  islands, 
shingle spits

breeding soft coast recharge of islands/spits 
via beneficial  use of 
dredged material.

some of this in development, and in 
discussion via blackwater estuary 
partnership, but requires funding. Also 
need beach bird protection for these birds 
on accessible beaches. 

peak counts at Cobmarsh 
Island was 30 - 1998, Great 
Cob island was 7 - 1991, old 
hall  marshes was 11 in 2010,  
Packingshed island was 30 - 
1993, Pewet island was 107 in 
2001 and Tollesbury Wick wad 
8 in 2012

2016 Cobmash island - 2  Old 
Hall  Marshes - 2 

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

protection on nesting islands 
and spits

Lesser Black-backed Gul l SPA Blackwater Estuary (Mid-
Essex Coast Phase 4) SPA

Lesser Black backed gul l 8 varous islands soft coast 2002 54 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Common Tern SPA Blackwater Estuary (Mid-
Essex Coast Phase 4) SPA

8 soft coast top 10 highest ranked SPA, 
top 20 highest ranked SAC

peak counts at Cobmarsh 
island was 10 in 1969, Great 
Cob island  was 80 - 1986, Old 
Hall  Marshes was 58 - 1991, 
Packingshed was 20 - 1997, 
Pewet Island was 110 in 2002

2017 Old Hall Marshes - 24, 
Cobmarsh island - 2 (in 
2016), Pewet Island 49( in 
2012)

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise



Little Tern SPA Colne Estuary Little tern 8 Colne Point (incl. St Oysth's 
Stone and Cindery Island)?

restore breeding soft coast Top 20 highest ranked SPA, 
top 20 highest ranked SAC

Colne point peak count was 19 
in 1979. Rat island use to have 
67 in 1987

2016 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise protection on nesting islands 

and spits
Black-headed Gull SPA Hamford Water SPA not a qualifying species 

for SPA despite huge 
colony

9 Hamford Water Maintain soft coast various various 2002 11,000 5 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

updated survey info inc 
distribution of birds. 
assessment of options for  
habitat management, island 
recharge. SPA man plan

Seabird Assemblage SPA Hamford Water SPA 9 Hamford Water restore? breeding soft coast huge BHG colony in S2000 but 
numbers now much lower. 

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

updated survey info inc 
distribution of birds. 
assessment of options for  
habitat management, island 
recharge. SPA man plan 10k

Little Tern SPA Hamford Water SPA Little Tern 9 Horsey Island restore breeding soft coast recharge of shingle spit, 
buffer against sealevel 
rise/flooding + pred man

Privately owned RSPB this project included in LOTE, but further 
enhancements l ikely to be required.

Top 20 highest ranked SAC in 2000, peak count was 70 2019 32 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Recharge of Horsey Island and 
follow up habitat 
/predmanagement

funded through 
LOTE

Herring Gull SPA Hamford Water SPA Herring gull 9 various soft coast 2002 35 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Lesser Black-backed Gul l SPA Hamford Water SPA Lesser Black backed gull 9 soft coast 2002 85 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Little Tern SPA Stour and Orwell  SPA little tern 10 various sites restore breeding soft coast Copperas Bat has 7 in 2000 
and Tidal bank had 2 in 2006

2009 0 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Herring Gull Non SPA Herring gul l Landguard Common SSSI nearby 10 Felixstow Docks management of brownfield 
sites

breeding soft coast (man made) link with Orfordness pop. 2002 100 removal disturbance removal disturbance updated data, investigate 
options

link to windfarm 
mitigation 

Lesser Black-backed Gul l Non SPA Lesser Black backed gul l Landguard Common SSSI nearby 10 Felixstow Docks management of brownfield 
sites

breeding soft coast (man made) link with Orfordness pop. 2002 300 3 removal disturbance removal disturbance updated data, investigate 
options

link to windfarm 
mitigation 

Little Tern SPA Deben Estuary SPA Little tern 11 various sites soft coast recharge of islands/spits 
via beneficial  use of 
dredged material.

needs dvelopment and funding.inc beach 
bird protection.

Deben Knoll  recorded 120 peak 
count in 2012

2012 Kingsfleet - 60 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Black-headed Gull SPA Alde Ore Estuary SPA interest feature of Alde-
Ore SSSI, and part of 
qualifying interest of SPA

Orfordness massivley depleted of large 
gulls and lost l ittle terns. Other sites eg 
Havergate and Boyton/Holesley with 
smaller no of seabirds but need 
enhancements. 

12 Alde/ore esturay inc 
Orfordness

restore soft coast Whole site needs 
restoration - with habitat 
creation opportunities, 
and need for predator 
mangement and 
management of 
disturbance.  

major project but surely this could be l ike 
Blakeney or Scolt ?

2018 23 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Common Tern SPA Alde Ore Estuary SPA Common Tern Orfordness massivley depleted of large 
gulls and lost l ittle terns. Other sites eg 
Havergate and Boyton/Holesley with 
smaller no of seabirds but need 
enhancements. 

12 Alde/ore esturay inc 
Orfordness

restore breeding soft coast Whole site needs 
restoration - with habitat 
creation opportunities, 
and need for predator 
mangement and 
management of 
disturbance.  

major project but surely this could be l ike 
Blakeney or Scolt ?

Top 20 highest ranked SAC 105 recorded in 1989 at 
Havergate

2017 24 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Herring Gull SPA Alde Ore Estuary SPA Herring Gull Orfordness massivley depleted of large 
gulls and lost l ittle terns. Other sites eg 
Havergate and Boyton/Holesley with 
smaller no of seabirds but need 
enhancements. 

12 Alde/ore esturay inc 
Orfordness

Restore breeding soft coast Whole site needs 
restoration - with habitat 
creation opportunities, 
and need for predator 
mangement and 
management of 
disturbance.  

National Trust major project but surely this could be l ike 
Blakeney or Scolt ?

2018 68 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Lesser Black-backed Gul l SPA Alde Ore Estuary SPA interest feature for Alde 
Ore SSSI and qualifying 
interest for SPA.Lesser 
Black-backed Gul l .14070 
prs is SPA objective.

22,500 in 1999. Orford Ness used to 
support one of the largest mixed Herring 
and Lesser black-backed gul l colonies in 
the world, but populations declined from 
approximately 5,000 pairs of Herring 
Gul ls and 20,000 pairs of Lesser black-
backed Gulls in the late 1990s to 150 
pairs of Herring Gulls and 900 pairs of 
Lesser black-backed Gulls in 2009 (JNCC 
2015). In contrast, numbers of both 
species on Havergate increased from 
around 50 pairs in 1999 to 337 pairs of 
Herring Gulls and 1074 pairs of Lesser 
black-backed Gulls in 2009 (JNCC 2015).

12 Alde/ore esturay inc 
Orfordness

restore breeding soft coast Whole site needs 
restoration - with habitat 
creation opportunities, 
and need for predator 
mangement and 
management of 
disturbance.  

NT NT NE FCS statement Tim Freyling: agree. We 
may not be able to get genie back in the 
bottle and get gulls to move back from 
urban areas but should make 
orfordness/alde/Ore complex better. 

The Seabird 2000 figure 
represents a huge decline 
on the 22-23,000 present in 
the late 1990s. For the 2015 
count 2,399 sites relate to 
Havergate Island, with only 
60 at Orford Ness. 
Productivity was close to 
zero due to fox predation

2018 97 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Offshore windfarm 
development 
identified as a l imiting 
factor for this species. 
The reasons for 
decline are not clear 
and l ikely to be a 
combination of 
factors including 
predation, 
recreational 
disturbance and 
change in food 
availabil ity (pig farms 
closing top 5 site historic mega site

There are known to be issues with 
fox predation at Orford Ness, so 
predator control is a clear action 
that should be undertaken. Whilst 
human disturbance may have 
been a more significant factor 
historically, now access is 
controlled by National Trust, but a 
seasonal warden may help to 
manage disturbance issues. 
£30,000 per year for 25 years is 
available through a Section 106 
planning agreement following the 
consent of the Galloper Offshore 
windfarm. The first and second 
years payment (£60k) is with 
Suffolk District Council and an 
urgent action is to spend this on 
positive measures for LBBG. The 
priorities are to pay for fox control 
and to employ a seasonal warden 
to manage any disturbance and to 
undertake productivity 
monitoring.

agreement 
reached with NE 
and NT to fund 
LBBG 
management 
measures.

Little Tern SPA Alde Ore Estuary SPA little tern Orfordness massivley depleted of large 
gulls and lost l ittle terns. Other sites eg 
Havergate and Boyton/Holesley with 
smaller no of seabirds but need 
enhancements. 

12 Alde/ore esturay inc 
Orfordness

restore breeding soft coast Whole site needs 
restoration - with habitat 
creation opportunities, 
and need for predator 
mangement and 
management of 
disturbance.  

National Trust major project but surely this could be l ike 
Blakeney or Scolt ?

peak  count at Orford was 115 
in 1986. Havergate recorded 
81 in 1992

2013 2 (orford) 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Mediterranean Gull SPA Alde Ore Estuary SPA Orfordness massivley depleted of large 
gulls and lost l ittle terns. Other sites eg 
Havergate and Boyton/Holesley with 
smaller no of seabirds but need 
enhancements. 

12 Alde/ore esturay inc 
Orfordness

restore breeding soft coast Whole site needs 
restoration - with habitat 
creation opportunities, 
and need for predator 
mangement and 
management of 
disturbance.  

major project but surely this could be l ike 
Blakeney or Scolt ?

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Sandwich Tern SPA Alde Ore Estuary SPA Sandwich tern Orfordness massivley depleted of large 
gulls and lost l ittle terns. Other sites eg 
Havergate and Boyton/Holesley with 
smaller no of seabirds but need 
enhancements. 

12 Alde/ore esturay inc 
Orfordness

restore breeding soft coast Whole site needs 
restoration - with habitat 
creation opportunities, 
and need for predator 
mangement and 
management of 
disturbance.  

National Trust major project but surely this could be l ike 
Blakeney or Scolt ?

300 in 1994 at Havergate 2009 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Black-headed Gull SPA Alde Ore Estuary SPA interest feature of Alde-
Ore SSSI and part of 
qualifying interest of SPA

12 Havergate Island Enhance soft coast 2002 90 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Little Tern SPA Alde Ore Estuary SPA Little Tern 12 Havergate Island Restore breeding soft coast Colony reestablishment 
l ikely to require a 
combination of decoys; 
audio lures and predator 
protection

RSPB  Havergate recorded 81 in 
1992

2009 0 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation

Common Gul l SPA Alde Ore Estuary SPA Common gull 12 Havergate Island, Orfordness soft coast 2002 16 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Seabird Assemblage SPA Alde Ore Estuary SPA 12 Orford Ness, Havergate 
Boyton

Restore breeding soft coast bui ld around agreed 
actions and funded 
programme for LBBG to 
deliver wider SPA 
restoration.

NT RSPB private NT RSPB private disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

SPA wide seabird restoration 
plan 10k

Black-headed Gull SPA Minsmere-Walberswick SPA 13 Minsmere Enhance breeding soft coast scrape enhancenents RSPB included in LOTE but may need firther 
work in future.

2019 2800 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Black-headed Gull SPA Minsmere-Walberswick SPA black-headed gul l 13 Minsmere soft coast 2002 558 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Common Tern SPA Minsmere-Walberswick SPA increase from a 120 in 2018 13 Minsmere restore breeding soft coast scrape enhancenents RSPB included in LOTE but may need firther 
work in future.

yes in 1971 there was a peak count 
of 400

2019 200 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Little Tern SPA Minsmere-Walberswick SPA Little Tern 13 Minsmere restore breeding soft coast scrape enhancenents RSPB included in LOTE but may need firther 
work in future.

the peak count was 66 in 1993 2019 10 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Mediterranean Gull SPA Minsmere-Walberswick SPA increased to 2018 what since ? 13 Minsmere Enhance breeding soft coast scrape enhancenents RSPB included in LOTE but may need firther 
work in future. 

2018 48 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Sandwich Tern SPA Minsmere-Walberswick SPA 13 Minsmere Enhance breeding soft coast scrape enhancenents RSPB included in LOTE but may need firther 
work in future.

in 1974 there was a peak count 
of 750

2020 70 3 predation reduction in habitat disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Black-headed Gull SPA Minsmere-Walberswick SPA 13 Walberswick soft coast NE disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Kittiwake SPA Minsmere-Walberswick SPA is this in SPA ? may only be CWS 13 Sizewll Enhance breeding soft coast (man made) 2002 219

Black-headed gull SPA Outer Thames Estuary SPA 13 Thorpeness soft coast disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Black-headed Gull SSSI Pakefield to Easton Bavents black-headed gull 13 Blythburgh soft coast 2002 2000 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Little Tern SPA Benacre to Easton Bavents 
SPA

Little Tern colony almost lost, not sure whats needed - 
check with local NE

14 Benacre Enhance breeding soft coast Natural England Peak count was in 2016 with 
116

2020 30? disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise top 5 site

Little Tern SPA Benacre to Easton Bavents 
SPA

Little Tern one of main beach nesting colonies 15 Kessingland Maintain breeding soft coast RSPB beach bird protection yes peak count was 66 in 2016 2019 4 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

top 5 site
Adequately funded protection 
programme

seabird Assemblage SPA Benacre to Easton Bavents 
SPA

15 Kessingland establish breeding soft coast creation of nesting 
island in predator-secure 
locations

WMA Adam Rowlands RSPB 2021 0 3

develop habitat creation 
opportunity

Herring Gull SPA Outer Thames Estuary SPA 16 Lowestoft breeding soft coast (man made) link with semi nat pops ? 
Orfordness? brownfield 
site management

2002 250 disturbance removal disturbance removal

Kittiwake SPA Outer Thames Estuary SPA 16 Lowestoft breeding soft coast (man made) protection of nest sites, 
artificial site provision 

2002 150 disturbance removal disturbance removal
planning gain

Lesser Black-backed Gul l SPA Outer Thames Estuary SPA 16 Lowestoft breeding soft coast (man made) link with semi nat pops ? 
Orfordness? brownfield 
site management

2002 750 disturbance removal disturbance removal link to offshore 
wind mitigation 
funding, planning 
gain

Little Tern SPA Great Yarmouth North Denes Little tern 17 North Denes Enhance breeding soft coast RSPB peak count was 369 in 2006 2019 25 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise top 5 site - East Norfolk

adequately funded protection 
programme

Common Tern

SPA
Outer Thames Estuary 
SPA

common tern emerging sand island off Yarmouth. 
Currently flooding at high est tides but 
may become higher and more suitable. 
Within new offshore SPA - but not actively 
protected or managed. Rapid increase in 
numbers of birds but productivity poor? 
100 fledged young from 400 pairs in 2019.

18 Scroby sands breeding soft coast site protection I think needs greater recognition of 
importance and active management eg 
stopping boat landings etc

Top 10 highest ranked SPA peak count was 160 in 2012 2019 400 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Little Tern

SPA
Outer Thames Estuary 
SPA

l ittle tern emerging sand island off Yarmouth. 
Currently flooding at high est tides but 
may become higher and more suitable. 
Within new offshore SPA - but not actively 
protected or managed

18 Scroby sands breeding soft coast site protection I think needs greater recognition of 
importance and active management eg 
stopping boat landings etc

peack count was 120 in 2013 2019 50 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

top 5 site East Norfolk

adequately funded protection 
programme, assessment of 
natural change, management 
plan. costs tbc

Common Tern SPA Breydon Water SPA Common Tern in decline 81 prs in 2015 now just 3. There 
is a project l inked with highways 
mitigation that should provide some 
habitat. 

19 breeding soft coast more nesting habitat 
required. 

RSPB Top 10 highest ranked SPA peak count was 202 in 2006, in 
2013 there was 92

2019 3 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Little Tern Non SPA Winterton-
Horsey Dunes SAC

Little tern main beach nesting colony in UK birds 
move between sites, in 2019 210 prs at 
Eccles, few birds at Winterton. 

20 Winterton, Eccles, Enhance breeding soft coast NE, RSPB beach bird protection peak count at winterton is 306 
in 2014

2019 244 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

top 5 site - East Norfolk
adequately funded protection 
programme

additional 50k/yr + 
50k costs

Fulmar SSSI Weybourne Cliffs SSSI Fulmar designated feature for SSSI 21 Weybourne Cliffs SSSI Maintain mainland cl iff 2018 20 2 disturbance disturbance assess disturbance develop 
guidance, by laws as 
necessary 1k

Seabird Assemblage SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA 23 all sites Maintain breeding soft coast SPA wide plan various disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

SPA wide plan - habitat 
management and 
visitor/access strategy 20k

Arctic Tern SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA 23 Blakeney Point breeding soft coast peak count was 23 in 1992 2019 2 1 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Black-headed Gull SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Black-headed gull 23 Blakeney Point soft coast 2002 200 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Sandwich Tern SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Sandwich tern lots of sites and scope for enhancements - 
more habitat secure from flooding . Huge 
pressure from public access - need places 
safe from disturbance. Beach nesting bird 
protection programme for open beach 
nesters. Applies for common tern, 
Sandwich tern, l ittle tern, black-h gull , 
Mediterranean gull

23 Blakeney Point breeding soft coast Provision of nesting 
habitat above reach of 
tide

NT, RSPB Nnorfolk AONB supportive of access 
straregy and beach nester protection.

peak count at Blakeney is 4120 
in 2013

2019 788 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Common Gul l SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Common Gul l low numbers, prob declining. 23 Blakeney Point, Scolt Head 
Island, Wells Harbour . 

soft coast 2019 2 1 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Black-headed Gull SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Black headed gull 23 Cley/Kell ing soft coast 2002 429 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Cormorant SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Cormorant increased from 40 in 2002, 196 in 2017 23 Holkham soft coast anything? 2019 118 3 disturbance disturbance

Black-headed Gull SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Black headed gull 23 Holme soft coast 2002 150 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Arctic Tern SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA 23 Scolt Head Island soft coast peak count  has been 4 in 2010 2019 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Black-headed Gull SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Black headed gull 23 Scolt Head Island soft coast 2002 1025 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Sandwich Tern SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Sandwich tern Check Perrow (2018/?) BB article for 
history; colony tends to swap with 
Blakeney Point on cyclical basis; Med Gull 
present in colony and predate ST

23 Scolt Head Island Recover breeding soft coast measures to reduce 
disturbance to the colony 
and reduce predation 
levels

Natural England terns and gulls move between sites on N 
Norfolk coast but particularly these two 
principle colonies

Top 20 highest ranked SPA 
Top 20 highest ranked SAC

peak count was in 1972  with 
4800

2018 4685 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation; 
disturbance



Black-headed Gull SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Black headed gull 23 Stiffkey soft coast 2002 1209 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Black-headed Gull SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Black headed gull 23 Titchwell soft coast 2002 135 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Lesser Black-backed Gul l SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Lesser Black backed gul l small  numbers at various sites, declined 
,200 in 2002, 48 at Blakeny in 2015.

23 various sites breeding soft coast 2015 50 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Herring Gull SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Herring gull Colony of 200 prs on wells saltmarsh now 
gone, and numbers declining on 
Bakeney.42 pairs 2019 and 300 in 2002, 
250 in 2016.

23 Various sites but mostly 
Blakeney. 

soft coast 2019 50 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Little Tern SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Little Tern lots of sites and scope for enhancements - 
more habitat secure from flooding . Huge 
pressure from public access - need places 
safe from disturbance. Beach nesting bird 
protection programme for open beach 
nesters. Applies for common tern, 
Sandwich tern, l ittle tern, black-h gull , 
Mediterranean gull

23 Various sites Holkham, 
Holme Scolt Head and 
Blakeney. - smaller numbers 
at other sites eg Titchwell.

breeding soft coast Provision of nesting 
habitat above reach of 
tide

NT, RSPB Nnorfolk AONB supportive of access 
straregy and beach nester protection.

peak count at scolt head was 
287 in 2013. peak count at 
blakeney is 216 in 1975

2019 300 (Holme - 18 pairs in 
2016)

3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

top site
Black-headed Gull SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA lots of sites and scope for enhancements - 

need to secure more disturbance and 
predator free habitat secure from flooding 
. Huge pressure from public access - need 
places safe from disturbance. Main colony 
Scolt Head 1980 in 2019, other main 
colonies 400 Titchwell  300 Blakeney and 
smaller colonies at other sites.

23 Various sites Holkham, 
Titchwell, Holme in addition 
to the two principle colonies 
at Scolt Head and Blakeney. 

breeding soft coast Provision of nesting 
habitat above reach of 
tide

NT, RSPB Nnorfolk AONB supportive of access 
straregy and beach nester protection.

2019 3000 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Common Tern SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Common Tern lots of sites and scope for enhancements - 
more habitat secure from flooding . Huge 
pressure from public access - need places 
safe from disturbance. Beach nesting bird 
protection programme for open beach 
nesters. Applies for common tern, 
Sandwich tern, l ittle tern, black-h gull , 
Mediterranean gull

23 Various sites Holkham, 
Titchwell, Holme, Wells 
Harbour in addition to the 
two principle colonies at 
Scolt Head and Blakeney ( 
100+ prs at each ). 

breeding soft coast Provision of nesting 
habitat above reach of 
tide

NT, RSPB Nnorfolk AONB supportive of access 
straregy and beach nester protection.

peak count at Scolt head as 
been 625 in 1974. peak count 
at blakeney was 1800 in 1972

2019 250 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Mediterranean Gull SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA lots of sites and scope for enhancements - 
more habitat secure from flooding . Huge 
pressure from public access - need places 
safe from disturbance. Beach nesting bird 
protection programme for open beach 
nesters. Applies for common tern, 
Sandwich tern, l ittle tern, black-h gull , 
Mediterranean gull

23 Various sites most of birds at 
Titchwell, Scolt Head also 
small numbers at Holme 
Holkham and Blakeney. 

breeding soft coast Provision of nesting 
habitat above reach of 
tide

NT, RSPB Nnorfolk AONB supportive of access 
straregy and beach nester protection.

2019 71 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Black-headed Gull SPA North Norfolk Coast SPA Black headed gull 23 Wells soft coast 2002 861 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Seabird Assemblage SPA The Wash SPA 24 all sites Enhance breeding soft coast SPA wide plan huge potential to expand 
habitat creation opps in 
freiston/frampton area- 
lagoons islands behind 
seawall  for terns, gulls - 
Common Tern, B-h Gull, Med 
Gul l, Herring G, LBBG

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

SPA wide plan - habitat 
management and 
visitor/access strategy - link 
with N Norfolk and Lincs coast 10k

Black-headed Gull SPA The Wash SPA little tern is also 
qualifying feater of The 
Wash SPA

huge potential to expand habitat creation 
opps in freiston/frampton area- lagoons 
islands behind seawall  for terns, gulls - 
Common Tern, B-h Gull, Med Gull, Herring 
G, LBBG

24 Freiston/Frampton breeding soft coast Creation of nesting 
island in predator-secure 
locations

RSPB 2019 108 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Common Tern SPA The Wash SPA Common Tern huge potential to expand habitat creation 
opps in freiston/frampton area- lagoons 
islands behind seawall  for terns, gulls - 
Common Tern, B-h Gull, Med Gull, Herring 
G, LBBG

24 Freiston/Frampton breeding soft coast Creation of nesting 
island in predator-secure 
locations

RSPB peak count was in 2015 with 
43

2017 14 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat 

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Black-headed Gull SPA The Wash SPA Black headed gull 24 Freiston/Frampton soft coast disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Mediterranean Gull SPA The Wash SPA Mediterranean gul l increase at titchwell  in 2018 following 
predator fencing 

24 Freiston/Frampton breeding soft coast Creation of nesting 
island in predator-secure 
locations

RSPB disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Fulmar SPA The Wash SPA Fulmar designated feature for SSSI 24 Hunstanton Cliffs SSSI Maintain mainland cl iff 

Andy Brown 

2018 108 3 disturbance disturbance assess disturbance develop 
guidance, by laws as 
necessary 1k

Black-headed Gull SPA The Wash SPA interest feature of the 
Wash SSSI

24 Outer Trial  Bank soft coast 2002 630 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Herring Gull SPA The Wash SPA Herring Gull huge potential to expand habitat creation 
opps in freiston/frampton area- lagoons 
islands behind seawall  for terns, gulls - 
Common Tern, B-h Gull, Med Gull, Herring 
G, LBBG

24 Outer Trial  Bank breeding soft coast Creation of nesting 
island in predator-secure 
locations

Trial  Bank may need some enhancements - 
gull  nos going down ? Not sure whay.

2018 1001 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Lesser Black-backed Gul l SPA The Wash SPA interest feature for Wash 
SSSI

24 Outer Trial  Bank breeding soft coast Creation of nesting 
island in predator-secure 
locations

Trial  Bank may need some enhancements - 
gull  nos going down ? Not sure whay.

2018 1294 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Black-headed Gull SPA The Wash SPA Black-headed Gull huge potential to expand habitat creation 
opps in freiston/frampton area- lagoons 
islands behind seawall  for terns, gulls - 
Common Tern, B-h Gull, Med Gull, Herring 
G, LBBG. BHGs decline from 3763 in 2015

24 Snettisham breeding soft coast Creation of nesting 
island in predator-secure 
locations

RSPB 2019 1530 4 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Common Tern SPA The Wash SPA Common Tern huge potential to expand habitat creation 
opps in freiston/frampton area- lagoons 
islands behind seawall  for terns, gulls - 
Common Tern, B-h Gull, Med Gull, Herring 
G, LBBG

24 Snettisham breeding soft coast Creation of nesting 
island in predator-secure 
locations

RSPB peak count was 174 in 2016 2019 114 3 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat 

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Great Black-backed Gull SPA The Wash SPA only pair in Norfolk 24 Snettisham soft coast 2019 1 1 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

Mediterranean Gull SPA The Wash SPA Mediterranean gul l huge potential to expand habitat creation 
opps in freiston/frampton area- lagoons 
islands behind seawall  for terns, gulls - 
Common Tern, B-h Gull, Med Gull, Herring 
G, LBBG. At snettisham salt marsh colony 
flooded and birds moved to lagoon.

24 Snettisham breeding soft coast Creation of nesting 
island in predator-secure 
locations

RSPB yes disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Little Tern SPA The Wash SPA Little tern 24 The Wash restore breeding soft coast 13 in 1992 at Frampton, 
Snettisham- 2 pairs in 1977

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

investigate potential as part 
of SPA plan

Little Tern SPA Gibraltar Point SPA Little Tern beach bird protection 25 Gibraltar point breeding soft coast Lincolnshire Wildl ife Trust Top 10 highest ranked SPA peak count was 77 in 2006 2019 9 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

ensure adequate resouces, 
include in above strategy

Little Tern SPA Greater Wash SPA Little tern newly aquired by NT potential for habitat 
and management for LTs

26 Sandilands NT breeding soft coast National Trust disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

Little Tern SSSI Saltfleetby - Theddlethorpe 
Dunes

little tern designated feature of Saltfleetby 
Dunes SSSi 

26 Saltfleetby restore soft coast disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise assess options 

Little Tern SPA Humber Estuary SPA little tern

On behalf of EA, RSPB report on habitat 
compensation for LTs .lots of 
opportunities. Needs decision and 
funding.

28 Easington Lagoons restore soft coast SHCS owns part of 
the site, and 
leases other parts 
from the 
Environment 
Agency

Beacon Ponds Project: SBOT, 
YWT, RSPB, Environment 
Agency

Top 20 highest ranked SPA peak count was 71 in 1995 2019 25 2 disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

disturbance predation reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

reassess options in RSPB/EA 
report , adequately resource 
Easington Beacon Ponds 
project where funding needed 
after 2022. costs tbc

Common Tern SPA Greater Wash SPA common tern 30

Little Tern SPA Greater Wash SPA Little tern 30

Sandwich Tern SPA Greater Wash SPA Sandwich tern 30



Species Designation Designation site name SPA Qualifying 
species

Site designation 
comments

Site number Intervention Site Action Required (new site/ 
restore (from absence) /recover 
/enhance (above favourable), 
maintain)

Life Stage Habitat type -
island, mainland 
cliff, soft coast, 
inland

Intervention Action Site Ownership Site Managed Key info source Coastal Habitat Loss 
(IPENS Assessment)

Evidence of coastal 
colony impact in past 20 
years

Threats to coastal colony 
in next 25 years

Historic 
numbers/context

Last Survey Date Current Numbers (AONs) Potential numbers (1=1's; 2=10's; 3=100's; 
4=1000's pairs)

Current Pressures (Disturbance, INNS, 
Predation, Removal, Reduction in food, 
Reduction in habitat, Sea level rise, 
Storminess, Pathogens)

Future Pressures (Disturbance, INNS, 
Predation, Removal, Reduction in food, 
Reduction in habitat, Sea level rise, 
Storminess, Pathogens)

Pressures: Comments Key Knowledge gaps Monitoring Importance : Amber :top 5 
site in England,  Red >10% of 
England population, >10,000 
pairs assemblage( S2000 
onwards).  Purple Historic 
>10,000 pairs before S2000.

Recommendations next 3 
years

Cost Recommendations next 
10 years

Cost 1<10k, 2 <100k, 3 
<500k, 4 < 1M, 5>1M    

Recommendations next 
25 years

Comments on 
recommendations. High 
priority.

Comments on funding Actions 

Great Black-
backed Gull  SPA SSSI Severn Estuary

All three large gulls 
feature on the SSSI citation 
but do not feaure in SSSI 
FCT''s 1 Steep Holme recover/enhance breeding island

manage island vegetation 
to increase available 
habitat for nesting 

Kenneth Allsop 
Memorial Trust

Kenneth Allsop Memorial 
Trust 2018 5 1 Reduction in habitat, INNS Reduction in habitat, INNS INNS presence/impacts uncertain

factors driving wider 
population 
declines,presence of 
and impacts of 
invasive mammals - 
rats.

invasives species and 
habitat assessment , 
management 
recommendations. as above

Cormorant  SPA SSSI Severn Estuary Steep Holm SSSI 1 Steep Holme maintain island

manage island vegetation 
to increase available 
habitat for nesting 2019 50 2 Reduction in habitat disturbance Reduction in habitat, INNS disturbance lack of nesting space

invasives species and 
habitat assessment , 
manageent 
recommendations. informed by assessment

Karen Varnham visited in 
oct 21 , confirmed rat sign. 
further assessment and 
recommendations to be 
made in spring 2022

Herring Gull SPA SSSI Severn Estuary

All three large gulls 
feature on the SSSI citation 
but do not feaure in SSSI 
FCT''s 1 Steep Holme recover/enhance breeding island

manage island vegetation 
to increase available 
habitat for nesting 

Kenneth Allsop 
Memorial Trust

Kenneth Allsop Memorial 
Trust no no no 83113 prs in 1975 2018 626 3 Reduction in habitat, INNS, pathogens, disturbanceReduction in habitat, INNS disturbance INNS presence/impacts uncertain. pathogens ( botulism ) problem in past, uncertain if still an issue 

factors driving wider 
population 
declines,presence of 
and impacts of 
invasive mammals - 
rats.

invasives species and 
habitat assessment , 
management 
recommendations. as above

Lesser Black-
backed Gull SPA SSSI Severn Estuary

All three large gulls 
feature on the SSSI citation 
but do not feaure in SSSI 
FCT''s 1 Steep Holme recover/enhance breeding island

manage island vegetation 
to increase available 
habitat for nesting 

Kenneth Allsop 
Memorial Trust

Kenneth Allsop Memorial 
Trust no no no 2018 595 3 Reduction in habitat, INNS, pathogens disturbance Reduction in habitat, INNS disturbance INNS presence/impacts uncertain. pathogens ( botulism ) problem in past, uncertain if still an issue 

factors driving wider 
population declines, 
presence of and 
impacts of invasive 
mammals - rats.

invasives species and 
habitat assessment , 
management 
recommendations. as above

Seabird 
Assemblege SPA SSSI Severn Estuary

Steep Holm is notified as a 
Site of Special Scientific 
Interest, but not for 
breeding seabirds.  Steep 
Holm is also within the 
Severn Estuary Special 
Protection Area, however 
breeding seabirds are not 
a qualifying feature.  Also 1 Steep Holme Restore breeding island

Investigate of invasive 
species on island and 
feasibility of eradication 
to restore seabird nad 
vascular plant 
assembledges. Assess 
potential for vegatation 
management to increase 
areas available for nesting 

Kenneth Allsop 
Memorial Trust

Kenneth Allsop Memorial 
Trust

https://www.steepholm.on
line/ no no no

Herring gulls are thought 
to have bred on Steep 
Holm since 1850; in 1901, 
12 pairs were recorded 
along with 10 pairs of 
lesser black-backed gulls.  
First proof of great 
blackbacked gulls 
breeding on Steep Holm reduction in habitat, INNS, pathogens disturbance reduction in habitat, INNS disturbance INNS presence/impacts uncertain. pathogens ( botulism ) problem in past, uncertain if still an issue 

invasives species and 
habitat assessment , 
management 
recommendations. <5k all species informed by assessment 1

DEFRA funding now 
confirmed which would 
cover costs of 
assessment. as above

European Storm 
Petrel SAC SSSI Lundy

Island cleared of black and 
brown rats 2004. 3 Lundy recover breeding island

Increase provision of 
nesting habiat though 
artifical structures National Trust National Trust/Landmark Trust

breeding Storm Petrel 
surveys in 2002 and 
2010 failed to find birds 
nesting on the island 
(Price 2002, Booker and 
Townend 2010). 

There is no direct 
evidence that Storm 
Petrels breed, or have ever 
bred on Lundy, but they 
were recorded regularly 
around the island during 
the breeding season prior 
to rat eredication. First 
breeding confirmed in 2018 11 3 INNS INNS,disturbance invasive species -rats. Review biosecurity plan. <£5k all island/all species

vigilant approach to 
biosecurity

DEFRA funding now 
confirmed which would 
cover costs of 
assessment.

Fulmar SAC SSSI Lundy 3 Lundy maintain island 227 3 INNS INNS invasive species -rats.

Gannet SAC SSSI Lundy
Last recorded breeding in 
1909 3 Lundy restore island

Consider decoys to 
facilitate recolonisation

formerly 'plentiful'. 70 
nests 1889.but rapidly 
declining to extinction in 
by 1909.reasons unknown. disturbance Disturbance

Great Black-
backed Gull SAC SSSI Lundy 3 Lundy maintain island 46 2 INNS INNS invasive species -rats. top 5 site

Guillemot SAC SSSI Lundy 3 Lundy recover island 6198 4 INNS INNS, disturbance invasive species -rats.

Herring Gull SAC SSSI Lundy 3 Lundy recover island 2600 prs in 1972 229 3 INNS, Reduction in food INNS, Reduction in food, disturbance invasive species -rats.
factors driving wider 
declines

Kittiwake SAC SSSI Lundy 3 Lundy recover island 238 3 INNS, Reduction in food INNS, Reduction in food at sea - feeding

Lesser Black-
backed Gull SAC SSSI Lundy 3 Lundy recover island 132 3 INNS, Reduction in food INNS, Reduction in food, disturbance invasive species -rats.

factors driving wider 
declines

Puffin SAC SSSI Lundy 3 Lundy recover island

1000s in past decline to 
just 5 individuals in 2004. 
now increasing post 
eradication to 375 pairs in 
2017. 317 3 INNS INNS, Disturbance invasive species -rats. & Food <£5k all island/all species

vigilant approach to 
biosecurity

DEFRA funding now 
confirmed which would 
cover costs of 
assessment.

Razorbill SAC SSSI Lundy 3 Lundy recover island 1735 4 INNS INNS, disturbance invasive species -rats.

Seabird 
Assemblege SAC SSSI Lundy

Island cleared of black and 
brown rats over the 
winters of 2002/3 and 
2003/4, with the vast 
majority of the island 
cleared during the first 
winter, giving the seabirds 
virtually rat-free breeding 
seasons from 2003 3 Lundy restore breeding island

Maintain island 
biosecurity. National Trust National Trust/Landmark Trust

Helen Booker RSPB, 
B4LIFE project, various 
publications.  Brown et al 
Seabirds on Lundy 2011, 
Booker Price et al Seabird 
Recovery on Lundy 2019 no no no

In 1939, counts by Perry  
estimate 40,000 pairs and 
highlight some enormous 
declines since then ( Price 
1999).  In 1939 more than 
19,000 guillemots 10,500 
razorbills, 3,500 puffins, 
3,000 pairs of kittiwake, 
3,000 pairs of herring gull, 

Last survey 2018 : Despite 
declines in Herring and 
Lesser Blackbacked Gulls, 
the total seabird 
assemblage on Lundy has 
tripled since 2000 to just 
over 21,000 birds in 
2017/18 and now exceeds 
international importance 4 4 INNS INNS invasive species -rats.

Priority site. Case 
study for response 
from rat 
eradication. Key 
site for burrow 
nesters - Manx , 
storm petrel, 
puffin. High

Review biosecurity plan, 
put in place any 
modifications. <£5k all island/all species

vigilant approach to 
biosecurity. B4L afterLIFE 
plan. 2

DEFRA funding now 
confirmed which would 
cover costs of 
assessment. check 
outcomes.

Shag SAC SSSI Lundy 3 Lundy recover island 55 2 INNS INNS,Storminess invasive species -rats. & winter mortality/storms

Manx Shearwater SAC SSSI Lundy
Island cleared of black and 
brown rats 2004. 3 Lundy restore breeding island

Maintain island 
biosecurity.

Specific surveys targeted 
at Manx Shearwaters in 
2001 ( the first ever )and 
2008 (Price & Booker 
2002, 2008 , 2013). 

Previous assessments of 
the population were often 
based on night-time 
observations, but provided 
no clear indication of 
numbers with hugely 
variable estimates ranging 
from the low hundreds to 
several thousand (Price & 2018 5504 4 INNS INNS, disturbance invasive species -rats. High

Review biosecurity plan, 
put in place any 
modifications. <£5k all island/all species

vigilant approach to 
biosecurity

DEFRA funding now 
confirmed which would 
cover costs of 
assessment.

Cormorant 6
Newland Island Gulland 
Rock maintain island 16 2 Disturbance Disturbance

Great Black-
backed Gull 6

Newland Island Gulland 
Rock maintain island 8 1 Disturbance Disturbance

Guillemot 6
Newland Island Gulland 
Rock maintain island 45 2 Disturbance Disturbance



Herring Gull 6
Newland Island Gulland 
Rock maintain island 109 3 Disturbance Disturbance

Razorbill 6
Newland Island Gulland 
Rock maintain island 23 2 Disturbance Disturbance

Shag
Not included within 
adjacent Pentire Point SSSI 6

Newland Island Gulland 
Rock maintain island Porter Brown Lock  

Both Gulland Rock and 
Newland Island have been 
monitored in all the 
national and regional 
seabird surveys.  There 
are no records for Gulland 
Rock and Newland Island 
prior to 1967.  In the 1967 
survey on Gulland Rock 54 2 Disturbance Disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore <1k informed by assessment 1

Great Black-
backed Gull Not included 7 Carters Rocks maintain island 15 2 Disturbance Disturbance

Guillemot 7 Carters Rocks maintain island 20 2 Disturbance Disturbance

Herring Gull Not included in SSSI 7 Carters Rocks maintain island Porter Brown Lock  

This site has been 
monitored since 1967 in 
all the national and 
regional seabird surveys.  
In the 1967 survey, eight 
puffin burrows were 
occupied, however 
destruction of the habitat 
on Carter’s or Gull Rocks 128 3 Disturbance Disturbance

Puffin
Not part of SSSI - should 
be added to St Agnes SSSI 7 Carters Rocks restore island see above 0 2 Disturbance Disturbance

assess habitat restoration 
potential. Assess offshore 
disturbance. <1k informed by assessment 1

Razorbill 7 Carters Rocks maintain island 8 1 Disturbance Disturbance

Shag 7 Carters Rocks maintain island 13 2 Disturbance Disturbance

European Storm 
Petrel N/A

small nos of shag, 
guillemot, razorbill, puffin. 
Identified as possible 
storm Petrel site. Needs 
checking and potential 
provision of nest boxes. 9

The Brisons (off Cape 
Cornwall) new breeding island

monitoring and 
assessment. Increase 
provision of nesting 
habitat though artifical 
structures? Private none

Paul St Pierre RSPB.  Porter 
Brown Lock  

Historical records prior to 
Seabird 2000 ;  Three 
puffins were recorded 
nesting in 1957 
(Penhallurick, 1969).  In 
1967, 15 guillemot nests 
were recorded on The 
Brisons, reduced from 100 
nests recorded in 1957 2016 2 1 INNS INNS, Reduction in habitat

assess presence of storm 
petrel and any 
enhancement options <1k informed by assessment 1

Guillemot 9
The Brisons (off Cape 
Cornwall) maintain island 21 2 Disturbance

Herring Gull 9
The Brisons (off Cape 
Cornwall) maintain island 6 1 Disturbance

Puffin 9
The Brisons (off Cape 
Cornwall) maintain island 5 1 INNS INNS,Disturbance

Razorbill 9
The Brisons (off Cape 
Cornwall) maintain island 33 2 Disturbance

Shag 9
The Brisons (off Cape 
Cornwall) maintain island 28 2 Disturbance

 Arctic Tern SPA Isles of Scilly SPA

Efficacy as a conservation 
measure for this species 
not established 11 Isles of Scilly recover breeding island

Increase predator free 
space through rat 
eradication Duchy of Cornwall Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust? 78 3 Disturbance Disturbance, INNS, Reduction in habitat Arctic tern presence linked to numbers of host species - common tern. 

European Storm 
Petrel SPA Isles of Scilly SPA storm petrel 11 Isles of Scilly recover breeding island

Increase predator free 
space through rat 
eradication Duchy of Cornwall Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust?

The Isles of Scilly is also a 
Special Protection Area 
notified for its seabird 
assemblage, a Ramsar 
site and a Special Area of 
Conservation.  Sixty 
percent of the islands both 
inhabited and uninhabited 
are leased to the Isles of 2019 1398 4 INNS, storminess INNS,reduction in habitat, increased storminess

invasive species - rats, cats. mice. Boulder beach 
habitat limited and impacted by storms. High

assessment of distribution 
/impacts of mice <5k

Fulmar SPA Isles of Scilly SPA

Efficacy as a conservation 
measure for this species 
not established 11 Isles of Scilly recover breeding island

Increase predator free 
space through rat 
eradication Duchy of Cornwall Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust? yes

 Early estimates of 
breeding numbers 
uncertain - described as 
'tolerably common' by 
Rodd ( 1980) and on Annet 
Penhallurick estimated 2-
3000 pairs in 1969. 
subsequent estimates 
indicate substantial 279 3 INNS INNS, Disturbance top 5 site

Common Tern SPA SSSI SAC Isles of Scilly SPA

Efficacy as a conservation 
measure for this species 
not established 11 Isles of Scilly recover breeding island

Increase predator free 
space through rat 
eradication Duchy of Cornwall Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust

evidence of summer 
thunderstorms and storm 
surges destroying the 
nests of common tern and 
reducing the area of safe 
nesting sites above the 
highest tides, without 
predators

ongoing and increasing 
pressure onpotential  
breeding sites 2019 0 1 Disturbance,INNS, reduction in habitat, sea level riseDisturbance, INNS, Reduction in habitat, sea level rise

lack of habitat - above highest spring tides, 
disturbance and predator free & uncertainty over 
food food availabilty 

Lesser Black-
backed Gull SPA Isles of Scilly SPA LBBG 11 Isles of Scilly island

3762 prs in 1988, 3603 in 
2002. 26 % decline across 
scilly since 2006. 2006 3335 4 Disturbance INNS, reduction in habitat, (reduction in food?)Disturbance, INNS, Reduction in habitat, reduction in food?

disturbance lack of habitat - too much dense 
vegetation. Suggested causes of decline include 
food availability, disturbance, predation and 
inappropriate vegetation management. 
Productivity is generally poor where measured. top 5 site

Immediate beneficial 
actions might include 
further rat eradication, 
and research into 
habitat preferences 
related to vegetation 
management. Human 
disturbance to colonies 

Manx Shearwater SPA Isles of Scilly SPA 11 Isles of Scilly recover breeding island

Increase predator free 
space through rat 
eradication Duchy of Cornwall Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust?

Early estimates just 
indicative of size of 
population - proven 
breeding from various 
islands including 
estimated 5000 pairs on 
Annet in 1930 ( Lockley 
1953), declining to 50-300 
pairs by 1987. 2019 171 4 INNS, Disturbance INNS, Disturbance invasive species rats, cats High

Cormorant SPA Isles of Scilly SPA 11 Isles of Scilly island 2006 50 2 Disturbance



Puffin SPA Isles of Scilly SPA 11 Isles of Scilly recover breeding island

Increase predator free 
space through rat 
eradication Duchy of Cornwall Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust?

Background In Operation 
Seafarer 1969, the 
following breeding seabird 
species were recorded: 
kittiwake 1,440 AON, 
razorbill 400 IND, 
guillemot 60 IND, herring 
gull 1,000 AON, lesser 
black-backed gull 2,500 2006 174 3 INNS, Disturbance INNS, Disturbance invasive species rats & food availability

Razorbill SPA Isles of Scilly SPA 11 Isles of Scilly recover breeding island

Increase predator free 
space through rat 
eradication Duchy of Cornwall Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust?  2006 342 3 INNS, Disturbance INNS, Disturbance

Great Black-
backed Gull SPA Isles of Scilly SPA GBBG 11 Isles of Scilly island most imp site in England 2006 901 4 INNS, Disturbance INNS,Disturbance High

Guillemot SPA Isles of Scilly SPA 11 Isles of Scilly maintain island 2006 155 3 Disturbance Disturbance INNS

Herring Gull SPA Isles of Scilly SPA 11 Isles of Scilly island
22% decline across scilly 
since 2006 715 4 Disturbance, INNS, reduction in habitat Disturbance, INNS, Reduction in habitat

disturbance lack of habitat - too much dense 
vegetation

Kittiwake SPA Isles of Scilly SPA 11 Isles of Scilly

Avian predation has been reported 
at a number of sites but is likely to 
be a secondary issue, exacerbated 
by poor adult condition and 
absence from colonies due to lack 
of food.  This includes peregrine, 
raven and carrion crow.  island

Poor productivity and adult 
condition during the 
breeding season indicate 
that food availability is the 
main driver for population 
declines. 

some loss of nesting cliffs 
through erosion , cliff 
falls.

kittiwake 89% decline on 
scilly since 2006 2006 266 3 Disturbance, INNS, reduction in food Disturbance, INNS, Reduction in food food availability

Roseate Tern SPA Isles of Scilly SPA

Reasons for loss? 
Increased predation or 
habitat? 11 Isles of Scilly Restore breeding island

Former breeder on outer 
islands. Duchy of Cornwall Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust?

SCR in 1987 recorded the 
following changes, 
increase in guillemot to 84 
IND, fulmar to 108 AOS, 
shag to 1,209 AON, lesser 
black-backed gull to 3,982 
AON, herring gull to 1,203 
AON, puffin to 99 IND, 
common tern to 180 AON, 2006 0 1 INNS, Disturbance INNS, Disturbance lack of secure common tern colony

Sandwich Tern SPA Isles of Scilly SPA

Reasons for loss? 
Increased predation or 
habitat? 11 Isles of Scilly Restore breeding island

Former breeder on outer 
islands. Duchy of Cornwall Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust?  2006 0 2 INNS, Disturbance INNS, Disturbance lack of establish tern colony

Seabird 
Assemblege SPA Isles of Scilly SPA Assemblage

Successful eradication of 
brown rats from St Agnes 
and Gugh in 2013 - which 
also provides extra 
protection for Annet and 
Western Isles. Since then 
increasing Manx 
shearwater on St 
Agnes/Gugh, colonisation 11 Isles of Scilly recover breeding island

increase predator free 
space through removal of 
rats. Currently a  total, 792 
ha of SSSI on seabird 
islands have rats 
compared to 471 ha being 
rat free.   

Breeding Seabirds on the 
Isles of Scilly Heaney, 
Lock, St Pierre and Brown 
2008 British Birds 101. 
Heaney V and St Pierre P : 
the status of seabirds 
breeding on the Isles of 
Scilly in 2015/16. RSPB 
report. Heaney V Seabird 

have taken out 
kittiwake nesting 
ledges on St Helen's 
and Samson in the 
past (on at least one 
occasion killing a 
sitting adult too). High 

     Loss of tern colonies on 
small low lying islands eg 
in Tresco Channel. 
summer flooding causing 
failure and colony 
abandonment. eg  Green 
Island - add details.

Continued erosion, of 
habitats and critically 
even fewer areas of 
suitable low lieing pred 
free island habitat for 
terns. 

The Isles of Scilly has 26 
component Sites of Special 
Scientific Interest, seven 
of these are notified for 
breeding seabirds.  Annet 
is notified for common 
tern, great black-backed 
gull, lesser black-backed 
gull, Manx shearwater, INNS, Disturbance, reduction in habitat avalability INNS disturbance reduction in habitat invasive species -rats. Habitat availabilty

food availabilty terns, 
small gulls

Priority site. St 
Agnes/Gugh :Case 
study for response 
from rat 
eradication. Key 
site for burrow 
nesters - Manx , 
storm petrel, 
puffin. Priority for 

High - also note diversity of 
assemblage

Review biosecurity plan 
for St Agnes/Gugh and 
implement any changes 
immediately. Develop 
biosecurity awareness 
across wider archipeligo 
to reduce risks to St Agnes 
and in prep for 
eradications on the other 10k

maintain st Agnes/Gugh 
biosecurity. Develop and 
implement rat eradication 
project for Tresco St 
Martins Bryher Samson 
group. 5 £5M

DEFRA funding confirmed 
for 2021 which supports 
costs of further biosecurity 
awareness and completion 
of feasibility study. but 
further funding required.

Shag SPA Isles of Scilly SPA Shag

Efficacy as a conservation 
measure for this species 
not established 11 Isles of Scilly recover breeding island

Increase predator free 
space through rat 
eradication Duchy of Cornwall Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust?

possibly largest colony in 
Uk but 21% decline since 
2006. New SPA offshore 
extension for shag. 2006 1296 4 INNS, Disturbance INNS disturbance , storminess High most imp english site

Cormorant non SPA 14 Looe Island maintain island 18 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Fulmar non SPA

Not SSSI. Island subject to 
rat eradication in 2006 but 
is close to mainland and 
was recolonised in 2009. 
subsequent management 
of rats.UPDATE FROM 
KAREN 14 Looe Island maintain island CWT CWT Porter Brown Lock  

Operation Seafarer 
completed in 1970 
recorded shag, lesser 
black-backed gull, herring 
gull and great black-
backed gull.  There were 
no cormorants recorded 
and a minimum count of 
400 herring gull.  The 4 1 disturbance disturbance disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore 1k informed by assessment 1

Great Black-
backed Gull non SPA 14 Looe Island maintain island 65 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance top 5 site

Herring Gull non SPA 14 Looe Island maintain island 38 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Shag non SPA 14 Looe Island maintain island 19 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Cormorant SSSI Wembury Point 15 Great Mewstone maintain island  39 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Fulmar SSSI Wembury Point

Part of Wembury Point 
SSSI but seabirds not 
designated features 15 Great Mewstone maintain island NT NT Porter Brown Lock  

There are not many 
records for this site prior 
to 1969.  In 1957, 57 shag 
AON were recorded on 
Great Mewstone, by 1960 
this had dropped to 15 
AON (Moore, 1969).  In 
the early-mid 1960s, six 
pairs of great black- 7 1 disturbance disturbance disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore 1k informed by assessment 1

Great Black-
backed Gull SSSI Wembury Point 15 Great Mewstone maintain island 60 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance top5 site

Herring Gull SSSI Wembury Point 15 Great Mewstone maintain island 28 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Shag SSSI Wembury Point 15 Great Mewstone island 68 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Cormorant

Not included within 
adjacent Froward Point 
SSSI 16 Mewstone maintain island Porter Brown Lock  

Mew Stone was monitored 
in all the national and 
regional surveys, however 
there are no historical 
records for Mew Stone 
prior to 1969.  In 1969, 25 
cormorant AON were 
recorded, 200 AON herring 
gull, six great black- 10 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore 1k informed by assessment 1

Great Black-
backed Gull 16 Mewstone maintain island 3 1 disturbance disturbance disturbance



Herring Gull 16 Mewstone maintain island 14 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Shag 16 Mewstone maintain island 9 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Cormorant 18 Ore stone and Thatcher Rockmaintain island Porter Brown Lock  Thatcher Rock has been monitored in all the national and regional seabird surveys.  No records were found prior to Operation Seafarer in 1969-70.  The only breeding seabird species recorded in 1969 was herring gull with 400 AON.   By 1987, herring gulls had declined to 200 AON, although three other species were recorded breeding on Thatcher Rock: shag 15 AON, cormorant 20 AON and great black-backed gull two AON.Ore Stone was monitored in all the national seabird surveys.  In 1958, there were 80 pairs of kittiwakes on Ore Stone and this number continued to increase throughout the 1960s.  In the 1960s up to nine pairs of great black-backed gull were reported nesting on Ore Stone (Moore, 1969).  In 1969 the following species were recorded, herring gull 800 AON, four individual guillemots, kittiwake 65 AON, shag six AON, no cormorants and low numbers of other species.  In 1987, herring gull had declined to 41 AON, guillemot had increased to 18 individuals and cormorant had increased to 26 AON.  Shag and great bla2008 29 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance
assess disturbance from 
offshore 1k informed by assessment 1

Great Black-
backed Gull 18 Ore stone and Thatcher Rockmaintain island 2008 31 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Guillemot 18 Ore stone and Thatcher Rockmaintain island 2008 168 3 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Herring Gull Not included in adacent Hopes Nose SSSI 18 Ore stone and Thatcher Rockmaintain island 1000 prs Ore Stone in 1969 2008 66 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Razorbill 18 Ore stone and Thatcher Rockmaintain island 2008 2 1 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Shag 18 Ore Stone and thatcher rock maintain island 2008 2 1 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Fulmar SSSI 2
West Exmoor Coast and 
Woods maintain breeding mainland cliff NT private owners Exmoor National Park

A few records exist prior 
to the Operation Seafarer 
survey in 1969.  In the 
Devon Bird Report 1948 
small colonies of shag and 
cormorant were recorded 
between Coombe Martin 
and Woody Bay.  Two 
hundred pairs of razorbill 2009 143 3 disturbance Disturbance at sea -disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore <1k 1

Guillemot SSSI 2
West Exmoor Coast and 
Woods maintain mainland cliff

Recreational pressure is 
increasing significantly 
(especially climbers, 
coasteerers, dogs and 
photographers potentially 
negatively affecting 
breeding colonies, 
including beach nesting 
waders NT private owners Exmoor National Park 2009 1091 4 disturbance Disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore

Herring Gull SSSI 2
West Exmoor Coast and 
Woods maintain mainland cliff NT private owners Exmoor National Park 2009 358 3 disturbance Disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore

Kittiwake SSSI 2
West Exmoor Coast and 
Woods maintain mainland cliff NT private owners Exmoor National Park 2009 0 1 Reduction in food Reduction in food, Disturbance

Razorbill SSSI 2
West Exmoor Coast and 
Woods maintain mainland cliff

Engage with specific user 
groups and local 
authorities e.g. 
climbers/coasteerers to 
secure voluntary closed 
areas in specific locations 
and LNRs. NT private owners Exmoor National Park 2009 672 3 disturbance Disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore

Shag SSSI 2
West Exmoor Coast and 
Woods maintain mainland cliff NT private owners Exmoor National Park 2009 0 1 disturbance Disturbance

Razorbill SSSI 4 Tintagel Cliffs SSSI maintain mainland cliff 257 3 Disturbance Disturbance

Fulmar SSSI 4 Tintagel Cliffs SSSI maintain mainland cliff NT private owners NT private owners Porter Brown Lock  

The 1948 Cornwall Bird 
Report states that great 
black-backed gulls had 
driven puffins off the face 
of Lye Rock, however 
observations concluded 
that the population had 
not been significantly 
diminished.  The 1960 66 2 Disturbance Disturbance medium

assess disturbance from 
offshore <1k 1

Great Black-
backed Gull SSSI 4 Tintagel Cliffs SSSI maintain mainland cliff 1 Disturbance Disturbance

Guillemot SSSI 4 Tintagel Cliffs SSSI maintain mainland cliff 1015 4 Disturbance Disturbance

Herring Gull SSSI 4 Tintagel Cliffs SSSI maintain mainland cliff 802 1 Disturbance Disturbance

Shag SSSI 4 Tintagel Cliffs SSSI maintain mainland cliff 29 2 Disturbance Disturbance

Gannet SSSI 4 Tintagel Cliffs SSSI restore mainland cliff Porter Brown Lock  

One lone gannet was 
recorded building a nest at 
north end of Long Island, 
this is the first sign of a 
breeding attempt by a 
gannet in the South West 
region since gannets 
became extinct on Lundy 
in 1909 and the first 0 1 Disturbance Disturbance

1)Check status of gannet, 
investigate options for 
attracting breeding birds 
2) assess offshore and 
onshore disturbance informed by assessment

Great Black-
backed Gull SSSI 8

Godrevy Head to St Agnes 
SSSI maintain mainland cliff 5 1 Disturbance Disturbance



Guillemot SSSI 8
Godrevy Head to St Agnes 
SSSI maintain mainland cliff 93 2 Disturbance Disturbance

Herring Gull SSSI 8
Godrevy Head to St Agnes 
SSSI maintain mainland cliff 347 3 Disturbance Disturbance

Kittiwake SSSI 8
Godrevy Head to St Agnes 
SSSI maintain mainland cliff 14 2 disturbance Disturbance, Reduction in food

Razorbill SSSI 8
Godrevy Head to St Agnes 
SSSI maintain mainland cliff 37 2 Disturbance Disturbance

Fulmar SSSI 8
Godrevy Head to St Agnes 
SSSI maintain mainland cliff 

Bawden Rocks not part of 
SSSI and supports small 
numbers of shag, 
guiilemot, razorbill, GBBG 
. Should be added to SSSI. Porter Brown Lock  

Godrevy Head to St Agnes 
is a very important site for 
seabirds, and has been 
surveyed in all the 
national and regional 
surveys and as a result 
has a good historical 
record.  Cormorants and 
puffins were recorded on 129 3 Disturbance Disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore <1k informed by assessment 1

Shag SSSI 8
Godrevy Head to St Agnes 
SSSI maintain mainland cliff 33 2 Disturbance Disturbance

Fulmar
includes Armed Knight. 
Not SSSI. 10 Lands End maintain mainland cliff Porter Brown Lock  

Kittiwakes have 
experienced the most 
notable decline from 
Seabird 2000 to 2007 
(Figure 31).  In 2000, there 
were 244 AON and in 2007 
there were no kittiwakes 
recorded.  Herring gulls, 
great black-backed gulls 14 2 Disturbance Disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore <1k informed by assessment 1

Great Black-
backed Gull 10 Lands End maintain mainland cliff 14 2 Disturbance Disturbance

Herring Gull 10 Lands End maintain mainland cliff 10 1 Disturbance Disturbance

Razorbill 10 Lands End maintain mainland cliff 34 2 Disturbance Disturbance

Shag 10 Lands End maintain mainland cliff  6 1 Disturbance

Fulmar SSSI 17 Berry Head maintain mainland cliff 
Torbay Coast and 
Countryside Service TCCS Porter Brown Lock  

Berry Head is a very 
important site for breeding 
guillemot, along with 
other seabird species.  
The Devon Bird Report for 
1948 indicates that 400 
individual guillemots were 
recorded together with 50 
kittiwake nests with 100 11 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance medium

assess disturbance from 
offshore 1k informed by assessment 1

Guillemot SSSI 17 Berry Head maintain mainland cliff 2006 1196 3 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Herring Gull SSSI 17 Berry Head maintain mainland cliff 2006 19 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Kittiwake SSSI 17 Berry Head maintain mainland cliff 20006 25 2 reduction in food

Shag SSSI 17 Berry Head maintain mainland cliff 2006 7 1 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Herring Gull 19 Straight point maintain mainland cliff 2008 50 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Kittiwake not in SSSI or Exe SPA 19 Straight Point maintain mainland cliff 
Porter Brown Lock; H 
Booker pers comm   2013 130 3 disturbance reduction in food disturbance reduction in food

assess disturbance from 
offshore 1k informed by assessment 1

Shag 19 Straight Point maintin mainland cliff 2008 12 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Great Black-
backed Gull SSSI 5 Pentire Point SSSI maintain

mainland cliff 
island*

Work with Newquay 
Council/Coasteering 
community/Newquay 
MCZ to secure 
protection for the 
kittiwake colony. 4 1 Disturbance Disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Guillemot SSSI 5 Pentire Point SSSI maintain
mainland cliff 
island*

Work with the 
Cornwall Marine and 
Coastal Code Group to 
promote advice to 
marine users in Cornish 
waters. 120 3 Disturbance Disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Cormorant SSSI 5 Pentire Point SSSI maintain
mainland cliff 
island*

Work with the Cornwall 
Marine and Coastal Code 
Group (CMCCG) to 
promote responsible 
recreational activities and 
WiSe accreditation.  
Engage with specific user 
groups e.g. climbers, 
coasteers and activity NT NT  5 1 Disturbance Disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report



Herring Gull SSSI 5 Pentire Point SSSI maintain
mainland cliff 
island*

Work with Wise 
(accreditors for 
responsible water-
based tourism 
providers to ensure all 
relevant information 
on seabirds is included 
in Wise presentations 126 3 Disturbance Disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Puffin SSSI 5 Pentire Point SSSI maintain
mainland cliff 
island* 16 2 Disturbance Disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Shag SSSI 5 Pentire Point SSSI maintain
mainland cliff 
island*

Significant increase in 
recreational pressure 
(especially including stand 
up paddle boards (SUPs), 
canoeists, coasteering, 
swimmers, etc) negatively 
affecting breeding birds. NT NT  32 2 Disturbance Disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Fulmar SSSI 5 Pentire Point SSSI maintain
mainland cliff 
island*

Proposed change to the 
south west coast path 
provides an opportunity 
for better signage around 
vulnerable sites. Dog 
control orders have been 
implemented on seabird 
islands on the Isles of 
Scilly.  There are proposals NT NT Porter Brown Lock  

Overall, seabird numbers 
on The Mouls appear to be 
stable.  Several species 
have increased since the 
Seabird 2000 survey 
including shag, herring 
gull, guillemot and 
razorbill.  Shags have 
increased from 15 AON in 1 1 Disturbance Disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore <1k informed by assessment 1

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Cormorant SSSI 12 Mullion Cliff and Island maintain
mainland cliff 
island* 40 2 disturbance disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Fulmar SSSI 12 Mullion Cliff and Island maintain
mainland cliff 
island* Porter Brown Lock  

Mullion Cliff and Island 
were surveyed in all the 
national surveys.  In 1906, 
Clark noted that kittiwakes 
were present, but in 1924, 
Harvey recorded none 
(Penhallurick, 1969).  In 
1967, Mullion held the 
greatest concentration of 2 1 disturbance disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore <1k informed by assessment 1

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Great Black-
backed Gull SSSI 12 Mullion Cliff and Island maintain

mainland cliff 
island* 35 2 disturbance disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Guillemot SSSI 12 Mullion Cliff and Island maintain
mainland cliff 
island* 5 1 disturbance disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Herring Gull SSSI 12 Mullion Cliff and Island maintain
mainland cliff 
island* 42 2 disturbance disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Razorbill SSSI 12 Mullion Cliff and Island maintain
mainland cliff 
island* 1 1 disturbance disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Shag SSSI 12 Mullion Cliff and Island maintain
mainland cliff 
island* 28 2 disturbance disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Fulmar SSSI includes Gull Rock 13
Gerrans Bay to Camels 
Cove SSSI maintain

mainland cliff 
island* Porter Brown Lock  

Gerrans Bay to Camels 
Cove SSSI has been 
monitored in all the 
national and regional 
seabird surveys.  Records 
prior to 1967 have been 
difficult to find.  In the 
1967 survey, 10 pairs of 
fulmar and 30 pairs of 4 disturbance disturbance disturbance

assess disturbance from 
offshore <1k informed by assessment 1

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Great Black-
backed Gull SSSI 13

Gerrans Bay to Camels 
Cove SSSI maintain

mainland cliff 
island* 37 disturbance disturbance disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Guillemot SSSI 13
Gerrans Bay to Camels 
Cove SSSI maintain

mainland cliff 
island* 143 disturbance disturbance disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Herring Gull SSSI 13
Gerrans Bay to Camels 
Cove SSSI maintain

mainland cliff 
island* 86 disturbance disturbance disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Razorbill SSSI 13
Gerrans Bay to Camels 
Cove SSSI maintain

mainland cliff 
island* 12 disturbance disturbance disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Shag SSSI 13
Gerrans Bay to Camels 
Cove SSSI maintain

mainland cliff 
island*  142 disturbance disturbance disturbance top 5 site

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Cormorant SSSI 13
Gerrans Bay to Camels 
Cove SSSI maintain

mainland cliff 
island* 2006 25 2 disturbance disturbance

*this site has two habitat 
types but is primarily 
classifed as island in the 
report

Black-headed 
Gull SPA SSSI Severn Estuary 20

Stert Island, Bridgwater 
Bay NNR new soft coast WWT James Robinson @WWT

newly created managed 
realignment site with 
pools and islands. Could 
attract gulls and terns. 
Potential to extend site 0 2

management for seabirds 
to be included in wider  
vision and management of 
whole area by WWT. 
suggest RSPB /NE meet 
with WWT to discuss. 
James @WWT concerned 
gulls may impact on other 
species eg avocets.

Herring Gull SPA SSSI Severn Estuary 20
Stert Island, Bridgwater 
Bay NNR restore soft coast Dick Best local birder

summer flooding, 
overtopping has impacted 
on gulls.

likely continued risk of 
flooding - need modelling 
to inform.

3122 HGs in 1969 but 
absent by 1985. thought to 
have declined through 
botulism as at other sites. 
But reasons that they have 
not returned unknown. 
Island not thought to flood 
in summer. Accessible to 
foxes ( attracted by large 0 2 predation reduction in habitat predation reduction in habitat sea level rise, disturbance

options being explored - 
habitat management, 
predator management, 
attractants. note concerns 
from WWT about 
attracting gulls to this 
area. better to keep them 
on Steepholm ? former 
little tern site - what 5k informed by assessment 2

LL visited 28.6.21 with 
local birder Dick Best. 



Species Designation Designation site name SPA Qualifying species Site designation comments Site number Intervention Site Action Required (new site/ 
restore (from absence) 
/recover /enhance (above 
favourable), maintain)

Life Stage Habitat (mainland cliff, soft 
coast, offshore island, 
inland)

Intervention Action Site Ownership Site Managed Key info source Coastal Habitat Loss (IPENS 
Assessment)

Evidence of coastal colony 
impact in past 20 years

Threats to coastal colony in 
next 25 years

Historic numbers/context Last Survey Date Current Numbers (AONs) Potential numbers (1=1's; 
2=10's; 3=100's; 4=1000's 
pairs)

Current Pressures 
(Disturbance, INNS, 
Predation, Removal, 
Reduction in food, 
Reduction in habitat, Sea 
level rise, Storminess, 
Pathogens)

Future Pressures 
(Disturbance, INNS, 
Predation, Removal, 
Reduction in food, 
Reduction in habitat, Sea 
level rise, Storminess, 
Pathogens)

Pressures: Comments Key Knowledge gaps Monitoring Importance : Amber :top 5 
site in England,  Red >10% 
of England population, 
>10,000 pairs assemblage( 
S2000 onwards).  Purple 
Historic >10,000 pairs 
before S2000.

Recommendations next 3 
years

Cost Recommendations next 10 
years

Cost 1<10k, 2 <100k, 3 
<500k, 4 < 1M, 5>1M    

Recommendations next 25 
years

Comments on 
recommendations. High 
priority.

Comments on funding Actions 

Black-headed Gull SPA
Chesil  Beach and The Fleet 
SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 1  Abbotsbury Swannery enhance breeding soft coast

safe nesting site provision, 
pred man Fleet Estate Abbotsbury Swannery

reduction in habitat 
disturbance

reduction in habitat 
disturbance

Little Tern SPA
Chesil  Beach and The Fleet 
SPA Little Tern  Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 1 Chesil  Beach enhance Breeding soft coast

colony protection 
wardening, pred man Fleet Estate Chesil  Beach and Fleet NR 2020 1

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance 
reduction in food

predation - particularly 
kestrel in recent years, 
disturbance. Food supply 
uncertain ? food availabi lity

maintain seasonal 
wardening, inc effective 
diversionary feeding for 
kestrels. Secure long term 
funding to support this. 
Investigate opps further 
west along Fleet.

annual protection costs of 
£30k

continue protection, 
develop/trial  measures to 
reduce impacts of kestrel 
predation 2

key issue is maintianing 
funding for ongoing 
wardening /protection

get update from chesil  
project

Common Tern SPA
Chesil  Beach and The Fleet 
SPA Common tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 1

Chesil  Beach, Abbotsbury 
Swannery recover Breeding soft coast

safe nesting habitat 
provision  pred man. Fleet Estate Abbotsbury Swannery

Porter Brown Lock English 
Seabird Monitoring Project 
Sw england 2006-2009. 
NE/RSPB report Feb 2010.

Records of common tern breeding on Chesil  Beach exist from 1865, and it is thought that terns have 
bred at this site for much longer (Prendergast and Boys 1983).  Records from the first quarter of the 
20th century suggest that there were more than 1,000 pairs of common tern breeding.  Operation 
Seafarer in 1969 recorded 80 pairs of common tern and 120 pairs of l ittle tern.  The 1972 Dorset 
Bird report recorded 70-125 pairs of l ittle tern, and it was noted that breeding success is 
sometimes low.  In 1977 The Dorset Bird Report recorded 51 pairs of common tern with poor 
breeding success, 54 pairs of l ittle tern attempted to breed with l ittle success.  The 1981 Dorset Bird 
Report recorded 61 pairs of l ittle tern with low breeding success and 49 pairs of common tern.  The 
Seabird Colony Register in 1984 recorded two pairs of common tern and 51 pairs of little tern.  In 
1993 The Dorset Bird Report recorded ‘about 50 pairs’ of little tern at Ferrybridge and 30 pairs of 
common tern at Abbotsbury.  In 1996 The Dorset Bird Report recorded 95 pairs of l ittle tern at 
Ferrybridge only raising 15 young due to predation and zero pairs of common tern at Abbotsbury, 
four pairs of common tern attempted to nest at Ferrybridge, but failed (Figures 43 and 44). The l ittle 
tern colony has been declining in population size and breeding productivity since 1999 and is now 
at a critically low state.  In 2009 no nesting attempts were made. update
   2019 55 3

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance nesting space

investigate options for 
further rafts 1 check options

Common Tern Not SSSI 2 Lodmoor/Radipole enhance soft coast RSPB Dave Chown

Common terns began breeding at Lodmoor in 1998 when six pairs reared 12 young.  In 1999, there 
were 18 pairs and 41 fledglings (Dorset Bird Report, 1999). In Seabird 2000, there were 37 pairs of 
common tern recorded at Lodmoor.  In 2008, 45 pairs were recorded and in 2009, 50 pairs were 
recorded (Figure 46). 2019 50 2

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance INNS

limited space for nesting 
birds, potential for BHGs to 
expand and exclude terns.

review site man plan, 
create more space for 
seabirds. review history of 
and opportunities for 
nesting on harbour 
breakwaters and pontoons. update from RSPB reserve

Black-headed Gull 2 Lodmoor/Radipole enhance soft coast RSPB 2019 20 2
predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance

Fulmar SSSI
within SSSI but seabirds not 
notified features of SSSI 3 Portland maintain Mainland cl iff

Porter Brown Lock English 
Seabird Monitoring Project 
Sw england 2006-2009. 
NE/RSPB report Feb 2010.

The Isle of Portland has been monitored in all of the national seabird surveys.  Prior to 1944, eight 
pairs of kittiwakes were recorded nesting on the cliffs. In 1945, fulmars were first recorded on 
Portland although it is thought they were probably present prior to this date.  Twenty-five to 50 
pairs of guillemot were recorded around 1950, and 12 pairs of razorbill  in 1951.   In 1968, 500 
pairs of herring gulls were recorded and by 1969-73, kittiwake numbers had increased to 140 pairs 
(Prendergast and Boys, 1983).  Reports in Prendergast and Boys (1983) indicate that puffin 
numbers have always been low on Portland, however exact figures are unclear.  In 1970, the 
following species were recorded, fulmar 35 AOS, 30 guillemot individuals, kittiwake 140 AON, and 
30 razorbil l.  In 1986, fulmar had declined to 15 AOS, kittiwake to seven AON, razorbil l  to eight 
individuals, while gui llemots had increased to 102 individuals. Recent results from Portland show 
some species are doing well  and others are not.  Seabird 2000 recorded 147 guillemot individuals, 
nine razorbi ll  individuals and kittiwake 20 AON.  In 2007 548 guillemot individuals were recorded, 
74 razorbil l individuals, kittiwake 20 AON (Figure 45).  

2007 11 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. <5K for whole site

incorporate into duties of 
rangers check with portland obs

Great Black-backed Gull SSSI 3 Portland maintain Mainland cl iff 2007 0 1 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws.

incorporate into duties of 
rangers

Gui llemot SSSI 3 Portland maintain Mainland cl iff 2007 548 3 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws.

incorporate into duties of 
rangers

Herring Gull SSSI 3 Portland maintain Mainland cl iff 2007 0 1 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws.

incorporate into duties of 
rangers

Kittiwake SSSI 3 Portland maintain Mainland cl iff 2007 19 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

incorporate into duties of 
rangers

Puffin SSSI 3 Portland maintain Mainland cl iff 2007 1 1 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

incorporate into duties of 
rangers

Razorbil l SSSI 3 Portland maintain Mainland cl iff 2007 74 2 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

incorporate into duties of 
rangers

Shag SSSI 3 Portland maintain Mainland cl iff  2007 3 1 disturbance disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

incorporate into duties of 
rangers

Cormorant SSSI

Part of south Dorset SSSI 
but seabirds not notified 
features. 4

St Aldhelms Head to 
Durlston Head maintain Mainland cl iff Durwyn Liley Ballard Cliffs and Gad Cliff are both important sites in South West England for breeding cormorant.  Breeding cormorant were recorded in 1969, at Ballard 8 AON and 88 AON at Gad Cliff.  In the 1977 Dorset Bird Report there were 80 AON at Gad Cliff, but no reports of breeding at Ballard Cliffs.  In the 1983 Dorset Bird Report, 90 AON were recorded at Gad Cliff and 72 AON at Ballard Cliffs.  Herring gulls were also recorded in good numbers at these sites.  In Seafarer, 200 AON herring gull  were recorded at Gad Cliff and 401 AON at Ballard Cliffs, in the Seabird Colony Register there are no records for herring gull at Gad Cliff and only six AON at Ballard Cliffs.  In 1990, Dorset Bird Report cormorant were recorded at 108 AON at Gad Cliff and 172 AON at Ballard cl iffs.  Fulmar, great black-backed gul l and shag have bred at the two sites, but not in large numbers. Since Seabird 2000, both cormorant colonies at Gad Cliff and Ballard Cliffs have been declining.  In 2000, there were 73 AON at Ballard Cliffs and 43 A2007 21 2 disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

Fulmar SSSI

Part of south Dorset SSSI 
but seabirds not notified 
features. 4

St Aldhelms Head to 
Durlston Head maintain Mainland cl iff Durwyn Liley Kittiwake began breeding at Durlston Head in 1956 and by 1963, 18 nests were counted.  In 1970, 50 pairs of fulmar, 97 pairs of kittiwake, 320 guil lemot, 10 razorbil l, 32 puffin and in 1971, 56 shag nests were recorded.  In 1977, 191 pairs of kittiwake were counted and by 1980, numbers had risen to 292 AON (Dorset Birds, 1977 and 1980).  In 1980, 561 gui llemot individuals, 19 IND razorbi ll  and 27 shag nests were recorded (Dorset Birds, 1980). In Seabird 2000, 24 shag AON, 378 guil lemot individuals and kittiwake 49 AON were recorded.  In 2007, 655 gui llemot individuals were recorded, declining sl ightly to 593 individuals in 2008.  Razorbil l and fulmar have remained at roughly the same count since Seabird 2000.  Kittiwake declined to 27 AON in 2008 (Figure 47).   2007 17 2 disturbance disturbance The main concerns relate to kayaks etc going in the caves, climbers, coasteering plus tour boats and other boat traffic close in shore.  Puffins are really perilous.....

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

Great Black-backed Gull SSSI

Part of south Dorset SSSI 
but seabirds not notified 
features. 4

St Aldhelms Head to 
Durlston Head maintain Mainland cl iff Durwyn Liley 2007 4 2 disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

Guillemot SSSI

Part of south Dorset SSSI 
but seabirds not notified 
features. 4

St Aldhelms Head to 
Durlston Head maintain Mainland cl iff

Durwyn Liley Lake and 
Caals 2019 Purbeck 
Seabird Report Foorptint 
Ecology 2019 1104 3 disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

Herring Gull SSSI

Part of south Dorset SSSI 
but seabirds not notified 
features. 4

St Aldhelms Head to 
Durlston Head maintain Mainland cl iff Durwyn Liley 2019 79 2 disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

Kittiwake SSSI

Part of south Dorset SSSI 
but seabirds not notified 
features. 4

St Aldhelms Head to 
Durlston Head maintain Mainland cl iff Durwyn Liley decline 2019 17 2 disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

Puffin SSSI

Part of south Dorset SSSI 
but seabirds not notified 
features. 4

St Aldhelms Head to 
Durlston Head maintain Mainland cl iff Durwyn Liley 2019 5 1 disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

Razorbil l SSSI

Part of south Dorset SSSI 
but seabirds not notified 
features. 4

St Aldhelms Head to 
Durlston Head maintain Mainland cl iff Durwyn Liley currently increasing 2019 132 1 disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

Shag SSSI

Part of south Dorset SSSI 
but seabirds not notified 
features. 4

St Aldhelms Head to 
Durlston Head maintain Mainland cl iff Durwyn Liley  2019 23 2 disturbance disturbance

Assess disturbance from 
land eg cl imbers and sea. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

Great Black-backed Gull SPA Poole Harbour SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 5 Poole H Brownsea Island maintain Breeding soft coast NT DWT 2009 6 1
reduction in habitat 
disturbance 

reduction in habitat 
disturbance

Lagoon l imited size, high 
risk from flooding. 

Continue predator 
management around 
lagoon whilst developing 
new site at Arne Moors. 1

Black-headed Gull SPA Poole Harbour SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 5 Poole H Brownsea Island enhance Breeding soft coast NT DWT 2009 115 3

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Lagoon l imited size, high 
risk from flooding. 

Continue predator 
management around 
lagoon whilst developing 
new site at Arne Moors. 1 LL check with NT

Roseate Tern SPA Poole Harbour SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 5 Poole H Brownsea Island enhance Breeding soft coast NT DWT 2009 1 1

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise

Lagoon l imited size, high 
risk from flooding. 

Continue predator 
management around 
lagoon whilst developing 
new site at Arne Moors. 1

Sandwich Tern SPA Poole Harbour SPA Sandwich Tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 5 Poole H Brownsea Island enhance Breeding soft coast NT DWT 2009 263 3

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise

Lagoon l imited size, high 
risk from flooding. 

Continue predator 
management around 
lagoon whilst developing 
new site at Arne Moors. 1

Yellow-legged Gull SPA Poole Harbour SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 5 Poole H Brownsea Island enhance Breeding soft coast NT DWT only regular UK breeding site 2009 1 1 predation predation 
Lagoon l imited size, high 
risk from flooding. 

Continue predator 
management around 
lagoon whilst developing 
new site at Arne Moors. 1

Common Tern SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Common tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 5 Brownsea Island enhance Breeding soft coast NT DWT

Porter Brown Lock English 
Seabird Monitoring Project 
Sw england 2006-2009. 
NE/RSPB report Feb 2010.

Island.  In 1963, there were six pairs of common tern recorded (Prendergast and Boys, 1983).  
Finding other records prior to 1969 has proved difficult.  In 1969, 430 pairs of herring gull were 
recorded, black-headed gull  21 AON and common tern 74 pairs.   In 1986 there were no herring 
gulls recorded, black-headed gulls had increased to 70 AON and common tern had increased to 100 
AON, sandwich tern had also started breeding with 103 AON recorded in 1986.  Since Operation 
Seafarer in 1969 there have been regular counts of breeding seabirds on Brownsea (Figure 50).  
There have been occasional counts at other sites in the harbour, including the three spartina 
islands in the Wareham Channel, plus Long Island and Round Island and Furzey Island.  Common 
tern, Sandwich tern and black-headed gull  are the main seabird species present on Brownsea, 
though other species, including great black-backed gull , yellow-legged gull  and herring gull  also 
breed in very low numbers.  Black-headed gul ls have become more numerous in the Wareham 
Channel since the early 1990s.  Common tern have increased since the 1960s and Sandwich terns 
began breeding in the mid-1970s on Brownsea.   Since Seabird 2000 the general trend of Sandwich 
terns, common terns and black-headed gul l is upward.  Seabirds on Brownsea have experienced 
many problems with predation and deer trampling, however these are now being managed.  
Sandwich terns completely failed to breed in 2000 and 2001, but returned in 2002 and have since 
continued to increase.  In England, Brownsea is the only site to have a breeding pair of yellow-
legged gull; records show that yellow-legged gulls started breeding on Brownsea in 1995 when two 
pairs bred, and since then there have been one or two pairs each year apart from 1998 when three 
pairs bred.  Since 2002, there has only been one pair (Figure 50).  In 2008, one pair fledged two 
young (pers comm. Abby Gibbs).  In Wales; there is a record of one pair breeding in 2008 at 
Castlemartin Coast SPA.  In 2009 one pair of roseate tern bred successfully fledging one chick, this 
is the first nesting attempt on Brownsea since 1985 when two pairs attempted to breed, but failed.  
The pair that successfully bred in 2009 nested in a box that had been set up on the island in 2007 
by the Dorset Wildlife Trust 185 3

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Lagoon l imited size, high 
risk from flooding. 

Continue predator 
management around 
lagoon whilst developing 
new site at Arne Moors. 1

Black-headed Gull SPA Poole Harbour SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 6 Poole H Arne Moors new Breeding soft coast as above RSPB

arne morrs currently in dev, 
EA RSPB NE Richard Archer 
RSPB None at this site 0 3 TBC tbc

Create new site with 
suitable islands for nesting 
birds, predator 2

Arne Moors scheduled for 
completion by XXX LL check with RSPB

Common Tern SPA Poole Harbour SPA Common tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 6 Poole H Arne Moors new Breeding soft coast

current colony on 
Brownsea island,NT, high 
risk of flooding. Need new 
sites. New habitat being 
created at Arne Moors 
managed relaignment . RSPB

arne morrs currently in dev, 
EA RSPB NE. Richard Archer 
RSPB None at this site 0 3 TBC TBC

Create new site with 
suitable islands for nesting 
birds, predator 
management. 2

Arne Moors scheduled for 
completion by XXX

Sandwich Tern SPA Poole Harbour SPA Sandwich Tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 6 Poole H Arne Moors new Breeding soft coast

current colony on 
Brownsea island,NT, high 
risk of flooding. Need new 
sites. New habitat being 
created at Arne Moors 
managed relaignment . RSPB

arne morrs currently in dev, 
EA RSPB NE Richard Archer 
RSPB None at this site 0 3 TBC tbc

Create new site with 
suitable islands for nesting 
birds, predator 
management. 2

Arne Moors scheduled for 
completion by XXX

Seabird Assemblage SPA Poole Harbour SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 7 Poole H soft coast

island colonies under 
pressure from flooding 
preadtion disturbance egg 
collection large no of BHG( with med gul ls) make up most of assemblage population. need to check latest counts. needs clarifying Seabird Count

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise removal

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise removal

SPA wide management 
/restoration plan assess 
islands and creation 
opportunities. <5k for whole site LL checjk latest figs

Black-headed Gull SPA Poole Harbour SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 7
Poole H - Spartina 
islands maintain soft coast

big colonies under pressure 
from flooding + pred and 
egg collection

Porter Brown Lock English 
Seabird Monitoring Project 
Sw england 2006-2009. 
NE/RSPB report Feb 2010. 
subsequent surveys by 
Birds of Poole Harbour 
annually by Dave Chown 
available on BoPH website Top 20 highest ranked SPA

yes one of islands now 
much smaller than a few 
years ago. extremely high 

Spartina islands in the Wareham Channel This is the only site in South West England where 
Mediterranean gulls breed. A count of the three spartina islands in the Wareham Channel was 
completed in 2008.  Numbers of black-headed gull  and Mediterranean gul l appear to have 
increased since 1999 when 1,466 black-headed gul ls and two pairs of Mediterranean gull were 
recorded.  The data collected in 2008 is difficult to compare to 1999 data because a different, less 
accurate method was used.  Birds were counted from a vantage point in 1999 for Seabird 2000, but 
in 2008 a team of five volunteers landed on the islands and counted the nests in transects.  In 
2008, 8,951 black-headed gull  nests and 87 Mediterranean gul l nests were recorded.  Previous 
Dorset Bird Reports have provided estimates of about ’5,000 pairs’. 2008 8951 4

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise removal

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise removal

high tides, flooding, habitat 
availabil ity, egg collecting, 
disturbance. l icensing of 
egg collection ( this is 
specifically cited in 2016 
survey report and via Paul 
Morton @BoPH) 

assess impact of high tides 
and need for recharge 
projects to boost heights of 
islands. assess disturbance 
from boats. Clarify 
l icensing of egg collection. 
Protect through guidance, 
codes of practice, bylaws. 1

if need for recharge or 
other habitat creation, 
develop projects. 3 LL check with 

Mediterranean Gull SPA Poole Harbour SPA Mediterranean Gull Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 7
Poole H - Spartina 
islands maintain Breeding soft coast

big colonies under pressure 
from flooding + pred and 
egg collection

above + Dave Chown Paul 
Morton Shaun Robson 
Birds of Poole Harbour Spartina islands in the Wareham Channel  see BHG. 2018 155 3

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise removal

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise removal as above 1

if need for recharge or 
other habitat creation, 
develop projects. 3

Common Tern SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Common tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 8 W solent soft coast need habitat creation

as above. Dave Chown 
Shaun Robson

 potential to develop sites 
behind sea wall, ad infi l l  
deep lagoons to provide 
better habitat. Need to work 
with EA with review of 
coastal flood management, 
and identify new 
opportunities for hab 
creation. 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

solent Bird Aware 
protection extended to 
cover breeding season. 
Increased signage, 
exclosures etc. benefits 
other BNBs and terns.

Little Tern SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Little Tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 8 W Solent soft coast

beach bird protection and 
habitat creation of new 
sites above high tides

hab loss/availabi lity a big 
issue in solent, need new 
habs urgently

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Solent Bird Aware 
protection extended to 
cover breeding season. 
Increased signage, 
exclosures etc. benefits 

Mediterranean Gull SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Mediterranean Gull Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 8 W Solent soft coast as above as above

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Sandwich Tern SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Sandwich Tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 8 W solent soft coast as above

as above, potential to 
develop sites behind sea 
wall, ad infi l l  deep lagoons 
to provide better habitat. 
Need to work with EA with 
review of coastal flood 
management. 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Solent Bird Aware 
protection extended to 
cover breeding season. 
Increased signage, 
exclosures etc. benefits 
other BNBs and terns.

Black-headed Gull SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 8 W Solent soft coast as above as above, . 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

CMN update data from RT 
project

Black-headed Gull SPA SSSI
Solent and Southampton 
SPA

interest feature of N solent 
SSSI, Solent & Dorset Coast 
SPA 9 North Solent NNR restore Breeding soft coast

huge colonies lost, need to 
be restored. New habitat, 
pre man. Natural England

as part of new LIFE project 
wil l  look at feasibi lity of 
restoring this. Discussions 
already underway with NE. 2002 6124 4

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Common Tern SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Common tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 9 North Solent NNR restore Breeding soft coast

huge colonies lost, need to 
be restored. New habitat, 
pre man. Natural England

as part of new LIFE project 
wil l  look at feasibi lity of 
restoring this. Discussions 
already underway with NE. 

Top 20 highest ranked SPA, 
top 10 highets ranked SAC

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Little Tern SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Little Tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 9 North Solent NNR restore Breeding soft coast

huge colonies lost, need to 
be restored. New habitat, 
pre man. Natural England

as part of new LIFE project 
wil l  look at feasibi lity of 
restoring this. Discussions 
already underway with NE. 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Solent Bird Aware 
protection extended to 
cover breeding season. 
Increased signage, 
exclosures etc. benefits 

Mediterranean Gull SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Mediterranean Gull Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 9 North Solent NNR restore Breeding soft coast

huge colonies lost, need to 
be restored. New habitat, 
pre man. Natural England

as part of new LIFE project 
wil l  look at feasibi lity of 
restoring this. Discussions 
already underway with NE. 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 



Sandwich Tern SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Sandwich Tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 9 North Solent NNR restore Breeding soft coast

huge colonies lost, need to 
be restored. New habitat, 
pre man. Natural England

as part of new LIFE project 
wil l  look at feasibi lity of 
restoring this. Discussions 
already underway with NE. 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Seabird Assemblage SPA SSSI
Solent and Southampton 
SPA 10 Solent restore breeding soft coast

safe nesting habitat 
resilient to highest tides, 
protection from predators 
and disturbance 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

SPA wide management 
/restoration plan to include 
beneficial  use strategy, 
marine and terrestrial 
restoration strategy leading 
to more safe nesting 
habitat free from high tides, 
disturbance and predation 10k

Black-headed Gull SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 10 Titchfield Haven enhance Breeding soft coast

small colonies at Titchfield 
Haven etc may be some 
potential to increase, but 
not at scale of the above. HCC

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Common Tern SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Common tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 10 Titchfield Haven enhance Breeding soft coast

small colonies at Titchfield 
Haven etc may be some 
potential to increase, but 
not at scale of the above. HCC

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Little Tern SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Little Tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 10 Titchfield Haven enhance Breeding soft coast

small colonies at Titchfield 
Haven etc may be some 
potential to increase, but 
not at scale of the above. HCC

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Mediterranean Gull SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Mediterranean Gull Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 10 Titchfield Haven enhance Breeding soft coast

small colonies at Titchfield 
Haven etc may be some 
potential to increase, but 
not at scale of the above. HCC

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Sandwich Tern SPA
Solent and Southampton 
SPA Sandwich Tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 10 Titchfield Haven enhance Breeding soft coast

small colonies at Titchfield 
Haven etc may be some 
potential to increase, but 
not at scale of the above. HCC

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Black-headed Gull SPA SSSI
Solent and Southampton 
SPA

interest feature of Newton 
Harbour SSSI 11 Newtown NNR maintain soft coast 2002 162 3

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Cormorant 12 Main Bench IoW maintain mainland cl iff 2002 86 3 disturbance disturbance
Guillemot 12 Main Bench IoW maintain mainland cl iff disturbance disturbance
Herring Gull 12 Main Bench IoW maintain mainland cl iff 2002 337 disturbance disturbance

Common Tern SPA SSSI Portsmouth Harbour 13 Portsmouth Harbour enhance breeding soft coast

currently absent but look 
for opportunities for island 
creation for roosting 
waders and breeding 
seabirds potentially 
through net gain ? 2020 0 2

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

lack of safe nesting sites 
above highest tides, free 
from disturbance and 
predators

HWT working with MoD to 
raise level of island. RSPB 
advisory role.

Black-headed Gull SPA SSSI Portsmouth Harbour 13 Portsmouth Harbour enhance breeding soft coast

currently absent but look 
for opportunities for island 
creation for roosting 
waders and breeding 
seabirds potentially 
through net gain ? 2020 0 2

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

lack of safe nesting sites 
above highest tides, free 
from disturbance and 
predators

HWT working with MoD to 
raise level of island. RSPB 
advisory role.

Black-headed Gull SPA
Chichester & Langstone 
Harbours SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 14 Langstone Harbour restore soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Looking to restore 
new island through LIFE 
project. But needs more 
habitat. Also beach bird 
protection for l ittle terns 
which use open beaches. RSPB 2019 3474

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Common Tern SPA
Chichester & Langstone 
Harbours SPA Common tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 14 Langstone Harbour restore Breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Looking to restore 
new island through LIFE 
project. But needs more 
habitat. Also beach bird 
protection for l ittle terns 
which use open beaches. RSPB Top 20 highest ranked SPA

Recent history of summer 
flooding of breeding 
islands.

continued flooding of 
breeding islands. public 
disturbance of few 
remaining safe locations 2019 3

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

lack of safe nesting sites 
above highest tides, free 
from disturbance and 
predators prey availabil ity 

Bakers and South Biness 
are current seabird islands. 
need maintenance. North 
Biness and Long Island 
require restoration - 
removal of vegetation, 
raising levels. This planned 
for LOTE in 2022

Deliver LOTE funded island 
restoration of North Biness 
and Long Islands and 
develop further plans.

Little Tern SPA
Chichester & Langstone 
Harbours SPA Little Tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 14 Langstone Harbour restore Breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Looking to restore 
new island through LIFE 
project. But needs more 
habitat. Also beach bird 
protection for l ittle terns 
which use open beaches. RSPB 2019 52

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Solent Bird Aware 
protection extended to 
cover breeding season. 
Increased signage, 
exclosures etc. benefits 
other BNBs and terns. 30k/year SPA wide

Mediterranean Gull SPA
Chichester & Langstone 
Harbours SPA Mediterranean Gull Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 14 Langstone Harbour restore Breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Looking to restore 
new island through LIFE 
project. But needs more 
habitat. Also beach bird 
protection for l ittle terns 
which use open beaches. RSPB largest uk colony in 2018 2018 1736

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Sandwich Tern SPA
Chichester & Langstone 
Harbours SPA Sandwich Tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 14 Langstone Harbour restore Breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Looking to restore 
new island through LIFE 
project. But needs more 
habitat. Also beach bird 
protection for l ittle terns 
which use open beaches. RSPB 2020 113 3

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Black-headed Gull SPA SSSI
Chichester & Langstone 
Harbours SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 15 Hayling Oyster Beds restore breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Looking to restore 
new island through LIFE 
project. But needs more 
habitat. Also beach bird 
protection for l ittle terns 
which use open beaches. 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Common Tern SPA SSSI
Chichester & Langstone 
Harbours SPA common tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 15 Hayling Oyster Beds restore breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Newly created 
islands performing well, 
but opportunity for more 
habitat creation here.. Also 
beach bird protection for 
l ittle terns that use open 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

common Tern SPA SSSI
Chichester & Langstone 
Harbours SPA common tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 16 Chichester Harbour restore breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Looking to restore 
new island through LIFE 
project. But needs more 
habitat. Also beach bird 
protection for l ittle terns 
which use open beaches. 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Little Tern SPA SSSI
Chichester & Langstone 
Harbours SPA little Tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 16 Chichester Harbour restore breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Looking to restore 
new island through LIFE 
project. But needs more 
habitat. Also beach bird 
protection for l ittle terns 
which use open beaches. 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Solent Bird Aware 
protection extended to 
cover breeding season. 
Increased signage, 
exclosures etc. benefits 
other BNBs and terns. 30k/year

LOTE funding staff resource 
for 3 more breeding 
seasons but no funding at 
al l post 2024, and more 
funding probably required 
before this date.

Black-headed Gull SPA SSSI
Chichester & Langstone 
Harbours SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 16 chichester Harbour restore breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Looking to restore 
new island through LIFE 
project. But needs more 
habitat. Also beach bird 
protection for l ittle terns 
which use open beaches. 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Black-headed Gull SPA Pagham Harbour SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 17 Pagham Medmerry enhance Breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Newly created 
islands performing well, 
but opportunity for more 
habitat creation here.. Also 
beach bird protection for 
l ittle terns that use open RSPB 2019 523

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Common Tern SPA Pagham Harbour SPA Common tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 17 Pagham Medmerry enhance Breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Newly created 
islands performing well, 
but opportunity for more 
habitat creation here.. Also 
beach bird protection for 
l ittle terns that use open RSPB

Top 20 highest ranked SPA, 
top 10 highets ranked SAC 2019 15

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Further island creation, 
modification and 
management for terns and 
gulls.

Little Tern SPA Pagham Harbour SPA Little Tern Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 17 Pagham Medmerry enhance Breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Newly created 
islands performing well, 
but opportunity for more 
habitat creation here.. Also 
beach bird protection for 
l ittle terns that use open RSPB 2019 21

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Bird aware programme in 
place and funded long term. 
Ideal model for other sites. 
monitor and review.

Mediterranean Gull SPA Pagham Harbour SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 17 Pagham Medmerry enhance Breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Newly created 
islands performing well, 
but opportunity for more 
habitat creation here.. Also 
beach bird protection for 
l ittle terns that use open RSPB

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Further island creation, 
modification and 
management for terns and 
gulls.

Sandwich Tern SPA Pagham Harbour SPA Solent & Dorset Coast SPA 17 Pagham Medmerry enhance Breeding soft coast

decreasing habitat becaise 
of high tides, limited island 
refuges. Newly created 
islands performing well, 
but opportunity for more 
habitat creation here.. Also 
beach bird protection for 
l ittle terns that use open RSPB 2019 174

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Further island creation, 
modification and 
management for terns and 
gulls.

Black-headed Gull 18 Climping/Arun new breeding soft coast

New habitat created by 
coastal breach. further 
design and management of 
wetland to provide safe 
nesting for terns and gul ls no previous nesting 0 2

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise 

Little Tern 18 Climping/Arun new breeding soft coast

New habitat created by 
coastal breach. further 
design and management of 
wetland to provide safe 
nesting for terns and gul ls no previous nesting 0 2 predation disturbance

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise options assessment

Herring Gull SSSI 19 Seaford Head maintain mainland cl iff 2002 100 3 disturbance

Kittiwake SSSI 19 Seaford Head maintain mainland cl iff

McMurdo Hamilton Brown 
Lock  Kittiwakes declines in 
southen england 2016 Biggest colony in SE 2011 1128 3

disturbance reduction in 
food

disturbance reduction in 
food

Fulmar SSSI 20 Hastings Cliffs maintain mainland cl iff 2002 77 2 disturbance
Herring Gull SSSI 20 Hastings Cliffs maintain mainland cl iff 2002 200 3 disturbance

Black-headed Gull SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA 21 Pett soft coast

all species have increased 
in response to habitat 
creation fencing and pred 
man.but management may 
need refresh. Private 2020 2217 4

predation reduction in 
habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat 

scrape rejuvenation and 
replacement pred fencing 
Pannel Valley. New island 
and pred fencing Pett Pools 200k ? tbc

Common Tern SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA Common tern 21 pett soft coast

all species have increased 
in response to habitat 
creation fencing and pred 
man.but management may 
need refresh. private 2014 85 2

predation reduction in 
habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat 

scrape rejuvenation and 
replacement pred fencing 
Pannel Valley. New island 
and pred fencing Pett Pools 200k ? tbc

Mediterranean Gull SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA Mediterranean Gull 21 Pett soft coast

all species have increased 
in response to habitat 
creation fencing and pred 
man.but management may 

 need refresh.1.there are 
taller electric fences than 
at Rye Harbour and fences 
have just had a 
comprehensive overhaul.  
plan to replace the teram 
and shingle on the islands 
on Scrape.  After 25 years, 
there is just too much 
vegetation growing on the 
islands and aim to expand 
the areas of shingle.  
requires long-term 
approval for predator 
control, without having to Owner Stephen Rumsey Private 2020 155 3

predation reduction in 
habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat 

why variable nos and 
productivity

scrape rejuvenation and 
replacement pred fencing 
Pannel Valley. New island 
and pred fencing Pett Pools 200k ? tbc

Black-headed Gull SPA SSSI
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA

interest feature of Romney 
Marsh and Rye Bay sssi 22 Rye soft coast SWT recent declines 2019 1000 4

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance predation by large gulls

Review of predator 
management, 
new/replacement  fencing. 
Further island creation, 
modification and 
management for terns and 
gulls. 100k?tbc

Common Gul l SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA 22 Rye soft coast SWT declining from low level 2019 3 1

predation reduction in 
habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance 

Common Tern SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA Common tern 22 Rye soft coast SWT 341 in 2010, 55 in 2019 2015 135 3

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance 

Little Tern SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA Little Tern 22 Rye soft coast SWT 26 in 2001 also 21 Midrips in 2000. 2019 7 2

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat sea 
level rise reduction in food

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance sea 
level rise reduction in food

speculation over lack of 
food.

Mediterranean Gull SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA Mediterranean Gull 22 Rye soft coast SWT down from 185 in 2010. reasons? 2019 19 3

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance not predated by large gulls 

Sandwich Tern SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA Sandwich tern 22 Rye soft coast SWT 850 in 2011 2019 320 3

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance Pred man review

Cormorant SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA 22 Rye soft coast SWT

Barry Yates site manager 
SWT steady increase from first breeding in 1996 2015 174 3 disturbance removal disturbance removal

Herring Gull SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA 22 Rye soft coast SWT 38 of 40 controlled 2019 40 2 removal removal

active management to 
reduce negative impacts on 
other species



Black-headed Gull SPA SSSI
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA

interest feature of 
Dungeness SSSI 23 Dungeness enhance Breeding soft coast

formerlly much larger 
colony. Rye well  managed 
by SWT, fences, pred 
management. Dungeness 
lost most of seabirds- some 
islands recreated in deep 
pits at dungeness, but much 
more could be done 
working with agregates 
industry to make the deep 
bits better for seabirds with 
a complex of predator free 
island . Also big MoD area- 
what potential here ? 
potential to develop sites 
l ike Icklesham which are 
sl ightly further inland. 
unlke most of south coast 
area protected by big 
shingle bank so not prone RSPB? absent since 2005. are they back now ? 2019 305 3

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance 

new island creation and 
pred fencing aon ARC pit 
opportunities £30k

Common Gul l SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA 23 Dungeness soft coast RSPB declining from low level 2015 3 predation predation

Common Tern SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA Common tern 23 Dungeness enhance Breeding soft coast

formerlly much larger 
colony. Rye well  managed 
by SWT, fences, pred 
management. Dungeness 
lost most of seabirds- some 
islands recreated in deep 
pits at dungeness, but much 
more could be done 
working with agregates 
industry to make the deep 
bits better for seabirds with 
a complex of predator free 
island . Also big MoD area- 
what potential here ? 
potential to develop sites 
l ike Icklesham which are 
sl ightly further inland. 
unlke most of south coast 
area protected by big 
shingle bank so not prone RSPB? 36 in 2014 increase to 83 in 2018 now declining ? 2020 30

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance 

new island creation and 
pred fencing aon ARC pit 
opportunities 

Little Tern SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA Little Tern 23 Dungeness enhance Breeding soft coast

formerlly much larger 
colony. Rye well  managed 
by SWT, fences, pred 
management. Dungeness 
lost most of seabirds- some 
islands recreated in deep 
pits at dungeness, but much 
more could be done 
working with agregates 
industry to make the deep 
bits better for seabirds with 
a complex of predator free 
island . Also big MoD area- 
what potential here ? 
potential to develop sites 
l ike Icklesham which are 
sl ightly further inland. 
unlke most of south coast 
area protected by big 
shingle bank so not prone RSPB? 2018 0

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat  
reduction in food

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance 
reduction in food

speculation over food 
availabil ity

Mediterranean Gull SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA Mediterranean Gull 23 Dungeness enhance Breeding soft coast

formerlly much larger 
colony. Rye well  managed 
by SWT, fences, pred 
management. Dungeness 
lost most of seabirds- some 
islands recreated in deep 
pits at dungeness, but much 
more could be done 
working with agregates 
industry to make the deep 
bits better for seabirds with 
a complex of predator free 
island . Also big MoD area- 
what potential here ? 
potential to develop sites 
l ike Icklesham which are 
sl ightly further inland. 
unlke most of south coast 
area protected by big 
shingle bank so not prone RSPB? strangely absent 2015 0 2

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance 

new island creation and 
pred fencing aon ARC pit 
opportunities 

Sandwich Tern SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA Sandwich Tern 23 Dungeness enhance Breeding soft coast

formerlly much larger 
colony. Rye well  managed 
by SWT, fences, pred 
management. Dungeness 
lost most of seabirds- some 
islands recreated in deep 
pits at dungeness, but much 
more could be done 
working with agregates 
industry to make the deep 
bits better for seabirds with 
a complex of predator free 
island . Also big MoD area- 
what potential here ? 
potential to develop sites 
l ike Icklesham which are 
sl ightly further inland. 
unlke most of south coast 
area protected by big 
shingle bank so not prone RSPB? 2019 0

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance 

aggregates afteruse - new 
islands for seabirds Lade 
pits ? 

Seabird Assemblage SPA SSSI
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA 23 Dungeness/Rye enhance breeding soft coast

Huge potential for 
improved management of 
existing sites and creation 
of new sites across SPA. 
priority for assessment of 
opportunities and project 
development.

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance 

SPA wide management 
/restoration plan assess 
islands and creation 
opportunities. Multiple 
opportunities - minerals 
afteruse, island creation, 
pred control, wetland 
management. 

Cormorant SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA 23 Dungeness soft coast RSPB decline from peak in 2008 of 140 2014 78 2 removal

Herring Gull SPA
Dungeness, Romney Marsh 
and Rye Bay SPA 23 Dungeness soft coast RSPB down from 131 in 2006, down from 470 in 2000 2014 2 3 disturbance removal disturbance removal

some management may be 
required to support other 
species

Fulmar SSSI designation feature of SSSI 24
Dover to Kingsdown cliffs 
SSSI maintain mainland cl iff Murray Orchard KOS 2018 24 + 7 Dover toFolkstone. 2 predation disturbance predation 

Kittiwake SSSI designation feature of SSSI 24
Dover to Kingsdown cliffs 
SSSI restore? mainland cl iff First bred 1967 , rising to peak of 2878 in 1992. Massive recent decline.  Fan Bay colony. now lost , last breeding in 2012. general food issues but also impact of expanding peregrine and raven?2009 38 2 reduction in food predation

LBBG SSSI designation feature of SSSI 24
Dover to Kingsdown cliffs 
SSSI restore mainland cl iff

Black-headed Gull SPA
Thanet Coast and sandwich 
Bay 25 Sandwich Bay restore Breeding soft coast RSPB ( Woth Marshes) SBBOTMurray Orchard KOS Currently on small scrapes on SBBO but also potential at Woth Marshes RSPB 2018 32 3

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance 

assessment of options 
combining Stour Valley 2k

Little Tern SPA
Thanet Coast and sandwich 
Bay little Tern

little tern designation 
faeture for Thanet coast 25 Sandwich Bay restore Breeding soft coast Top 20 highest ranked SPA

predation disturbance 
reduction in habitat 

predation reduction in 
habitat disturbance 

Fulmar 26 Foreland maintain mainland cl iff Murray Orchard KOS 2018 90 2 predation disturbance 



Species Designation Designation site name SPA Qualifying species Site designation comments Site number Intervention Site Action Required (new site/ 
restore (from absence) 
/recover /enhance (above 
favourable), maintain)

Life Stage Habitat (mainland cliff, 
soft coast, offshore 
island, inland)

Intervention Action Site Ownership Site Managed Key info source Coastal Habitat 
Loss (IPENS 
Assessment)

Evidence of coastal 
colony impact in 
past 20 years

Threats to coastal colony in next 25 
years

Historic numbers/context Last Survey Date Current 
Numbers 
(AONs)

Potential numbers 
(1=1's; 2=10's; 
3=100's; 4=1000's 
pairs)

Current Pressures (Disturbance, INNS, 
Predation, Removal, Reduction in food, 
Reduction in habitat, Sea level rise, 
Storminess, Pathogens)

Future Pressures (Disturbance, INNS, 
Predation, Removal, Reduction in food, 
Reduction in habitat, Sea level rise, 
Storminess, Pathogens)

Pressures: Comments Key Knowledge gaps Monitoring Importance : Amber :top 5 site 
in England,  Red >10% of England 
population, >10,000 pairs 
assemblage( S2000 onwards).  
Purple Historic >10,000 pairs 
before S2000.

Recommendations next 3 years Cost Recommendations next 10 years Cost 1<10k, 2 <100k, 
3 <500k, 4 < 1M, 
5>1M    

Recommendation
s next 25 years

Comments on recommendations. High priority. Comments on funding Actions 

Herring Gull Non SPA 1 RAF Carlisle soft coast (man made) 2002 750 predation reduction in habitat removal predation reduction in habitat removal
Lesser Black-
backed Gull Non SPA 1 RAF Carlisle soft coast (man made) 2002 300 predation reduction in habitat removal predation reduction in habitat removal

Little Tern SPA Dee Estuary Little Tern Wales 43 Gronant Maintain Breeding soft coast
Denbighshire County 
Council Jim Kilpatrick

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Little tern SPA Dee Estuary Little tern Wales 42 Point of Ayr Enhance Breeding soft coast RSPB? RSPB
Graham Jones 
(RSPB)

satellite colony of Gronant in N wales which is largest single UK colony 
20pairs in 2020 2020 20 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Commonn tern SPA Dee Estuary 40 Hilbre Islands Restore Breeding soft coast
habitat management, access management, 
predator management LA

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) large aggregations of passage terns

reduction in habitat, disturbance, 
predation reduction in habitat, disturbance, predation

habitat creation/restoration of tidal islands. Predator control, 
seasonal wardening and access management needed Maintain and monitor 2

Hilbre is a l ine of small  tidal islands in the outer Dee. Visitor disturbance, unsuitable habitat and 
lack of pro-active management means breeding birds currently suppressed. Sun by Wirral BC and 
supported by a friends group. Large interest from birdwatchers due to large numbers of seabirds 
on passage. breeding bird numbers generally poor. investigate

Black-headed 
Gul l SSSI Sefton Coast SSSI

designation feature 
for Sefton Coast SSSI Sefton Dunes SAC 37 Sefton coast soft coast

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Common tern SSSI Sefton Coast SSSI Sefton Dunes SAC 36 Cabin Hill  NNR Restore Breeding soft coast access management, predator management NE

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

large aggregations of passage AE on coast. Beach and dunes suitable 
habitat but high levels of disturbance prevent nesting

reduction in habitat, disturbance, 
predation reduction in habitat, disturbance, predation

assement of feasibil ity and public consultation over potential 
to establish seasonal bird sancutary areas on beach. 

establish suitable sancutary areas with soft 
engineeering, fencing, interp and wardening. 3

habitat extent and quality considered suitable for RP and AF. Site has high levels of recreational 
disturbance that needs active management. unlikely to get results without creation and protection 
of no-access beach areas. 

Arctic Tern SPA
Upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes SPA 2 Port Carlisle Restore Breeding soft coast (man made)

Novel artificial  habitat that requires minor 
investment/management to improve 
(enhancement), species protection

 Solway Coast Area Of 
Outstanding Natural 
Beauty?

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Common tern bred in low numbers previously. Nothing presently 
although nesting trays for common tern have been successful in the 
past. Engage with owner around scrub.  removal and addition of 
suitable substrate.  Understanding of predator presence required 2

disturbance predation sea level rise 
reduction in habitat

disturbance predation sea level rise 
reudction in habitat

habitat quality and availabli l ity, 
low/absent population locally for 
recuitment to site

ownership and potential for 
management of old dock wall. 
Understanding of predator 
presence required

attempt to promote/encourage community ownership of small  
scale CN conservation project. continue with nesting trays, 
provide more substrate and control scrub/vegetation.  1 site has potential but needs more research

Common Tern SPA
Upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes SPA 2 Port Carlisle Restore Breeding soft coast (man made)

Novel artificial  habitat that requires minor 
investment/management to improve 
(enhancement), species protection

 Solway Coast Area Of 
Outstanding Natural 
Beauty?

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Common tern bred in low numbers previously. Nothing presently 
although nesting trays for common tern have been successful in the 
past. Engage with owner around scrub.  removal and addition of 
suitable substrate.  Understanding of predator presence required 2

disturbance predation sea level rise 
reduction in habitat

disturbance predation sea level rise 
reudction in habitat

habitat quality and availabli l ity, 
low/absent population locally for 
recuitment to site

ownership and potential for 
management of old dock wall. 
Understanding of predator 
presence required

attempt to promote/encourage community ownership of small  
scale CN conservation project. continue with nesting trays, 
provide more substrate and control scrub/vegetation.  1 site has potential but needs more research

Cormorant SPA
Upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes SPA Cormorant 3 Solway Estuary Enhance soft coast (man made)

Fomer target range in Moricambe Bay has been the main Solway nest 
site for many years but the WWII structure is rapidly decaying. 2002 54 2 reduction in habitat disturbance

predation reduction in habitat sea level rise 
disturbance

Common tern SSSI Sefton Coast SSSI Sefton Dunes SAC 35 Ainsdale Restore Breeding soft coast access management, predator management Sefton BC/NT

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

large aggregations of passage AE on coast. Beach and dunes suitable 
habitat but high levels of disturbance prevent nesting disturbance disturbance

assement of feasibil ity and public consultation over potential 
to establish seasonal bird sancutary areas on beach. 

establish suitable sancutary areas with soft 
engineeering, fencing, interp and wardening. 3

habitat extent and quality considered suitable for RP and AF. Site has high levels of recreational 
disturbance that needs active management. unlikely to get results without creation and protection 
of no-access beach areas. 

gather evidence for success of sanctuary 
areas and draft options for taking this 
approach on site

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA Ribble and Alt Estuary 

designation feature 
for Ribble Est SSSI 
and part of qualifying 
interest of SPA

RSPB land holdings outside beside NNR but now deciganted as part 
of the NNR (south part of the estuary). On the north part of estuary is 
the Walten Marsh owned by Wildfowling club and also part of the 
NNR. RSPB manages the landholding in partnership with NE 33

Banks Marsh,Ribble 
NNR Enhance Breeding soft coast

Prioritise working with partners and 
implementing trials on new management 
techniques e.g. new fencing. Natural England Natural England RSPB Tony Baker

in decline (less then 500pairsfor the Ribble), population now moved to 
the predator fence.  Used to nest on the wider open spaces of the 
saltmarshes 2002 14851 5

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Tides, fox predation (no 
permission to control foxes on 
RSPB land). 

Need to investigate more about 
cause of decline

Temporary fencing set up 
annually

RSPB focus has been breeding waders in the past and now 
opportinuty to work with NE e.g. fox control on their land and 
electric fencing

MMO licence issues 
- e.g. cost is a 
l imiting factor

Common tern SPA Ribble and Alt Estuary Common tern 

RSPB land holdings outside beside NNR but now deciganted as part 
of the NNR (south part of the estuary). On the north part of estuary is 
the Walten Marsh owned by Wildfowling club and also part of the 
NNR. RSPB manages the landholding in partnership with NE 33

Banks Marsh,Ribble 
NNR Enhance Breeding soft coast Natural England Natural England RSPB Tony Baker

not doing well in recent yrs, previoulsy been nesting wide open 
saltmarsh but now at the Preston docks. At docks has been in the past 
200 pairs 2021 57

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Sefton Coast - human population 
with lots of disturbance with dogs. 
Limits the potential for terns 
(historically nested there) and 

Currently small  scale experiement in tidal areas e.g. fence in 
ditches. Arctic terns nesting on rafts in small  numbers. Raft size 
l imits the numbers.

Herring Gull SPA Ribble and Alt Estuary 

RSPB land holdings outside beside NNR but now deciganted as part 
of the NNR (south part of the estuary). On the north part of estuary is 
the Walten Marsh owned by Wildfowling club and also part of the 
NNR. RSPB manages the landholding in partnership with NE 33

Banks Marsh,Ribble 
NNR Enhance Breeding soft coast Natural England Natural England RSPB Tony Baker

The gull  colony at Ribble estuary has been counted every 3-5 years 
since 1987. The long-term trend data for Ribble estuary shows an 
increase from low numbers in 1987 (425 AONs) to 4880 AONs in 1998. 
The population then levelled off for the following decade around 4000 
AONs but this year’s count showed a large increase in AONs from 4577 
(in 2008) to 9613 (7054-12102 95% confidence intervals). Complex 
casework. potentially makes the Ribble estuary colony the largest large 
gull  colony in England. The largest colony in England was the South 
Walney colony but the continued decline at South Walney and this 
increased estimate implies that Ribble estuary may have overtaken 
South Walney. 2021

5344 (16% 
HG, 84% 
LBBG)

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Lesser Black-
backed Gull SPA Ribble and Alt Estuary LBBG 8,620 pairs is the SPA objective 33

Banks Marsh,Ribble 
NNR Enhance Breeding soft coast Natural England Natural England RSPB Tony Baker

The gull  colony at Ribble estuary has been counted every 3-5 years 
since 1987. The long-term trend data for Ribble estuary shows an 
increase from low numbers in 1987 (425 AONs) to 4880 AONs in 1998. 
The population then levelled off for the following decade around 4000 
AONs but this year’s count showed a large increase in AONs from 4577 2016

7,022 
(2016)

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise top 5

To maintain the abundance at this site there may need 
consideration of protecting a proportion of nests from flooding 
if flooding events become more frequent

Herring Gull SSSI St. Bees Head SSSI

As with Bempton Cliffs, there are foxes present along the cliff top but 
it is very unlikely that they are able to access the nesting herring 
gulls, although there may be rats present that may be able to access 
some of the higher up nests, but only a small proportion of the 
colony. 5 St. Bees mainland cl iff

The overall  population trend since 1998 is one of decline from around 
650 AONs down to just 100 AONs in 2010. However, the last two years 
have seen increases up to 134 AONs and 195 AONs in 2011 and 2012 
.Productivity in 2012 was very good (1.53 chicks/pair – second most 
productive colony in the study) and productivity in 2009 and 2010 was 
also good (1.21 and 1.12 respectively) which implies that predators 
were not having an impact on productivity. It would appear that 
whatever was causing the previous decline in numbers may not have 
been having an effect over the last few years allowing a possible 
recovery of breeding numbers. If poor productivity was driving the 
decline of herring gulls at St Bees then it would take several years of 
improved productivity before you saw an increase in numbers as the 
young are 3-4 years old before they return to breed. It may be that the 
increase in breeding numbers seen in the last two years wil l  continue 
and is the start of the colony recovering as productivity has been high 
for a number of years now (2009: 1.21, 2010: 1.12). Levels of predation 
are unlikely to have changed significantly between years unless there 
had been some localised rat control, which I do not believe to have 
been the case, and would only have effected a small  number of nests in 
more accessible areas. It is possible that there was low food 
availabil ity locally for a period of time that has since improved again. disturbance predation disturbance predation

Cormorant SSSI St. Bees Head SSSI 5 St. Bees mainland cl iff 2002 26 2 disturbance 

Black Guil lemot SSSI St. Bees Head SSSI N/A
Gill  net fishery currently subject to voluntary ban, driven by 
declines in razorbi ll  populaitons. Foraging areas of St. Bees birds is 5 St. Bees Restore Breeding mainland cl iff

Closure of Gil l Net fishery at cl iff base. 
Management of disturbance by boats - procedures RSPB 1 disturbance predation disturbance predation reduction in food

Guillemot SSSI St. Bees Head SSSI N/A
Gill  net fishery currently subject to voluntary ban, driven by 
declines in razorbi ll  populaitons. Foraging areas of St. Bees birds is 5 St. Bees Maintain Breeding mainland cl iff Closure of Gil l Net fishery at cl iff base RSPB 2020 12250 4 disturbance predation disturbance 

Kittiwake SSSI St. Bees Head SSSI interest feature of SSSI

Only Mainland colony in English Irish Sea. In many parts of cl iff 
nesting restricted to margins of cl iffs with guil lemoth and razorbill  
taking prime areas. Foraging areas of St. Bees birds unknown. 5 St. Bees Enhance Breeding mainland cl iff Construciton of additonal ledges. RSPB 1269 in 2002 rapid decline 2020 730 2 disturbance predation disturbance predation reduction in food

Puffin SSSI St. Bees Head SSSI N/A
Gill  net fishery currently subject to voluntary ban, driven by 
declines in razorbi ll  populaitons. Foraging areas of St. Bees birds is 5 St. Bees Maintain Breeding mainland cl iff

Creation of artfical nest sites at St. Bees.. Closure 
of Gil l Net fishery at cl iff base RSPB 2020 3 1 disturbance predation disturbance predation reduction in food

Razorbil l SSSI St. Bees Head SSSI N/A

Gill  net fishery currently subject to voluntary ban, driven by 
declines in razorbi ll  populaitons. Foraging areas of St. Bees birds is 
unknown. 5 St. Bees Maintain Breeding mainland cl iff Closure of Gil l Net fishery at cl iff base RSPB 2020 146 2 disturbance predation reduction in food disturbance predation reduction in food

Fulmar SSSI St. Bees Head SSSI
Only nesting birds in North West are on Cli ifs from St. Bees to 
Parton. No obvious interventions? 5 St. Bees Maintain mainland cl iff N/A RSPB 2002 65 2 disturbance 

Common tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common tern 32

Arm Hill , Barnaby 
Marsh Restore Breeding soft coast

scrub control, habitat management, access 
management, predator control LWT

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

historical records of breeding AF following end of sand/shingle 
extraction operation in 1960s 2018 3 reduction in habitat reduction in habitat habitat quality and availabil ity

secure funding for initial  scrub clearance and habitat 
restoration works. LEF and/or IFM bid possible. Maintain and monitor 2

Arm Hill  already scoped out and put forward as potential project by RSPB / LWT / WRT. Funding not 
secured and more resource/support wil l  be needed to ensure delivery. draft workplan and costings

Little tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 32

Arm Hill , Barnaby 
Marsh Restore Breeding soft coast

scrub control, habitat management, access 
management, predator control LWT

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

historical records of breeding AF following end of sand/shingle 
extraction operation in 1960s 2018 3 reduction in habitat reduction in habitat habitat quality and availabil ity

secure funding for initial  scrub clearance and habitat 
restoration works. LEF and/or IFM bid possible. Maintain and monitor 2

Arm Hill  already scoped out and put forward as potential project by RSPB / LWT / WRT. Funding not 
secured and more resource/support wil l  be needed to ensure delivery. draft workplan and costings

Common Tern Non SPA 31 Brockholes LWT New Breeding soft coast
Provision of nesting rafts with chick shelters, 
decoys and sound lures Lancashire Wildlife Trust

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) 2019 2 1

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat

Common tern SPA Ribble and Alt Estuary 29 Freckleton Naze Restore Breeding soft coast

scrub control, habitat management, water level 
control, predator control, wildfowling 
management Private

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Ribble CN colony collapsed, Freckleton Naze (unit 13 of SSSI) could 
provide alternate colony site reduction in habitat reduction in habitat

water control, birdstrike risk at 
BAE Warton

tree fell ing on island, creation of new islands and provision of 
suitable substrate, changes to water control on site, predator 
control Maintain and monitor 2

site has good potential to be alternative site for failed Ribble CN colony. SSSI unit is under 
unsuitable and potentially damaging management which is being supported through CS. NE scheme 
adviser failed to implement suitable management, l ikely due to lack of site knowledge and 
understanding of wider issues with Ribble SSSI/SPA. Landowner is engaged and wil l  change 
management i f properly compensated. site is used as natal feeding habitat for breeding black- draft workplan and costings

Common tern SPA Ribble and Alt Estuary 28 Fairhaven Lake New Breeding soft coast
Install  suitable predator proof rafts and restore 
existing islands for nesting CN Fylde BC

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) 2 reduction in habitat, disturbance reduction in habitat, disturbance

scrub control and provision of substrate on artificial  islands in 
artificial boating lake. Install and maintain nesting rafts, 
consider using in-water fencing to prevent access/rat predation Maintain and monitor 1

similar site to Fleetwood. Victorian boating lake with artificial  islands. RSPB Ribble Discovery 
centre is adjacent to Fairhaven lake. draft workplan and costings

Little Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 27

King Scar, Rossal 
Point New Breeding soft coast Beneficial  use, consolidation of shingle bank Crown IFCA

King Scar is a large 6-10ha shingle point bar formed off Rossal Point. 
Appears to be accreting and starting to vegetate 4 sea level rise, reduction in habitat sea level rise, reduction in habitat

geomorphology and 
probabil ity that shingle 
feature will  persist and 
consolidate

Monitor breeding bird usage and investigate opportunities for 
intervention to encourage shingle bar to persist and/or accrete 4

King Scar has become super-tidal, presumed due to natural process. Last time this occurred was 
apparantly in the 1950/60s. Unknown if the scar was uti lised by breeding birds but seems l ikely. 
Similar features can be forced to persist with intervention such as groyning and BU shcemes (eg 
Chesapeake) investigation

Common tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common tern 27

King Scar, Rossal 
Point New Breeding soft coast Beneficial  use, consolidation of shingle bank Crown IFCA

King Scar is a large 6-10ha shingle point bar formed off Rossal Point. 
Appears to be accreting and starting to vegetate 4 sea level rise, reduction in habitat sea level rise, reduction in habitat

geomorphology and 
probabil ity that shingle 

Monitor breeding bird usage and investigate opportunities for 
intervention to encourage shingle bar to persist and/or accrete 4

King Scar has become super-tidal, presumed due to natural process. Last time this occurred was 
apparantly in the 1950/60s. Unknown if the scar was uti lised by breeding birds but seems l ikely. investigation

Herring Gull SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Herring Gull roof nesting - 20 pairs 10 Haverigg Prison soft coast (man made) ?? 2002 300 predation removal predation removal

Lesser Black-
backed Gull SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA roof nesting - 20 pairs 10 Haverigg Prison soft coast (man made) ?? 2002 430 3 predation removal predation removal

Arctic Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 23 Wyre Estuary Restore Breeding soft coast

Need understanding of suitability and longevity of 
shingle bar off Rossal. Is recharge and/or 
stabil isation and option? Persist with plans to 
improve marine lake islands for terns. Potential 
within Fleetwood marina and on training wall  that 
could be investigated (ABP have appetite to 
increase biodiversity of NW port holding 
generally) Wyre Council

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Pressure from Local authority to 
allow dredging for beach recharge 
further down the coast

Local interest in habitat provision for terns. Some habitat potential. 
Large accreting supra tidal shingle bar off Rossal point could 
potentially offer ideal island habitat for tern species. Current 
management -  None. Attempts have been made to encourage Wyre BC to 
manage island in marine lakes for common tern (and roosting waders) 
without progress 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat

Common Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common Tern 23 Wyre Estuary Restore Breeding soft coast

Remove invasive scrub and predator-proof former 
tern colony site. Need understanding of suitabil ity 
and longevity of shingle bar off Rossal. Is 
recharge and/or stabil isation and option? Persist 
with plans to improve marine lake islands for 
terns. Potential within Fleetwood marina and on 
training wall  that could be investigated (ABP have 
appetite to increase biodiversity of NW port 
holding generally) Wyre Council

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Pressure from Local authority to 
allow dredging for beach recharge 
further down the coast

Local interest in habitat provision for terns. Some habitat potential. 
Large accreting supra tidal shingle bar off Rossal point could 
potentially offer ideal island habitat for tern species. Current 
management -  None. Attempts have been made to encourage Wyre BC to 
manage island in marine lakes for common tern (and roosting waders) 
without progress 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat

Little Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Little Tern 23 Wyre Estuary Restore Breeding soft coast

Need understanding of suitability and longevity of 
shingle bar off Rossal. Is recharge and/or 
stabil isation and option? Persist with plans to 
improve marine lake islands for terns. Potential 
within Fleetwood marina and on training wall  that 
could be investigated (ABP have appetite to 
increase biodiversity of NW port holding Wyre Council

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Pressure from Local authority to 
allow dredging for beach recharge 
further down the coast

Local interest in habitat provision for terns. Some habitat potential. 
Large accreting supra tidal shingle bar off Rossal point could 
potentially offer ideal island habitat for tern species. Current 
management -  None. Attempts have been made to encourage Wyre BC to 
manage island in marine lakes for common tern (and roosting waders) 
without progress 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat

Sandwich Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Sandwich Tern 23 Wyre Estuary Restore Breeding soft coast

Need understanding of suitability and longevity of 
shingle bar off Rossal. Is recharge and/or Wyre Council

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 

Pressure from Local authority to 
allow dredging for beach recharge 

Local interest in habitat provision for terns. Some habitat potential. 
Large accreting supra tidal shingle bar off Rossal point could 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise



Arctic Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA

former colony of saltmarsh nesting CN/AE. Lune estuary CN 
colony primary reason for SSSI/SPA designation 22

Colloway marsh, 
Lune Estuary Restore Breeding soft coast

Identification of suitable colony sites required. 
Supra tidal areas of the outer marsh would benefit 
from shingle/sand recharge to create habitat.  Use 
of decoys. Understanding of predator presence 
required. Further work at Glasson pools and/or 
Glasson inner marsh in short/medium term. 
habitat enhancement, grazing restrictions and 
proactive predator control, seasonal watersports 
restrictions Private

NW tern group / 
RSPB / MBP / 
Lancaster District 
Birdwatching 
Society

c800 mixed CN / AE colony at peak in 1990's. Colony collapsed 2004-
2008 due to constant disturbance, predation, inundation and saltmarsh 
change (overgrazing, erosion etc.)Former colony was prime reason for 
designation. SSSI/SPA common tern feature (285 pairs). Non tern 
specific. Colloway Marsh is cattle grazed and has above average 
breeding wader interest comparative to rest of Morecambe bay (2016 
Morecambe bay BBS).  Aldcliffe (eastern) bank good potential for 
managed retreat 3

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

·       Landowner support for large 
scale conservation measures to 
return terns to Colloway is 
presumed low. Recreational 
disturbance issues wil l  be 
challenging to address

pro-active engagement with landowner likely to be 
unsuccessful. Attempts have been made to influence 
management (via AES or similar) but without success or 
progress. NE and LA to understake statutory duty to 
protect SSSI/SPA and insist on management/restoration 
agreement and enforce outcomes. 

SSSI condition still apparantly 'favourable' despite CN being absent from the site. Last 
condition assessment in 2012 still came out as favourable even though the primary 
reason for desingation (CN colony) has collapsed and abandoned the site. RPSB/NGO's 
have attempted to put pressure on NE to recify this and for the site condition to 
properly reflect the loss of the colony from the SSSI. 

re-engage with NE now new staff are 
in post to change SSSI condition to 
reflect loss of colony.

Common Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common Tern

former colony of saltmarsh nesting CN/AE. Lune estuary CN 
colony primary reason for SSSI/SPA designation 22

Colloway marsh, 
Lune Estuary Restore Breeding soft coast

Identification of suitable colony sites required. 
Supra tidal areas of the outer marsh would benefit 
from shingle/sand recharge to create habitat.  Use 
of decoys. Understanding of predator presence 
required. Further work at Glasson pools and/or 
Glasson inner marsh in short/medium term. 
habitat enhancement, grazing restrictions and 
proactive predator control, seasonal watersports 
restrictions Private

NW tern group / 
RSPB / MBP / 
Lancaster District 
Birdwatching 
Society

c800 mixed CN / AE colony at peak in 1990's. Colony collapsed 2004-
2008 due to constant disturbance, predation, inundation and saltmarsh 
change (overgrazing, erosion etc.)Former colony was prime reason for 
designation. SSSI/SPA common tern feature (285 pairs). Non tern 
specific. Colloway Marsh is cattle grazed and has above average 
breeding wader interest comparative to rest of Morecambe bay (2016 
Morecambe bay BBS).  Aldcliffe (eastern) bank good potential for 
managed retreat 3

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

·       Landowner support for large 
scale conservation measures to 
return terns to Colloway is 
presumed low. Recreational 
disturbance issues wil l  be 
challenging to address

pro-active engagement with landowner likely to be 
unsuccessful. Attempts have been made to influence 
management (via AES or similar) but without success or 
progress. NE and LA to understake statutory duty to 
protect SSSI/SPA and insist on management/restoration 
agreement and enforce outcomes. 

SSSI condition still apparantly 'favourable' despite CN being absent from the site. Last 
condition assessment in 2012 still came out as favourable even though the primary 
reason for desingation (CN colony) has collapsed and abandoned the site. RPSB/NGO's 
have attempted to put pressure on NE to recify this and for the site condition to 
properly reflect the loss of the colony from the SSSI. 

re-engage with NE now new staff are 
in post to change SSSI condition to 
reflect loss of colony.

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 22 Lune Estuary restore soft coast

various opps - see Common tern . sustainable 
shores highlights Aldcliffe Marsh 47 ha MR. 0 3

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise Discuss with EA MR opps. + see common tern

Common Tern Non SPA
Large inland gravel pit suitable for nesting rafts but potential 
l imited to common tern / BH gul l 21

Pine Lake, 
Lancashire New Breeding soft coast

Deployment of rafts and zoning of existing 
watersports. Potential to trial  Parktech 
wavebreaker rafts as an alternative to 
conventional designs. Install  suitable predator 
proof rafts for nesting CN Private

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) 1

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat

would require l imitations on 
watersports across part of the lake 
at the possible detriment of the 
sites business

engage with owners and discuss options for increasing 
biodiversity and associated visitor appeal of site fund and install  rafts

lake used for watersports. May be potential to use parktec floating islands instead of 
conventional rafts start dialogue with owners

Common Tern SPA Leighton Moss SPA 20 Leighton Moss Restore Breeding soft coast Rafts and decoys (already underway) RSPB

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Common tern formerly bred in low numbers, presumed 
opportunistically as no “core” colony area is defined. Current 
management - None specific to terns. 1

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat

The pools at Leighton are not likely 
to ever be able to support a 
significant population due to 
conservation requirements of other 
species present (resident GBBG 
pair). 

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 20

Leighton 
Moss/Carnforth Enhance soft coast ?? check this with site staff RSPB 2002 1830 4

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat

Eider SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 19

Chapel Island, 
Ulverston Enhance Breeding soft coast

Increased provision of predator free space around 
breeding colony. vegetation management, Holker Estate

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern c300 pairs E. productivity very variable 2019 c300 3

unsuitable habitat, predation, 
disturbance

unsuitable habitat, predation, 
disturbance

continue with low level vegetation management and 
monitoring by NE / RSPB / CWT. Assess possibility for 1

formal management introduced and led by 
conservation organisation

ongoing revenue to fund management difficult to source due to small size and difficult 
location. 

identify potential work and costs 
associated with long term predator 

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 18 Piel Island Restore Breeding soft coast

vegetation management, predator control, access 
management Barrow BC

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) assumed RP, OC, E in low numbers 2

reduction in habitat, predation, 
disturbance reduction in habitat, predation, disturbance

unsuitable habitat, predation, 
disturbance

rat eradication needed on island. Take divided approach, 
separate areas for recreation and nature. Develop nature 
tourism aspect to visitor offer

formal management introduced and led by 
conservation organisation 2

need to find a balance between recreational visitor offer from the pub/campsite, heritage value 
and conservation interest. Need to engage with Barrow BC and Historic England to include this as a 
priorty for any tenancy of the pub. 

draft workplan and costings, identify 
possible shared management 
arrangements between pub tenant, Barrow 
BC and conservation organisation, l ikely 

Common tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common tern 18 Piel Island Restore Breeding soft coast

vegetation management, predator control, access 
management Barrow BC

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) 2

reduction in habitat, predation, 
disturbance reduction in habitat, predation, disturbance

unsuitable habitat, predation, 
disturbance

rat eradication needed on island. Take divided approach, 
separate areas for recreation and nature. Develop nature 
tourism aspect to visitor offer

formal management introduced and led by 
conservation organisation 2

need to find a balance between recreational visitor offer from the pub/campsite, heritage value 
and conservation interest. Need to engage with Barrow BC and Historic England to include this as a 
priorty for any tenancy of the pub. 

draft workplan and costings, identify 
possible shared management 
arrangements between pub tenant, Barrow 
BC and conservation organisation, l ikely 

Common Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common Tern 17 Foulney Island Recover Breeding soft coast Use decoys etc to restore breeding colony

Cumbria Wildlife 
Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Archaeological survey is needed in 
order to be able to deliver 
mechanical vegetation 2020 0 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Disturbance, habitat change - veg 
growth

·       Increased vegetation control through mechanical means or 
encouraging rabbit colonisation. Selective vegetation stripping 
depending on tern usage.

Herring Gull SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Herring Gull 13

Barrow area 
(Barrow in 
Furness?) Recover Breeding soft coast (man made)

Secure brownfiled areas with predator fencing as 
secure gul l nesting areas, eg BAE land, ABP land or 
Barrow Gas works 2002 165 3 predation disturbance removal predation disturbance removal

Lesser Black-
backed Gull SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA

Lesser Black-backed 
gull 13

Barrow area 
(Barrow in Recover Breeding soft coast (man made)

Secure brownfiled areas with predator fencing as 
secure gul l nesting areas 2002 144 3 predation disturbance removal predation disturbance removal  [BA1]Draft is due July 2018

Eider SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 17 Foulney Island Enhance Breeding soft coast

Increased provision of predator free space around 
breeding colony

Cumbria Wildlife 
Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust 3

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Roseate Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 17 Foulney Island Restore Breeding soft coast

Facil itate colonisation with decoys and sound 
lures plus provision of nest boxes.

Cumbria Wildlife 
Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust

RSPB (NW tern 
group)

order to be able to deliver 
mechanical vegetation 

Former colony was at a time when common terns nested on site - may 
need to reestablish common terns first. 2020 0 1

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

dependant on thriving common 
tern colony.

encouraging rabbit colonisation. Selective vegetation stripping 
depending on tern usage.

Sandwich Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Sandwich Tern 17 Foulney Island Restore Breeding soft coast Use decoys etc to restore breeding colony

Cumbria Wildlife 
Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Archaeological survey is needed in 
order to be able to deliver 
mechanical vegetation 
management. Subsurface 
historical features may restrict 
depth of turf stripping which may 
reduce effectiveness 2020 0 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

·       Increased vegetation control through mechanical means or 
encouraging rabbit colonisation. Selective vegetation stripping 
depending on tern usage.

Common tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common tern 16 Sheep Island Restore Breeding soft coast

vegetation management, predator control, access 
management Wildfowlers

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) 3 reduction in habitat, predation reduction in habitat, predation unsuitable habitat, predation

continue working with wildfowlers / MBP / CWT to 
create/restore habitat on site. Introduce predator 
control/fencing. Consider i f re-introducing grazing is possible

formal management introduced and led by 
conservation organisation 2

draft workplan and costings, identify 
possible shared management 
arrangements between wildfowlers and 
conservation organisation, l ikely CWT

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 16 Sheep Island Restore Breeding soft coast

vegetation management, predator control, access 
management Wildfowlers

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) 3 reduction in habitat, predation reduction in habitat, predation unsuitable habitat, predation

continue working with wildfowlers / MBP / CWT to 
create/restore habitat on site. Introduce predator 
control/fencing. Consider i f re-introducing grazing is possible

formal management introduced and led by 
conservation organisation 2

draft workplan and costings, identify 
possible shared management 
arrangements between wildfowlers and 
conservation organisation, l ikely CWT

Eider SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 15 South Walney Enhance Breeding soft coast

Increased provision of predator free space around 
breeding colony

Cumbria Wildlife 
Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust Sarah Dalrymple 3

Great Black-
backed Gull SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 15 South Walney Recover Breeding soft coast

Increase the predator free area avail ible for 
nesting birds though establishment of 
combination barrier fencing. Increase predator-
free space on islands and other areas around the 
lagoons.

Cumbria Wildlife 
Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust Sarah Dalrymple 2019 49 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat 

Herring Gull SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Herring Gull 15 South Walney Recover Breeding soft coast

Increase the predator free area avail ible for 
nesting birds though establishment of 
combination barrier fencing. Increase predator-
free space on islands and other areas around the 

Cumbria Wildlife 
Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust Sarah Dalrymple 2019 444 3

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Lesser Black-
backed Gull SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA

Lesser Black-backed 
gull

The population trend for LBBG has been declining at South Walney 
since 1994 (20000 pairs) to 12200 pairs in 2004. From 2009 (10241 
pairs)  the breeding pairs continued to decline and are currently at 
2782 pairs in 2017. Since 2012, the number of HG/LBBGgul ls nesting 
at South Walney has remained relatively stable at between 4,247 
and 5,515 pairs. Please note the gul l colonies appeared stable until  
the turn of the century, when a rapid drop is seen which coincides 
with the closing of the local landfil l  site. 15 South Walney Recover Breeding soft coast

Increase the predator free area avail ible for 
nesting birds though establishment of 
combination barrier fencing. Increase predator-
free space on islands and other areas around the 
lagoons.

Cumbria Wildlife 
Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust Sarah Dalrymple NE LBBG FCS statement

(((The population trend for large gulls at South Walney has been one of 
decline since the late 1990s with rapid decline between 2000 and 2003, 
when numbers almost halved. Using the same methods as have been 
used in previous years by Colin Raven to estimate the colony size 
(Raven 2011), the number of large gulls breeding on South Walney in 
2012 declined to 6335 pairs from 10224 in 2011. satell ite colonies at 
Haverigg Prison, and Barrow B&E ( what is this ? ) - Havergig with 
additional 500 LBBg and 300 HG in S2000.))))) The population trend for 
HG has been declining since 1972 (25,000 pairs) to 17500 pairs in 
1980. The populaton further declined ranging between 8000-10000 2019 381 3

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Mammalian predation has been 
identified as a key issue, 
particularly from badgers top5 site

·          Mammal predator management by extension of existing 
gull  colony electric fencing. ·       Avian predator management 
through laser hazing of great black backed gull.

No formal objectives in place for 
pSPA[BA1] . Objective likely to be restore 
to 10,000 pairs (On original 1991 citation).

Setting 
appropriate 
Conservation 
Objectives for 
LBBG as an SPA 
feature is 
required. The 
main action on 
the ground is 

Excellent existing visitor infrastructure with improvements planned makes south Walney ideal for 
increasing tern advocacy and awareness

Sandwich Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Sandwich Tern 15 South Walney Restore Breeding soft coast Use decoys etc to restore breeding colony

Cumbria Wildlife 
Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust Sarah Dalrymple

South Walney gul l colony will  
always be a l imiting factor on 
success of tern colonisation and 
arguably, the conservation status 
of large gul ls has priority over 
terns on this site. 3

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

·       Improve or replace rafts on lagoons for common and arctic 
terns. Rafts should have built in predator deterrent and some 
vegetation cover or built in shelters (boxes). ·       Use oyster 
shells from Seasalter to provide new substrate in key area 
suitable for l ittle tern.·       Mammal predator management by 
extension of existing gul l colony electric fencing. ·       Avian 
predator management through laser hazing of great black 
backed gul l.

Excellent existing visitor infrastructure with improvements planned makes south Walney ideal for 
increasing tern advocacy and awareness

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA

designation feature 
for South Walney and 
Piel Channel Flats 
SSSI 15 South Walney soft coast

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Eider SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 14 North Walney NNR Recover breeding soft coast pred fencing ?

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat 

Little Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Little Tern 14 North Walney NNR Restore Breeding soft coast

access. Beach recharge, sediment trapping and 
sand dune mobil isation all options to NE Natural England

RSPB (NW tern 
group)

from little and sandwich reported. Current management - None specific 
to terns. Nothing specific included in manplan. 1

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

such as beach recharge or 
sediment trapping may not be 

LOTE+ engagement work to better understand site usage 
and improve public awareness around sites importance 2

seasonal access restrictions enforced 
through soft engineering of walked routes, 

proactive NNR management in place but considered to be under-resourced, especially 
with regard to creation/restoration of habitats for ground nesting birds. NT worked with 

Review manplan and identify 
opportunites for creation/restoration 

Sandwich Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Sandwich Tern 14 North Walney NNR Restore Breeding soft coast

 Seasonal fencing on north end to prevent public 
access. Beach recharge, sediment trapping and 
sand dune mobil isation all options to 
create/improve tern habitat NE Natural England

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

NNR with sand dune and shingle habitat present. Post breeding 
sandwich tern present. some site prospecting from little and sandwich 
reported. Current management - None specific to terns. Nothing specific 
included in manplan. 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Major significant interventions 
such as beach recharge or 
sediment trapping may not be 
acceptable with regards to 
geomorphology of SSSI/SAC

LOTE+ engagement work to better understand site usage 
and improve public awareness around sites importance 
for birds 2

seasonal access restrictions enforced 
through soft engineering of walked routes, 
fencing and wardening. The site needs to 
look like a nature reserve to the public

proactive NNR management in place but considered to be under-resourced, especially 
with regard to creation/restoration of habitats for ground nesting birds. NT worked with 
NE to develop manplan. Primary focus on dune habitat and flora.

Review manplan and identify 
opportunites for creation/restoration 
of breeding bird habitat and 
reccomendations on predator control

Common Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common Tern

·       SSSI feature (beaked tassel weed) which is primary reason for 
designation is not flourishing. ·       Large artificial  “saline lagoon” 
habitat 13

Cavendish Dock 
(Port of Barrow) New Breeding soft coast

Provision of predator proof nesting rafts/space on 
baffle wall  with chick shelters, decoys and sound 
lures.

Associated British 
Ports Associated British Ports

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Pressure from port and renewables 
development

 None however there is potential for common and Sandwich tern. It is 
adjacent to known tern forage areas, some records of common tern 
early season. 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat Large gul l predation

·       Installation of rafts to provide nesting habitat. Rafts should 
have built in predator deterrent and some vegetation cover or 
built in shelters (boxes). ·       Provision of interpretation along 
the popular public footpath to provide opportunities for the 
organisation that places the rafts to give positive messages 
around their environmental work and wil l  also increase 
awareness and appreciation of the designated sites. 2 Maintain and monitor Maintain and monitor

re-engage with ABP, wil l need support from NE and Barrow BC. Need commitment from statutory 
agencies to improve SPA condition for CN. Appetite from landowner (ABP) to increase biodiversity 
and environmental potential of port holding. Scoping on development of floating solar panels 
mean Cav dock could be an interesting test site for co-location of renewables/nesting rafts

biodiversity net gain, 
mitigation and/or 
developer contribution

need raft specs and outline legislation 
around install ing rafts/pontoons in tidal 
basins

Herring Gull SPA Morecambe Bay and Herring Gull ·       SSSI feature (beaked tassel weed) which is primary reason for 13 Cavendish Dock New Breeding soft coast Provision of nesting rafts/space on baffle wall  Associated British Associated British Ports Calum Booth, Pressure from port and renewables 2 predation disturbance removal predation disturbance removal ·       Installation of rafts to provide nesting habitat. Rafts should ·       Appetite from landowner (ABP) to increase biodiversity and environmental potential of port 

Lesser Black-
backed Gull SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA

Lesser Black-backed 
gull

·       SSSI feature (beaked tassel weed) which is primary reason for 
designation is not flourishing. ·       Large artificial  “saline lagoon” 
habitat 13

Cavendish Dock 
(Port of Barrow) New Breeding soft coast

Provision of nesting rafts/space on baffle wall  
with chick shelters, decoys and sound lures

Associated British 
Ports Associated British Ports

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Pressure from port and renewables 
development 2 predation disturbance removal predation disturbance removal

have built in predator deterrent and some vegetation cover or 
built in shelters (boxes). ·       Provision of interpretation along 
the popular public footpath to provide opportunities for the 
organisation that places the rafts to give positive messages 
around their environmental work and wil l  also increase 

·       Appetite from landowner (ABP) to increase biodiversity and environmental potential of port 
 holding. •Scoping on development of floa ng solar panels mean Cav dock could be an interes ng 

test site for co-location of renewables/nesting rafts

Little Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Little Tern 12

Sandscale Haws 
NNR Restore Breeding soft coast

Management needs refocusing onto creating and 
maintaining open areas and suitable substrates 
for terns species. Changes wil l be needed to 
access management to protect potential breeding National Trust National Trust

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

National trust reserve. Managed primarily for natterjack and botanical 
diversity. Habitat has good potential and site is staffed. High visitor 
footfall  so good interpretation opportunities. Current management - 
None specific to terns although planned sand dune mobil ization and 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

·       Ambitions from NT to increase 
visitor numbers and therefore 
potential disturbance. The most 
ideal area for restoration of 

understanding of predator 
presence required assess feasibility of large scale dune work

seasonal access restrictions enforced 
through soft engineering of walked routes, 
fencing and wardening. The site needs to 
look like a nature reserve to the public. 4

proactive NNR management in place but considered to be under-resourced, especially 
with regard to creation/restoration of habitats for ground nesting birds. NT manplan in 
place. Primary focus on dune habitat and flora.

Review manplan and identify 
opportunites for creation/restoration 
of breeding bird habitat and 
reccomendations on predator control

Sandwich Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Sandwich Tern 12

Sandscale Haws 
NNR Restore Breeding soft coast

Management needs refocusing onto creating and 
maintaining open areas and suitable substrates 
for terns species. Changes wil l be needed to 
access management to protect potential breeding 
sites. Understanding of predators on site National Trust National Trust

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

National trust reserve. Managed primarily for natterjack and botanical 
diversity. Habitat has good potential and site is staffed. High visitor 
footfall  so good interpretation opportunities. Current management - 
None specific to terns although planned sand dune mobil ization and 
turf stripping will  create habitat. 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

·       Ambitions from NT to increase 
visitor numbers and therefore 
potential disturbance. The most 
ideal area for restoration of 
habitat is adjacent to the fishing 
cabins at Lousey point. Existence of 

understanding of predator 
presence required assess feasibility of large scale dune work

seasonal access restrictions enforced 
through soft engineering of walked routes, 
fencing and wardening. The site needs to 
look like a nature reserve to the public. 
Removal of cabins at Lousey Point 4

proactive NNR management in place but considered to be under-resourced, especially 
with regard to creation/restoration of habitats for ground nesting birds. NT manplan in 
place. Primary focus on dune habitat and flora.

Review manplan and identify 
opportunites for creation/restoration 
of breeding bird habitat and 
reccomendations on predator control

Common Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common Tern 11 Hodbarrow Recover Breeding soft coast

Increasesed nesting area in the lagoon through 
provision of artifical structures  (rafts/pontoon) 
or island extension. With chick shelters etc. RSPB RSPB

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Increases in large gull  predation 
on tern colony may exhaust non-
lethal options for control. 2019 48 2 predation reduction in habitat predation 

·       Maintenance and 
improvement of predator 
fencing. ·       Gull  nest 
management. ·       Island 
management to maintain 
current nesting areas

·       Installation of rafts and/or barges to increase availabi lity 
of nesting habitat and provide resil ience in case of predator 
fencing failure. Rafts should have built in predator deterrent 
and some vegetation . ·       Creation of new islands, more 
isolated from the shore ·       Improvement of main Nesting 
Island through more major groundworks to introduce 
complexity and robustness to nesting habitat. ·       Increased Hodbarrow is an ideal site for novel and innovative tern conservation trials IE Parktech rafts

Eider SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 11 Hodbarrow Recover breeding soft coast pred fencing RSPB RSPB

RSPB site 
managers

predation disturbance on wider 
coast 2021 50 100

predation disturbance reduction in 
habitat top england site - maintain pred free areas

Herring Gull SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Herring Gull 11 Hodbarrow Recover Breeding soft coast

Establish new artifical nesting sites away from the 
tern colonies RSPB RSPB

top 20 ranked at 
risk SPA 2016 1 2 predation removal predation removal 

need for management of large gul ls 
to maintain tern colonies.

·       Maintenance and 
improvement of predator 

·       Installation of rafts and/or barges to increase availabi lity 
of nesting habitat and provide resil ience in case of predator 

Lesser Black-
backed Gull SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA

Lesser Black-backed 
gull 11 Hodbarrow maintain Breeding soft coast

Establish new artifical nesting sites away from the 
tern colonies RSPB RSPB 2017 1 2 predation disturbance removal predation removal

need for management of large gul ls 
to maintain tern colonies.

·       Maintenance and 
improvement of predator 
fencing. ·       Gull  nest 
management. ·       Island 

·       Installation of rafts and/or barges to increase availabi lity 
of nesting habitat and provide resil ience in case of predator 
fencing failure. Rafts should have built in predator deterrent 
and some vegetation . ·       Creation of new islands, more 

Roseate Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 11 Hodbarrow New Breeding soft coast

Facil itate colonisation with decoys and sound 
lures plus provision of nest boxes. RSPB RSPB

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Increases in large gull  predation 
on tern colony may exhaust non-
lethal options for control. 2

not yet present. colonisation 
dependant on thriving common 
tern colony.

·       Maintenance and 
improvement of predator 
fencing. ·       Gull  nest 
management. ·       Island 
management to maintain 
current nesting areas

·       Installation of rafts and/or barges to increase availabi lity 
of nesting habitat and provide resil ience in case of predator 
fencing failure. Rafts should have built in predator deterrent 
and some vegetation . ·       Creation of new islands, more 
isolated from the shore ·       Improvement of main Nesting 
Island through more major groundworks to introduce 
complexity and robustness to nesting habitat. ·       Increased 
presence on the site to deter persecution and ensure predator 
measures are effectivecover or built in shelters (boxes).

Sandwich Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Sandwich Tern 11 Hodbarrow Enhance Breeding soft coast

Increasesed nesting area in the lagoon through 
provision of artifical structures  (rafts/pontoon) 
or island extension RSPB RSPB

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Increases in large gull  predation 
on tern colony may exhaust non-
lethal options for control. 2019 805 3

predation disturbance reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat 

·       Maintenance and 
improvement of predator 
fencing. ·       Gull  nest 
management. ·       Island 
management to maintain 
current nesting areas

·       Installation of rafts and/or barges to increase availabi lity 
of nesting habitat and provide resil ience in case of predator 
fencing failure. Rafts should have built in predator deterrent 
and some vegetation . ·       Creation of new islands, more 
isolated from the shore ·       Improvement of main Nesting 
Island through more major groundworks to introduce 
complexity and robustness to nesting habitat. ·       Increased 
presence on the site to deter persecution and ensure predator 
measures are effectivecover or built in shelters (boxes). Hodbarrow is an ideal site for novel and innovative tern conservation trials IE Parktech rafts

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 11 Hodbarrow Enhance soft coast

expand nesting areas on lagoon - further island 
creation and pred fencing RSPB 2002 400 3

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat 

Little Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Little Tern 10 Haverigg Hawes Restore Breeding soft coast

Soft engineering options to isolate areas of 
shingle and l imit access combined with proactive 
interpretation and possibly site wardening, 
consider developing as community reserve - MBP

Site owned by Lowther 
Estate. Not been 
proactive with 
management

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Recently accreted outer shingle bank high potential. Suitable habitat 
already exists. Little tern seen prospecting & displaying territorial  
behaviour. Suspect eggs laid but not successful. Current managment - 
None. 2018 1 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

More monitoring effort 
required to understand micro 
siting of terns and existing 
patterns of access

LOTE+ engagement work to better understand site usage and 
improve public awareness around sites importance for birds

seasonal access restrictions enforced 
through soft engineering of walked routes, 
fencing and wardening. The site needs to 
look like a nature reserve to the public 2

Lack of management, interpt and engagement has led to the perception of established 
rights of public access on site. Frequently used by locals and visitors for recreation, dog 
walking, 4x4 and bikes. The ECP failed to protect SPA features, the coastal margin zone 
does not adhere to precautionary principle set out in the habitats regulations. despite 
objections/representations around ECP route and lack of exclusions NE access team 
proceeded with coastal margin. I.E the ECP activiely encourages and promotes damaging 

draft soft engineering interventions 
to resrict access



Sandwich Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Sandwich Tern 10 Haverigg Hawes Restore Breeding soft coast

Soft engineering options to isolate areas of 
shingle and l imit access combined with proactive 
interpretation and possibly site wardening

Site owned by Lowther 
Estate. Not been 
proactive with 
management

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Recently accreted outer shingle bank high potential. Suitable habitat 
already exists. Little tern seen prospecting & displaying territorial  
behaviour. Suspect eggs laid but not successful. Current managment - 
None. 3

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

More monitoring effort 
required to understand micro 
siting of terns and existing 
patterns of access

LOTE+ engagement work to better understand site usage and 
improve public awareness around sites importance for birds

seasonal access restrictions enforced 
through soft engineering of walked routes, 
fencing and wardening. The site needs to 
look like a nature reserve to the public 2

Lack of management, interpt and engagement has led to the perception of established 
rights of public access on site. Frequently used by locals and visitors for recreation, dog 
walking, 4x4 and bikes. The ECP failed to protect SPA features, the coastal margin zone 
does not adhere to precautionary principle set out in the habitats regulations. despite 
objections/representations around ECP route and lack of exclusions NE access team 
proceeded with coastal margin. I.E the ECP activiely encourages and promotes damaging 

draft soft engineering interventions 
to resrict access

Common tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common tern 25 Fleetwood Marina New Breeding soft coast (man made)

Install  suitable predator proof rafts and restore 
existing islands for nesting CN Wyre BC

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) 2 reduction in habitat, disturbance reduction in habitat, disturbance

scrub control and provision of substrate on artificial  islands in 
boating lake. Install  and maintain nesting rafts, consider using 
in-water fencing to prevent access/rat predation Maintain and monitor 1

attempts have been made to fund and deliver this work previously but never come to fruition. The 
islands in the boating lake also function as a storm tide roost. Wyre BC countryside service shown 
interest but been unable to push the project through BC process

draft workplan and costings, al ign work to 
biodiversity ambitions in local plan

Common tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common tern 25 Fleetwood Marina New Breeding soft coast (man made)

habitat management, access management, 
predator control ABP

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) reduction in habitat, disturbance reduction in habitat, disturbance reduction in habitat, disturbance

enage with owners and encourage scrub and habitat works to 
improve site suitability for breeding birds. Fencing and interpt 
needed to restrict access to site 1

part of ABP port holding. ABP have shown some interest in increasing biodiversity value of their 
estate. Site is an artificial  training wall  adjacent to Fleetwood docks. With intervention it could be 
restored to a proxy for coastal shingle suitable for breeding species. draft workplan and costings

Common tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common tern 26

Fleetwood Marsh 
Nature Reserve New Breeding soft coast (man made)

habitat management, access management, 
predator control Wyre BC

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) 'municipal 'nature' reserve bui lt as developer mitigation. 2 reduction in habitat, disturbance reduction in habitat, disturbance

rationalise management and species targets for LNR. Increase 
island area and implement habitat works to create suitable 
nesting substrate. Improve access management and introduce 
predator management 2

site is a 'municipal' nature reserve. I.E designed without specific purpose to benefit nothing in 
particular. primarily for amenity and recreational use. Built as mitigation for adjacent housing 
development. Water control needs improving, fish pops l ikely poor and availble habitat for 
breeding species is poorly managed. draft workplan and costings

Little tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 9

Annaside and 
Gutterby banks New Breeding soft coast

habitat creation/enhancement, predation control, 
forced accretion of shingle banks ARC

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) RP present bu numbers not known 2 reduction in habitat reduction in habitat habitat quality and availabil ity

proactive work with landowners to restore/create coastal 
shingle habitats already present. Options to create transitional 
coastal habiats on low-lying, frequently inundated agricultural 
land. Better targetting of CS and NE adviser resource 2

suite of small  sites with separate ownership/management could, in combination create/restore 
signifcant areas of coastal shingle no subject to inundation. Option to force progradation of 
shingle banks using small  groynes. Duel benefit to flood defence/erosion prevention

Understand adviser resource and CS 
targetting for area

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA

Eskmeals management also focused on natterjack interest currently. 
NE advise that management for gulls ( not designation feature) at 
former breeding site would not fi t easily with management of SSSI 
botanical/habitat features therefore maybe best to target new area 8

Eskmeals 
CWT/Firing Range New Breeding soft coast

dune re-mobilisation works and/or forced 
progradation of dune system to 
create/restore suitable habitat CWT/MOD (firing range)

Eskmeals is managed by 
Cumbria Wildlife Trust. 

NW tern group / 
CWT/ NE 3

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

unsuitable habitat, 
disturbance. low/absent 
population locally for 
recruitment to site

Build understanding of where suitable habitat currently exists 
across the Eskmeals site.   Creation of more expansive areas of 
suitable habitat through vegetation clearance and dune 
mobil isation.Fencing of suitable habitat areas within Cumbria 3

management to remove buckthorn scrub and improve habitat for natterjack and dune flora has 
been site priorty. Scope for improving habitat condition for breeding birds not fully explored or 
resourced. At MOD Conifer plantations on site removed. Some management in place for dune 
habitat

see copy of CWT manplan for site. Look 
into potential for interventions for 
breeding birds/understand l imiting 
factors on site management due to firing 

Sandwich Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA

Eskmeals management also focused on natterjack interest currently. 
NE advise that management for gulls ( not designation feature) at 
former breeding site would not fi t easily with management of SSSI 
botanical/habitat features therefore maybe best to target new area 8

Eskmeals 
CWT/Firing Range New Breeding soft coast

dune re-mobilisation works and/or forced 
progradation of dune system to 
create/restore suitable habitat CWT/MOD (firing range)

Eskmeals is managed by 
Cumbria Wildlife Trust. 

NW tern group / 
CWT/ NE 3

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

unsuitable habitat, 
disturbance. low/absent 
population locally for 

·       Build understanding of where suitable habitat currently 
exists across the Eskmeals site.   Creation of more expansive 
areas of suitable habitat through vegetation clearance and dune 
mobil isation ·       Fencing of suitable habitat areas within 3

management to remove buckthorn scrub and improve habitat for natterjack and dune flora has 
been site priorty. Scope for improving habitat condition for breeding birds not fully explored or 
resourced. At MOD Conifer plantations on site removed. Some management in place for dune 
habitat

see copy of CWT manplan for site. Look 
into potential for interventions for 
breeding birds/understand l imiting 
factors on site management due to firing 

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA 7

Ravenglass, Lake 
District National 
Park Restore Breeding soft coast

Restoration of Ravenglass Gullery. Through 
predator management, creation of predator free 
space and use of decoys and audio lures. 
probably on new site - managed realignment ? Ravenglass private.

Colony collaps was thought to be a consequence of mxyamytosis 
decimating rabbit numbers coincident with an increse in fox 
populaiton. 2002 0 3

predation disturbance reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Common tern SPA Ribble and Alt Estuary Common tern 30 Preston Docks Enhance Breeding soft coast (man made)

assess long term feasibility of site, predator 
control Preston BC RSPB/FBC

CN started nesting on wave breakers inside the dock 2013 
following collapse of Ribble colony. Colony peaked at 140 AON 
in 2016, has been in decline since. Productivity very low due to 
LBBG predation 2020 c75 3 predation, reduction in habitat predation, reduction in habitat

operational management of the 
dock, urban location and inabil ity 
to manage predation impacts

assess feasibility/viability of ocntinuing management, 
investigate options for predator contol 1

site is acting as a population sink. There is a need to assess whether continuning to 
provide nestng habitat is detrimentally impacting the viability of the wider population. 
productivity has been low for 2-3 years due to persistant LBBG predation. The 
predatation issues can’t be effectively managed due to the urban location of the colony. 
It may be more ecologically coherant to provide alternative sites elsewhere on the 
estuary for breeeding CN and actively discourage nesting in the dock. Limited CN chick 

consider feasibility for novel 
predator management

Sandwich Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Sandwich Tern 7

Ravenglass, Lake 
District National 
Park Restore Breeding soft coast

Restoration of Ravenglass Gullery. Through 
predator management, creation of predator free 
space and use of decoys and audio lures. Ravenglass private.

Historically Sandwich terns but now none breeding, although there are 
large numbers of post breeding Sandwich terns. Drigg has seen 
vegetation clearance, changes in grazing and natterjack habitat works 
undertaken through HLS. Eskmeals management also focused on 
natterjack interest currently

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

The only habitat interventions 
l ikely to be successful and self-
sustaining wil l  need to be very 
significant IE. Mechanically 
returning areas of the site to early 

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA

Drigg has seen vegetation clearance, changes in grazing and 
natterjack habitat works undertaken through HLS. SAC for Dune 6 Drigg Coast Restore Breeding soft coast

dune re-mobil isation works and/or forced 
progradation of dune system to create/restore Muncaster estate

NW tern group / 
Cumbria Bird 

c15000 BH at peak plus all 4 UK species of tern, RP etc. colony 
collapsed 1980-88 after end of warrening and BH egg gathering 4

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Mammilian predation, 
unsuitable habitat, previously H for BH colony

assess feasibil ity of large scale dune work.  Further vegetation 
management on Drigg dunes to create new areas of suitable 3

Some work in progress through NE Dune Life+ project. CS scheme in 2019 failed to implement 
measures for colony recovery CS

need update on Dune l ife+ progress and 
actions proposed for Drigg Dunes

Sandwich Tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA

Drigg has seen vegetation clearance, changes in grazing and 
natterjack habitat works undertaken through HLS. SAC for Dune 6 Drigg Coast Restore Breeding soft coast

dune re-mobil isation works and/or forced 
progradation of dune system to create/restore Muncaster estate

NW tern group / 
Cumbria Bird 4

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

Mammilian predation, 
unsuitable habitat, 

assess feasibil ity of large scale dune work.  Further vegetation 
management on Drigg dunes to create new areas of suitable 3

Some work in progress through NE Dune Life+ project. CS scheme in 2019 failed to implement 
measures for colony recovery CS

need update on Dune l ife+ progress and 
actions proposed for Drigg Dunes

Little tern SPA Solway Firth 4
Workington Slag 
Banks Restore Breeding soft coast

habitat management, access management, 
predator management Allerdale BC NE AF attempts historically, RP but numbers not known reduction in habitat disturbance disturbance reduction in habitat wind turbines

develop plan with Allerdale BC for site once turbines have 
reached l ifespan. 

seasonal (or year round) access restrictions 
enforced through soft engineering of walked 
routes, fencing and wardening. The site needs to 
look l ike a nature reserve to the public 3

wind turbines a disturbance issue. Access management on site not ideal. Site has good potential 
but needs robust plan and investment. Difficult given sites historic recreational/industrial  use. investigate

Eider SPA
upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes SPA 3 solway estuary enhance soft coast pred management 

reduction in habitat disturbance 
predation

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise predator management disturbance 

Little Tern SPA
Upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes SPA 3 Grune Point Restore Breeding soft coast

Habitat management works not required. Priority 
is on identification of breeding areas, 

 Solway Coast Area Of 
Outstanding Natural 

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 

highest ranked at 
risk SPA.  Top 10 

Habitat appears ideal and site is frequently prospected and breeding 
attempt. 1-2 pairs AF attempt most years, 6-12 pairs RP. 2018 2

predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise disturbance

disturbance, inundation, 
predation, scrub

site needs formal management to enhance/maintain for 
existing breeding birds. Seasonal access management 2

NE and AONB have implemented management which has had some success but has not 
been consistantly resourced draft workplan and costings

Sandwich Tern SPA
Upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes SPA 3 Grune Point New Breeding soft coast

Habitat management works not required. Priority 
is on identification of breeding areas, 
interpretation and seasonal restrictions on 
access.   Seasonal fencing and signage. Potential 
to try and develop better summer dog walking 
offer nearby

 Solway Coast Area Of 
Outstanding Natural 
Beauty?

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Habitat appears ideal. Current management - None specific, some 
attempts made in previous years for monitoring and signage. 2 disturbance predation 

disturbance predation sea level rise 
reudction in habitat

site needs formal management to enhance/maintain for 
existing breeding birds. Seasonal access management 
needed, temporary fencing, interpt and wardening etc. 
Potential for some scrub control and creation of wet 
features above spring tide line to reduce impacts fo 
inundation 2

NE and AONB have implemented management which has had some success but has not 
been consistantly resourced draft workplan and costings

Common tern SPA Ribble and Alt Estuary 34
Southport Marine 
Lake New Breeding soft coast (man made)

Install  suitable predator proof rafts and restore 
existing islands for nesting CN Sefton BC

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) reduction in habitat, disturbance reduction in habitat, disturbance

scrub control and provision of substrate on artificial  islands in 
boating lake. Install  and maintain nesting rafts, consider using 
in-water fencing to prevent access/rat predation Maintain and monitor 1

similar site to Fleetwood/Fairhaven. Victorian boating lake with artificial  islands. 2 islands of 
approx 1ha each are covering in scrub. High potential to restore both into proxy habitat for 
coastal shingle but would l ikely impact recreational use of lakes and need support from LA. Small  
egretry present on one of the islands.

draft workplan and costings, al ign work to 
biodiversity ambitions in local plan

Black-headed 
Gul l various 3 Solway Plain Restore soft coast

Restoration of lowland raised bog nesting areas 
on Solway plain. Eg Salta Moss, Wedholme Flow, 
Bownness common. Also restotoration of 
saltmarsh colonies on Rockcliffe. Works would 
require dummies and sound lures in areas of re-
wetted habitat (bogs) or predator proofed marsh 3

predation reduction in habitat sea level 
rise disturbance predation reduction in habitat sea level rise

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA

Upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes SPA 1 Rockcliffe Marsh soft coast

habitat enhancement, grazing restrictions and 
proactive predator control Cumbria Wildlife Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) 2002 64

predation disturbance reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

large site managed by CWT. Given scale of site and 
resource required only limited interventions have been 
made to recover colony. 3

research reasons for colony decline, 
review manplan, draft workplan and 
costings

Common Tern SPA
Upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes SPA 1 Rockcliffe Marsh Recover Breeding soft coast

Enhanced protection of prefered nesting areas 
from grazing stock. Provision of additonal areas 
of gravel substrate. Cumbria Wildlife Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

Former large saltmarsh colony, now reduced in number. Nesting 
substrate provided on marsh around colony location.  Reasons for loss 
not fully known but expected to be inundation, habitat change, 
predation 2020 0 4

predation disturbance reduction in 
habitat sea level rise

predation disturbance reduction in habitat 
sea level rise

unsuitable habitat, disturbance, 
predation, low/absent population 
locally for recruitment to site, 

large site managed by CWT. Given scale of site and 
resource required only limited interventions have been 
made to recover colony. 3

research reasons for colony decline, 
review manplan, draft workplan and 
costings

Common tern SPA
Liverpool Bay / Bae Lerpwl 
SPA 38 Crosby Marine Lake New Breeding soft coast (man made)

Install  suitable predator proof rafts and restore 
existing islands for nesting CN LA

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

reduction in habitat, disturbance, 
predation reduction in habitat, disturbance, predation fund and install  rafts Maintain and monitor 2

marine lake is adjacent to Seaforth nature reserve with existing raft nesting CN colony. The marine 
lake is ideal for supporting larger rafts and is not under threat of development

need raft specs and outline legislation 
around install ing rafts/pontoons in tidal 
basins

Common tern SPA
Liverpool Bay / Bae Lerpwl 
SPA Common tern 39 Seaforth Maintain Breeding soft coast (man made) site at risk of development LWT / Peel RSPB / LWT raft nesting CN colony c120 3 reduction in habitat reduction in habitat development

need to consider sustainability of current management 
on site and development pressure from adjacent port. 

Seaforth is a core CN colony for the NW. all CN nesting on timber rafts. Site managed by 
LWT under lease by Peel. Development pressure a concern. investigate

Great Black-
backed Gull SPA

Upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes SPA 1 Rockcliffe Marsh soft coast Cumbria Wildlife Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) 2002 40 2 predation predation reduction in habitat sea level rise

Common tern SPA Dee Estuary Common tern Wales 41 Shotton Enhance Breeding soft coast (man made) TATA Merseyside Ringing Group & TATAPete Coffey raft nesting CN colony c200
predation disturbance  reduction in 
habitat predation disturbance reduction in habitat

assess potential for expansion of colony, either through 
more rafts or habitat works on rest of steelworks site

habitat works, island & raft provision to 
allow for colony recruitment and 3

Shotton is a core CN colony for the NW. all CN nesting on rafts in old settling lagoon 
within steelworks site. Colony is proactively managed but thought to be at capacity and 

investigate, draft workplan and 
costings

Herring Gull SPA
Upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes SPA 1 Rockcliffe Marsh soft coast Cumbria Wildlife Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) 2002 7200

predation reduction in habitat sea level 
rise predation reduction in habitat sea level rise

Lesser Black-
backed Gull SPA

Upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes SPA 1 Rockcliffe Marsh soft coast Cumbria Wildlife Trust Cumbria Wildlife Trust

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group)

In 1969 there were just 698 pairs of large gul ls breeding on Rockcliffe 
Marsh. This increased gradually to about 4000 pairs in 1993, followed 
by a dramatic increase in numbers in 1994 to just under 10,000 pairs. 

predation reduction in habitat sea level 
rise predation reduction in habitat sea level rise

Common tern SPA
Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA Common tern Condor Pool Enhance Breeding soft coast

habitat enhancement and proactive predator 
control EA

RSPB/Fylde Bird 
Club

2 pairs CN nesting successfully for 4+ years on small  saline wetland 
adjacent to SSSI. Limited management by RSPB / MBP to improve the site 
in last few years. 2020 2 2 reduction in habitat, predation reduction in habitat, predation

unsuitable habitat, unsuitable 
water control, predation

site needs formal management to enhance/maintain for existing 
breeding birds. RSPB obvious candidate to take on site and 
manage as part of reserves network 2

site is isolated and small. Issues with l iabil ity over flood embankment and water control structure 
have created adminstrative issues that are difficult to overcome. EA do not routinely manage for 
biodiverstiy on their landholding, local officers have been engaged and assisted with some 
management but at an organisational level l ittle support has been provided for site management. 
Proposal is for RSPB to lease the site however internal RSPB process and site aquisition policy has 
prevented this as of 2021. draft workplan and costings

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary SPA

Shore Road fields, 
Crag bank New Breeding soft coast habitat enhancement private

Calum Booth, 
RSPB (NW tern 
group) reduction in habitat reduction in habitat

water control, habitat quality and 
availabli lity

proactive work with landowners to create transitional brackish 
wetland over 10ha of formelly reclaimed saltmarsh/relict dunes 2

site has high potential and l inakge to Carnforth Slag tips adjacent. Habitat is more wet 
grassland/bare ground rather than industrial  slag acting as shingle proxy. With intervention and 
improvements to water control has potential to be an significant addition to coastal breeding 
habiat quality and extent in eastern Morecambe bay

deliver mid-tier CS as interim for first 
phase of resoration. Draft workplan, 
costings and hydrological l imitations of 
site with a view to funding full  
restoration.



Species Designation Designation site name SPA Qualifying species Site designation comments Site number Intervention Site Action Required (new site/ restore (from 
absence) /recover /enhance (above 
favourable), maintain)

Life Stage Habitat 
(mainland cliff, 
soft coast, 
offshore island, 
inland)

Intervention Action Site Ownership Site Managed Key info 
source

Coastal 
Habitat Loss 
(IPENS 
Assessment)

Evidence of 
coastal 
colony 
impact in 
past 20 
years

Threats to 
coastal 
colony in 
next 25 
years

Historic numbers/context Last Survey 
Date

Current Numbers (AONs) Potential numbers (1=1's; 
2=10's; 3=100's; 4=1000's pairs)

Current Pressures (Disturbance, INNS, 
Predation, Removal, Reduction in food, 
Reduction in habitat, Sea level rise, 
Storminess, Pathogens)

Future Pressures (Disturbance, INNS, 
Predation, Removal, Reduction in food, 
Reduction in habitat, Sea level rise, 
Storminess, Pathogens)

Pressures: Comments Key Knowledge gaps Monitoring Importance : Amber :top 5 site 
in England,  Red >10% of 
England population, >10,000 
pairs assemblage( S2000 
onwards).  Purple Historic 
>10,000 pairs before S2000.

Recommendations next 3 years Cost Recommendations 
next 10 years

Cost 1<10k, 2 <100k, 3 <500k, 4 < 1M, 
5>1M    

Recommendations next 
25 years

Comments on recommendations. High 
priority.

Comments on funding Actions Actions

Herring Gull SPA Bowland Fells SPA 1

Langden 
Fell/Tarnbrook Fell  
Bowland maintain? upland

Casework to prevent the estates getting a l icence to control he birds, and 
advocacy to prevent NE allowing a 5% cull , NE are currently unwill ing to do 
this because of the sparce data on the species and any cumulative impacts, 
but who knows how long this will  continue

Abbeystead Estate, 
Bleasedale Estate 
and United Util ities 
Estate

NE undertake 
surveys there

Jeremy 
Sutton 
(RSPB)

not a lot of past trend data for this inland colony, although it is a relatively new colony so it is a fairly safe assumption 
that it has been increasing for the past 10 years since large gulls started breeding there approximately 10 years ago. By 
2010 and 2011 there were around 2900 AONs at Langden Head. The majority, if not all , of the gulls at Langden Head are 
l ikely to have relocated from the nearby colony at Tarnbrook Fell on the Abbeystead estate where they have been subject 
to cull ing. The population total in 2012 was 2228 AONs, with the vast majority of those being lesser black-backed gul ls 
and approximately only 1-2% being herring gul ls.SD Productivity at Langden Head was the highest of all  of the colonies 
studied this year at 1.81 (herring gull  prod 2.22 and lesser black-backed gull prod 1.81), which is very high and shows 
that the gulls at Langden Head had a successful season. No foxes or evidence of foxes was detected all  season, although 
there was evidence of hedgehogs, stoats and rats on the camera traps and scat transects. Hedgehogs, stoats, and rats 
would all predate gul l eggs and/or small  chicks but are unlikely to take enough to have a significant effect on a colony 
of this size and density, as is shown by the very high productivity of 1.81 chicks per pair. The colony is surrounded by 
estates that have high numbers of gamekeepers on them, which is l ikely to be part of the reason that predators such as 
foxes are not present/present in low densities, allowing the gulls to breed successfully with low predation pressure. No noticeable pressures, removal, predation

Apart from licenced and i l legal 
cull ing none, unless grouse shooting 
was to be banned in which case the 
intensive predator control which 
allows these birds to nest freely 
would l ikely be removed, this would 
have a measurable effect on colony 
size top 5 sites clarify imp as LBBG

Lesser Black-
backed Gull SPA Bowland Fells SPA designated for LBBG

No SPA Objective in place. Interim SSSI  
objective set in 2012 based on the 5 year 
mean preceding SSSI des ignation of 6,677 
pa irs  needs  revis ion. In 2001 the s i te peaked 
in numbers  supporting at least 18,000 pairs . 
Before that time the data  used to support 
the 2001 SPA review used a  count at 1998 
which gave a  range of between 13,900-16,300 
pa irs  and the lower figure (13,900) was  used 
as  the reference population (Stroud et al 
2001). 2

Langden 
Fell/Tarnbrook Fell  
Bowland maintain? upland

Casework to prevent the estates getting a l icence to control he birds, and 
advocacy to prevent NE allowing a 5% cull , NE are currently unwill ing to do 
this because of the sparce data on the species and any cumulative impacts, 
but who knows how long this will  continue

Abbeystead Estate, 
Bleasedale Estate 
and United Util ities 
Estate

NE undertake 
surveys there

Jeremy 
Sutton 
(RSPB)

The population was estimated at 25,000 LB in 1981 but crashed to 4,320 pairs in 2012 because of l icenced control 
which has now ceased, it stood at 14,627 AON in 2018 and we expect i t is sti l l  increasing. The colony sits largely on 2 
blocks of land owned by Abbeystead Estate, Bleasedale Estate and United Utilities Estate, the colony currently occupies 
and area in excess of 700ha, there are smaller satell ite breeding sites also within Bowland, also located on the top of 
fells //// 25000 LB in 1979, 3500 HG 1972 Owner duke of westminster. 18,518 in S2000. decline since 2000 because of 
l icensed control by NE within SPA/SSSI but recovering since 2012. 2018 14,000 4 No noticeable pressures, removal, predation

Apart from licenced and i l legal 
cull ing none, unless grouse shooting 
was to be banned in which case the 
intensive predator control which 
allows these birds to nest freely 
would l ikely be removed, this would 
have a measurable effect on colony 
size

Productivi ty a t the colony i s  very high due to the 
fact that the SPA is  keepered and predator control  
i s  effective most imp english site 

Setting an appropriate SPA objective that reflects  the current population 
(10,499 AONs  in 2017). Main action is  to leave the colony undis tributed 
throughout the breeding season and to refra in from ki l l ing adul ts  and 
destroying nests . 0

monitor 
response , and 
recovery of 
population. 
could become 
the most imp 
colony in UK. 

Jeremy Sutton is at the moment writing an RSPB position statement on the LB 
in Bowland, in response to questions raised by the estates/Moorland 
Association, we are also in 2022 going to trial gull  proof l ivestock feeders on 
8 farms to see what effect they have on the gulls (which currently exploit ewe 
rolls as a high protein food source during the breeding season), on the 
finances of the farmers involved and if possible to monitor any effects on 
predation of nesting waders. Nationally we are also sti l l  pushing for the 
inclusion of LB as a qualifying species for the Bowland Fells SPA (for which it 
has been a pSPA species since 2012), we believe that shooting interests have 
thus far prevented Defra from making the necessary change despite the 
recommendation by NE.

Black-headed 
Gul l SSSI

Sunbiggin Tarn & Moors 
and Little Asby Scar

BHGs designated feature of SSSI. colony of 
200 pairs 3

Sunbiggin Tarn, 
Cumbria upland

last occupired in 2003, abandoned, cause unknown. Used to have 8000 pairs 
recorded in 1999. Adjacent to grouse moor so predators were controlled

 
D.Shackl
eton

abandoned, cause unknown. Used to have 8000 pairs recorded in 1999. Adjacent to grouse moor so predators were 
controlled 2002 1200 4 removal disturbance predation disturbance predation removal disturbance predation

Black-headed 
Gul l SAC Wast Water 3 Wast Water, Cumbria enhance upland

little islet, close to shore. It's a popular lake which is hammered by people 
causing lots of disturbance National Trust

 
D.Shackl
eton not a large colony, around 90 pairs previously recorded 90 pairs 2 disturbance predation disturbance predation

Black-headed 
Gul l non SPA 4

Fisher Tarn res/Fisher 
Tarn, Cumbria upland

last occupied in 2003, abandoned, cause unknown. Used to have 600 pairs in 
1995 United Util ities ?

 
D.Shackl
eton 2002 1150 4 removal disturbance predation disturbance predation removal disturbance predation

Black-headed 
Gul l non SPA

Kill ington gravel pit, /been in decline (used 
to have several 1000) and now moved to 
Hardindale quarry (1500-2000) 5

Kill ington res, 
Cumbria upland

Not a natural lake, water level became very low allowing ground predators  to 
access the island. Gulls subsequently abandoned, BHG relocated to 
Hardendale Quarry

 
D.Shackl
eton

But Kill ington has been abandoned in the past few years (probably because of low water allowing fox access) and the 
colony has relocated to Hardendale Quarry where they are effectively cliff nesting (photos attached). Sti l l  cormorants 
nesting at Kil lington which commute to Morecambe Bay 2002 3100 4 removal disturbance predation disturbance predation removal disturbance predation

Black-headed 
Gul l non SPA

Kill ington gravel pit, /been in decline (used 
to have several 1000) and now moved to 
Hardindale quarry (1500-2000) 5

Hardendale Quarry, 
Cumbria maintain upland

Conflict in managing the water control, unlikely to be resolved. Maintain 
existing management

 
D.Shackl
eton

This site started being occupied in 2005 and was a working quarry, closed due to conflict with pumping water - 
conservation reasons. As a result though the water has risen and there is a reduced availabl ity of nesting area and 
population has halved. 2021 700 3 reduction in habitat reduction in habitat

was a working quarry, closed due to 
conflict with pumping water - 
conservation reasons. As a result 
though the water has risen and there 
is a reduced availablity of nesting 
area

Black-headed 
Gul l non SPA outside Bowland Fells SPA 6 Stocks Res Lancs restore upland

Several years ago water levels fell so low that the gul l island became 
connected to the mainland. The colony obviously failed and has never returned 
and I suspect mammalian predation (rats?) is the problem but that’s 
guesswork and as far as I know, nobody has looked in to it or tried to get the 
gulls back. United Util ities United Util ities 

Gavin 
Thomas/J
eremy 
Sutton

Black-headed Gulls are considered to have bred uninterrupted at Stocks Reservoir since at least 1943, a remarkable 
period of continuous occupation of 75 years. Historical records of many nests being flooded out on the island in some 
years would indicate breeding on the drawdown zone. After 1996, a slow decline is noted, with 1680 nests being 
recorded during the National ‘Seabird 2000’ Census and subsequently between 2003 and 2015 the colony stabil ising at 
lower level of around 1200 pairs. Since 2015, the colony has declined further, with large scale breeding failures, such 
that only an estimated 500 pairs attempted to breed in 2017. 2018 190 4

removal disturbance predation, 
reduction in habitat

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat removal disturbance predation

Erect fencing around the gul lery area to exclude geese from 
grazing/trampling/foul ing and large gulls from ‘walking-in’. Fencing to be 
tall  enough to deter geese, of open mesh type to allow visibil ity through for 
the nesting gul ls with compartment/s small  enough to assist this aim. 
Cut/coppice Willow scrub over N half (or more) of island. The cut boughs 
and branches to be used for additional cover within the fenced 
compartments or adjacent plus support for the fencing. The 50m boat 
exclusion zone around the island to be clearly highlighted to all anglers, 
signage re-erected permanently around the island and crucially that the 
exclusion rule be policed with appropriate action taken against any 
transgressors.

Serious 
consideration 
should be given 
to a moult 
round-up cull  
in very late 
June or early 
July of Canada 
Geese (under a 
General 
Licence) and 

suggestions from RSPB, but not 
spoken to UU

Black-headed 
Gul l SSSI West Pennine Moors SSSI 

Belmont Reservoir, as part of the West 
Pennine Moors, was notified as a SSSI by 
Natural England in November 2016 with the 
main feature being the mosaic of upland 
habitats, including blanket bog. Additional 
notified features being the nationally 
important breeding populations of Black-
headed and Mediterranean Gull. 6

Belmont Reservoir, 
Lancashire maintain upland

the maintenance of short/mid height (up to 150mm) vegetation by the 
continuation of the annual cutting-back of the vegetation over the whole 
gullery site. • Minimising disturbance of the colony and the whole site during 
the gulls’ tenure, particularly during the critical February to August period • 
continuation of generalist predator control measures to mitigate predation United Util ities United Util ities 

Jeremy 
Sutton 
(RSPB)

Black-headed Gulls have bred discontinuously at Belmont Reservoir for some 70 years with, in the last 20 years, the 
colony growing at a remarkable rate to become, since 2010, the largest Black-headed Gull  colony in the UK (Seabird 
Monitoring Programme database 2021). The population was estimated at 11,553 AONs (apparently occupied nests) by 
means of an aerial  survey in 2019, some c8.3% of the UK breeding population. The Belmont colony is over twice the size 
of the UK’s next largest Black-headed Gull  colonies (Poole Harbour 5736 pairs in 2017). The 2021 results reinforces the 
site’s status as the UK’s largest Black-headed Gull  colony now holding 10.4% of the British breeding population. As the 
biogeographic (palearctic) population is estimated at 2,450,000 pairs, this would relate to Belmont holding a 
remarkable 0.55% of the world population of Black-headed Gull. Production also continues to be good for the two key 
species with the colony again being highly successful in terms of young fledged. 2021 13528 4 predation, INNS disturbance predation

little bit of predation recorded in 
2021 - otter confirmed, dead brown 
rat recovered

The continued growth of the Belmont colony could be due to birds returning to their natal site (given 
the excellent productivity at Belmont over many years) being in excess of the mortality rate of 
established breeders, immigration to Belmont from other colonies or a combination of both. It is of 
note that several other large Black-headed Gull  colonies in north-west England (viz. Ribble Marshes 
NNR, Sunbiggin Tarn, Kil l ington Lake and Stocks Reservoir) have declined to practical extinction in 
the last decade. However, taking the average annual mortality of Black-headed Gull i t is considered 
that the exceptional production of young at Belmont is way in excess of the number required to keep 
the colony stable and in all  l ikelihood is supporting other colonies nationally.

UU staff and contractors brush-cutting the island 
vegetation down to a height suitable for breeding 
gulls. Drone footage and walk throughs used to 
count birds. Predator control for game shooting, 
agricultural and breeding wader conservation 
interests is carried out around and adjacent to the 
reservoir and results in a low Fox density locally. Red

Mediterranea
n Gull SSSI West Pennine Moors SSSI 

Belmont Reservoir, as part of the West 
Pennine Moors, was notified as a SSSI by 
Natural England in November 2016 with the 
main feature being the mosaic of upland 
habitats, including blanket bog. Additional 
notified features being the nationally 
important breeding populations of Black-
headed and Mediterranean Gull. 6

Belmont Reservoir, 
Lancashire maintain upland

the maintenance of short/mid height (up to 150mm) vegetation by the 
continuation of the annual cutting-back of the vegetation over the whole 
gullery site. • Minimising disturbance of the colony and the whole site during 
the gulls’ tenure, particularly during the critical February to August period • 
continuation of generalist predator control measures to mitigate predation United Util ities United Util ities 

Jeremy 
Sutton 
(RSPB) 2021 106 3 predation, INNS disturbance predation

little bit of predation recorded in 
2021 - otter confirmed, dead brown 
rat recovered

UU staff and contractors brush-cutting the island 
vegetation down to a height suitable for breeding 
gulls. Drone footage and walk throughs used to 
count birds. Predator control for game shooting, 
agricultural and breeding wader conservation 
interests is carried out around and adjacent to the 
reservoir and results in a low Fox density locally.

Black-headed 
Gul l non SPA near North Pennine Moors SPA 7

Plenmeller common, 
Nthumberland. upland 2002 1185 4

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA North Pennine Moors SPA 8 Bardon, Yorks upland 2002 4000 4

Cormorant SSSI Fairburn and Newton Ings 9 Fairburn , Yorks enhance lowland

The heronry is surrounded by water which makes disturbance less of an issue.  
Since the arrival of the spoonbil ls at the heronry in 2017 we’ve had more 
incidences of birders/photographers trying to get too close, although this was 
less apparent this year.  We are currently in the early stages of a project to 
improve the wetland habitats at Fairburn, and part of this is also looking at 
improving the visitor spectacle/access to this part of the reserve, but in a way 
that we can better prevent disturbance.  We do not currently advertise the 
PROW that goes through the Flashes and it is not a well-used footpath. We 
create fish refuges in the lakes to help improve fish populations.  

Leeds City Council, 
RSPB RSPB

Karesn 
Swaffield

We recorded 104 pairs this year, which is a new record for the site.  Since the late 2000s the average is between 80-100 
pairs. The main factor is the loss of breeding sites at the heronry; as the trees used by the cormorants fall  we need to 
ensure there are plenty of trees to take their place.  We’re also managing nearby areas to develop into a potential new 
heronry in the future. 2021 104 3

Predation, INNS, reduction in 
habitat reduction in habitat

Current: The pressures that are 
affecting other species at Fairburn, 
for example, the increase in the 
number of floods, INNS (particularly 
Crassula) and predation from mink, 
are probably having less of an affect 
on the cormorant population. Future: 
Reduction in habitat as the trees 
used by the cormorants fail .  We 
need to ensure there are other areas 

Monitor fish population, and continue creating fish refuges.  Allow nearby 
areas to develop into new heronry area; new deep channels and scrub 
islands being created as part of wetland project, and we are allowing the 
wil lows at the back of Pickup to develop.  Manage PROW through Flashes; 
incorporate visitor access and managing PROW/disturbance into wetland 
project.

Cormorant SSSI Lower Derwent Valley 10 Weldrake Ings, Yorks maintain lowland

Change in water level management unlikely to be compatible with breeding 
cormorants – lower water levels to favour MG4 grassland management.  So 
many other significant features of interest on this site – cormorants probably 
not the highest to justify change in management,  other features probably sti l l  
present and ok – nesting trees etc

Yorkshire Wildlife 
Trust – part of 
Lower Derwent 
Valley NNR in 
partnership with 
Natural England.

Yorkshire Wildlife 
Trust – part of 
Lower Derwent 
Valley NNR in 
partnership with 
Natural England.

Craig 
Ralston

The first breeding attempt in the valley itself came in 1997 when twelve pairs nested in wil lows at Wheldrake Ings and 
numbers increased rapidly thereafter with 32 pairs present in 1999. This resulted in the first three figure count for the 
site with 103 adult and fledged young present at the colony on 15th June.  A total of 101 young fledged from the colony 
during that year, with 47 pairs bred in 2000, 43 pairs in 2001 and 38 pairs in 2002. Since peaking in the early 2000s 
nesting cormorants declined quickly on the site and no longer breed – probably in relation to the water levels being 
managed lower on site for a range of other interest features – particularly MG4 grassland.  Now we just have 
occasional pairs attempt in odd years but with l imited success.  The site sti l l  supports a winter/spring roost of 20-30 
birds in the trees were they used to breed. 2002 38 2 reduction in available habitat reduction in available habitat

Water level management under 
colony

Cormorant non SPA not SSSI 11 Drakelow, Derbyshire lowland 2002 45 2
Cormorant non SPA not SSSI 12 Besthorpe, Notts lowland 2002 98 3

Cormorant SPA Rutland Water 13 Rutland Water maintain lowland
Not much planned. Coppice management in the heavily wil low growth. 
Consideration is being made to make nest pallets – easier access for ringers Anglian Water? LRWT

Tim 
Sexton

89 pairs – 2 distinct colonies/one difficult.Vague records but believed to be increasing. Rutland Cormorants are 
believed to the 2nd or 3rd largest inland colony

2021 89 2 No noticeable pressures, No noticeable pressures, 

Angling club – compliants but no 
disturbance – no public access

Don’t manage nest sites. CR been done in previous 
10 years

top 5 site
Cormorant non SPA near Whitacre Heath SSSI 14 Ladywalk NR lowland 2002 28 2
Cormorant near Upper Nene Valley Gravel Pits SPA 15 Earls Barton GP lowland 2002 27 2
Black-headed 
Gul l not sure where this is 16 Barleycraft GPs Cambs lowland 2002 250 3

Cormorant SSSI Deeping SSSI
Cormorant a designated 
feature of SSSI Cormorant a designated feature of SSSI 17

Deeping St James 
Cambs lowland 2002 100 3

Black-headed 
Gul l SSSI Cam Washes 18

Kingfisher Bridge, 
Cambs lowland 2002 250 3

Cormorant SSSI Little Paxton Pits 19 Little Paxton, Cambs maintain lowland
None planned. The cormorants breed on an island on Heronry South so well  
protected from human interference. HDC

Neal 
Parkin

Very few counts prior to 2017. The 1998 report mentions 176 nests but there was a noticeable decline in the 2000’s with 
numbers then stabilising at 50+. Nowadays there are more inland breeding sites than the late 90’s. 2021 65 3 No noticeable pressures, 

None of any particular 
concern top5 site

None, apart from leaving the 
site unmanaged 

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA Ouse Washes 20 WWT Welney, Cambs maintain lowland None planned. WWT/EA WWT

Leigh 
Marshall

Used to have about 3000 pairs, in 2018 there were 2196 pairs, due to the increase of numbers and occupance on wader 
habitat, WWT applied for a l icense to reduce 20/30% per year. In addition to predation and flooding, the numbers of 
BhG have now dwindled to 4-5 pairs on Ladyfen WWT. The majority of the birds have now moved off the reserve to newly 
created wetlands at Denver sluice & Popular farm which is fenced off (EA land i  believe) 2021 5 4 removal No noticeable pressures, 

WWT no longer need to remove the 
BhG since they are so few in number. 
The pools are used mainly by waders 
which WWtr manage

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA Broadland seabirds not feature of SPA 21

various areas in 
Broadland lowland 2019 100 4

reduction in habitat, disturbnace 
predation

reduction in habitat 
disturbance predation

main l imiting factor is available 
habitat. few and l imited extent of 
natural sites eg islands - limited 
rafts etc. may be some control of cormorants. 

assessment of options - consider more widespread use of rafts for BHG 
common tern, i f natural sites not available. consider value of broadland 
sites in longer term. 2k

Black-headed 
Gul l SSSI River Wensum 22 Penshorpe Norfolk lowland 2016 130 3
Black-headed 
Gul l

Sennowe Park 
Fakenham lowland fishing lakes, pressures and opportunities unknown 2019 200 3

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA Abberton Reservoir 23 Abberton res, Essex lowland 2018 25 3 reduction in habitat predation reduction in habitat predation

lack of nesting space - need rafts or 
islands

common tern SPA Abberton Reservoir 23 Abberton res, Essex lowland new breeder in 2O18 ? rafts 2018 1 2 reduction in habitat predation reduction in habitat predation

Cormorant SPA Abberton Reservoir Cormorant Cormorant a designated feature of SSSI 23 Abberton res, Essex maintain lowland
cormnorants nesting on islands. nesting trees l imiting and may l imit future of /expansion of colony. cormorants kil l ing 
off current trees. decline since 320 in 2002 2019 202 3 reduction in available habitat

reduction in available habitat 
disturbance removal

NE investigated impact of cull ing on 
colonies- need to find this. most imp english site

Common tern SSSI Cotswold Water Park 24
Cotswold water park 
Gloucs/Wilts enhance breeding lowland

Kim 
Milson 
Cotswold 
Lakes 
trust

The site has breeding common tern and black-headed gull; both species only started breeding at the site in 1979.  There 
is a single report of one pair of cormorant breeding in 1994, but since then there have been no further reports. The first 
breeding record of common tern is reported in the  Gloucestershire Bird Report 1979, when one pair successfully 
fledged three young.  In 1986, one pair bred in the Gloucestershire part of CWP (Wiltshire Bird Report 1986) and in 
1989 the Gloucestershire Bird Report notes three nests at two sites in Gloucestershire and Wiltshire, however no young 
fledged.   Black-headed gull  fi rst bred at CWP in 1980, since this date there are no other records of breeding until  1993 
when one pair may have tried to breed (Gloucestershire Bird Report 1993).  The Gloucestershire Bird Report 1995 noted 
‘probably several’ pairs bred at one site and four young were seen in June.  Twelve pairs attempted nesting in 1997, but 
were apparently disturbed by mink (Gloucestershire Bird Report 1997). In the Gloucestershire Bird Report 2000, two 
common tern nests and one chick were reported seen in the Gloucestershire section and there was at least one pair in 
the Wiltshire part of CWP.   The Gloucestershire Bird Report 2001 records at least 17 pairs of black-headed gull.  In 
2002, there were three pairs of common tern, but there was no information regarding breeding success.  In 2004, eight 
pairs of common tern were recorded, laying 17 eggs and fledging eight young; there were possibly two other pairs, but 
this was not confirmed (Wiltshire Bird Report 2004).  In 2008, 41 pairs of common tern and 186 pairs of black-headed 
gull  were recorded (Figure 18).  

2018 56 3 disturbance predation disturbance predation increase rafts

Black-headed 
Gul l SSSI Cotswold Water Park 24

Cotswold water park 
Gloucs/Wilts enhance lowland

kim 
Milson 
Cotswold 
Lakes 
trust

birds currently nesting on islands but islands crubbing over. wildlife trust owned islands maintained by some l imited 
scrub clearance, but no management of private islands.te  land bla 2018 411 3 disturbance predation disturbance predation programme of scrub control on key islands.

column N,O,P 
not valid as 
these are not 
coastal sites

Cormorant SSSI Cotswold Water Park 24
Cotswold water park 
Gloucs/Wilts enhance lowland

Kim 
Milson 
Cotswold 
Lakes 
trust

some private fishing lakes so may be some control but numbers overall  increasing. 2021 three sperate colonies, 2 on 
nature reserves. disturbance not thought to be an issue. 2021 56 mainatin security of current colonies.

Common tern SPA Lea Valley 
Common tern a designated feature of Rye 
Meads SSSI 25

various sites 
Herts/London enhance lowland 117 pairs at 4 sites in 2007, declined to 50 prs in 2018 - competition for nesting space with rapidly increasing BHGs. 2018 50 3

disturbance predation reduction 
in habitat

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat reduction 
in food

nesting space. lack availabi lity of 
food provision of more rafts - specifically availabil ity from md May

review 
design,location
, timing of raft 
deployment 
and take 
forward

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA Lea Valley 25

various sites 
Herts/London enhance lowland

First bred in 2008 - 1 pr at Rye Meads, now 600 pairs across various sites. Competing with common terns for nesting 
rafts. 2018 600 4

disturbance predation reduction 
in habitat

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat nesting space provision of more rafts

review 
design,location
, timing of raft 
deployment 
and take 
forward

Cormorant SPA Lea Valley 25
Walthamstow Res, 
Herts/London maintain lowland

Formerly single colony at Walthamstow Reservoir, ( 250 pairs 2002  but cutting down of nesting trees on islands, and 
suspected cull ing of birds. Birds now dispersed to other sites in Lea Valley. Numbers broadly similar. Unknown whether 
ongoing cull ing. nesting habitat not thought to be l imited. with recent decline of Abberton colony, this is now the largest 
colony in England/UK. 2018 238 3 removal disturbance removal disturbance cull ing - legal and i l legal top5 site review of licensed control

Common tern SPA Somerset Levels and Moors 26
Avalon Marshes 
Somerset enhance lowland Spradic 1 - 2 pairs in recent years. 2019 1 2

disturbance predation reduction 
in habitat

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat lack of nesting sites deployment of rafts Steve Hughes RSPB

Cormorant SPA Somerset Levels and Moors 26
Avalon Marshes 
Somerset enhance s lowland

At Ham Wall, the cattle egret also nested once in same location, but later than 
cormorants. Cormorants now taken over most of available trees and cattle 
egret moved elsewhere. At some point trees will  fall  / crumble completely (are 
dead trees standing in water) Work ongoing to recreate habitat elsewhere for 
cattle egret and other species who might nest in trees over water RSPB RSPB

Alison 
Blaney

first colonised Shapwick Heath 2007 and used to nest on Shapwick Heath NNR (Natural England) until  the dead trees 
crumbled and fell . They then moved to nest on Ham Wall in 2017. Numbers in the colony on Ham Wall have increased 
from 11 nests in 2017 to 49 in 2021. This year we also had another nest in a completely different location away from 
the main colony. 2021 49 2

disturbance, reduction in 
habitat, storminess 

disturbance, reduction in 
habitat, Keep trying to recreate habitat - trees over water Avalon Marshes Breeding Bird Survey 2018.

Black-headed 
Gul l SPA Somerset Levels and Moors 26

Avalon Marshes 
Somerset new lowland no history of breeding 2019 0 2

disturbance predation reduction 
in habitat

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat lack of nesting sites

common tern non SPA 27 Stour Valley , Kent enhance lowland rafts for terns

Murray 
Orchard 
KOS small nos - currently on Stodmarsh but could be on other lakes 2018 <10 prs 2

reduction in habitat, predation 
disturbance

reduction in habitat 
disturbnace predation lack of nesting sites

Cormorant non SPA 27 Stour Valley , Kent lowland

Murray 
Orchard 
KOS Cormorant colony on private land - not well monitored.  2002 75 2

Black-headed 
Gul l SSSI Bodmin Moor, North 28

Bodmin Moor 
Cornwall restore? upland

prob requires pred fencing and/or use of rafts on Coll iford Lake. Butters Tor 
Mire would require pred fencing. 

paul st 
pierre

Birds in Cornwall  1985 states that at least 20 pairs of black-headed gul l were breeding at Colliford Lake in May 1985, 
this being the first record of gulls breeding at this site.  There are then no further breeding records until  Birds in 2017 7 1

disturbance predation reduction 
in habitat

disturbance predation 
reduction in habitat 

Probably needs predator fencing to protect colony and enable it to build up 
again. but small  isolated site and relatively low priority. or use of rafts on 

Great Black-
backed Gull SSSI Bodmin Moor, North 28

Bodmin Moor 
Cornwall restore upland  2008 1




